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THE CONFERENCE ENDED.

THE NEW DURHAM PILGRIMAGE.
The centennial
Conference is ended.
We are already launche
our second
er. century. It hgs been a memoria
memorable
a
be
will
it
believe
We
ence.
one.
2
« Its spirit from beginning to close was
excellent. Men differed, but they differed like men, and the will of the majority
was cordially accepted. The report of
the committee on the ministry caused the
most.discussion. Brethren were rightly
of the
jealous for the ‘independency
church, as well as desirous that thg standard of the ministry should be raised.
" The action taken will, we trust, compass
both of these aims.
The enterprising spirit shown by the
Western brethren, and their desire to
in

ing there, engaging in

that

section,

are

They are organiz-

systematic

mis-

eT

“sionary: effort and show an increasing
established
purpose to act through the
channels

+

of denominational

benevolent

work. The year and the occasion have
seemed to give an impulse to all our
work, which we pray may increase in

standard

force, until the denominational
shall be borne higher
ever before.

and

farther than

The presence of the aged brethren was

_ patticularly noticeable.

they had come together

It was as ‘though

to

had through years of toil and.

denial so

efficiently promoted. Their service has
never seemed so noble to us as it did in
the light of these centennial exercises.

as

should undertake the impessible ‘work - of
i tributing, ourselves

among

those

de-

nominatiens, but that the other denominations should co
o us, where alone. the
Baptist can enjoy his ordinances, the Con-

gregationalist his discipline,
dist his Arminianism and the Unitarian
his freedom.

We hold the

der which all niay

unite.

standard

Let

un-

us cling

loyally to it.

|

GENERAL CONFERENCE.
[Continued

!

from last week.]

SATURDAY.

The 5.45 prayer meeting was conducted by Rev. AT A. Smith, of Minnesota,
and the 8.45 by Rev. Mr.. Davis, of Minnesota. Both were well attended and
interesting.

|
THE WOMEN'S MEETING.
The meeting of the women in the grove

was called to-order. by

Mrs.

Bowen,

of

Maine, promptly at 9 o'clock. After singing * There is a Work,” Mrs. Dexter, of
Rhode Island, readin selection of Scripture. Prayer was offered by Mrs. Nicker-

York city. . Apaper was

son, of New

then read by Mrs. Mary Latham Clark,of
New Hampshire, who is a' well-khown
reference

Clark made

out Lordto Peter,

papers.

Mrs.

to the charge

of

lambs,”

Feed my

3 elegnics from

to cultivate acquaintance

‘slavery spirit. The slave .is BOW free. .
Freedom’s battle isi always won.
| The controyersies which the General
Baptists have to engage in in England are
‘with Ritualism and kindred ‘questions.
They were never bound by Calvinism,
and that doctrine is fast disappearing
from England and Scotland. ‘ Mr. Goadby admired ourcreed, which is simple
and practical, like their own, instead of
being speculative. He referred to the
range of scientific discussion; but believes

the Christian Register says on another
page, that our doctrines may all be enjoyed in the L Other denominations, it
‘proves, if it proves ‘anything, not that we

transmit to- writer for Sunday-school

- other hands the precious cause which they.

true,

their going

with Freewill Baptists, encourage them.
in, missionary work and stimulate the anti-

by’ strong

If it be

imission’ of «the

years ago was

truth and liberty. The very forms and
cerémonies that we cling to may have the
seeds of error in them.

especially gratifying.

A

England ' to” this = country . thirty-three

blows, ‘and by uncompromising fidelity to

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 4, 1880,

promote the cause

The

paid within the been defeated, to be sure, but other foes
$2.50 if not.
‘remain. - Freedom's cause is ‘still to’ be

The Warning Star,

Agi

both denominations. The General Baptists suffer somewhat from the greater attractions which the larger Baptist body
holds out to their young and perhaps

lay aside

Revs Iv Ps STEWART, Publisher, —
ess, remittances of
on
hom all letters
should be 8, Dusivese,at Dover, N. H.
&
mone &c.,
communications designed for publication Their mission was one of protest against
addressed to "Editor “The Morning Star,| ‘the wrongs
Wo
and follies of their time.
Dover, N. H, EERE
Many of the foes which they battled have
rms 1—$2,00 per year, if paid strictly

Lm OEecmces

5

wish that thea quickening influences. of
these past ten days may not be allowed to
die out of our hearts.” "We have been - re--| -worldly-minded. men, but
mindéd hew nobly the fathers wrought. away is not always a loss.

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

Te

«

to learn abont it.

;

and then proceeded to apply this same injunction to the Christian workers present.
We must endeavor to: place over our
scholars, especially the smaller ones, the
very best teachers possible. We must
seek to simplify the doctrines of the Bible,
and so illustrate them that the smallest

Their churches were | gate of the Freewill Baptist8. 8. Union for the purpose of raising money to pay

called Free Baptist and Christian

but there was no organic

union

Baptist,

to the S. S. Centennial Just celebrated

among

London,

them until 1837. Rev. Mr. McGrey,
a
Fredwill Baptist-from’ Maine, represented
‘the Freewill Baptist element; but-a—divis—

and

was

the floating debt on the. institution of”
$3,075. Theischool is fifty-seven years
old, and has had a creditable history. 4
Prof. Meservey' stated the-object of the

in

arrived duri
uring

the” afternoon,

greeted -with

applause. He

| briefly reported attendance at the London
"| meeting, and was followed by brief re- 5
: mee Bad
:
and Father Chaney, of
sponses by Res. Curtis, Stewart, True,
A
ri
EVENING.
organized other church- i |:
Brewster, and others, subscriptions

ion; occurred;

Maine,
EY
aing, w went and
“Thus the Freewill Baptist - cause bei came established, and in 1866, for certain

Rov. A. L ‘Gerish, of R. L., conducted|
| meanwhile being taken by persons passa Bible reading in the grove, which was
ing through the audignce. The meeting *
well attended and into which the speaker was quite well attended.
reasons these two. branches united -dnd
took the name of Freewill Baptists. There. infused munch spirit, and even enthusiasm.
~~
:
EDUCATION.
isa strong feeling there in favor of union: There was also'a conference of Sunday-

He
with the denomination in the. States.
thought, it possible that it ‘might - be consummated

pefore

school workers, for a discussion

Bres. Cheney occupied the chair at.
two, when Conference re-assembled, and

of ways

and means, to the end that the work might
‘be better performed.

the next General Confer-

prayer was offered by Rev. Mr. Carr, of -

:
‘Rev. Dr. Bowen presented aa sketch of a
weary company welcomed its close ‘#nd
Rev. Mr: Penney, of Maine, pleasantly | hailed the Approaching day of rest. :
the Freewill’ Baptist Education Society,
responded to Mr. Porter's remarks.
which had its origin 41 years ago. Sys®s SUNDAY.
Rev. S. Curtis read the report of the
tematic educational work under its auSunday. was. literally pe
with | spices began a ygar later, and “has been
committee on Necrology. Since 1877,
seventy-six ministers have died, three of meetings, but as they - were all freewill prosecuted according to the means and
whom were members of the last General ‘affairs no one can reasonably complain’ facilities of the Society. "The denomina~
Conference. The average age of 73 of that too much worship was’ required. tional futhers did not, as has been freely
that the wise God takes care of all. these ministers was 69 1-2 years. The Prayer meetings began at a quarter be- reported, oppose education, or an educatNature is only the thought of God ex- list was afterwasgls increased to 79 minis- fore six and were in operation, full of life ed ministry, as such. But having alters who had died in three years. A tab- and interest, at nine in the evening. Dr. ways before their eyes the examples-of
pressed in creation. They do not rigidly
ulatéd list of the deceased ministers, re. . Burns preached in the grove in the fore- ministers of - the established ‘or State
e the doctrine of the eternity of
ported, showing thejej age residence, &e., noon; to an audience of 4000 people. His church, whosé qualifications were , almost
future pnmishment, but as a rule" the deen with the min- sermon was on the nature and office of wholly of a literary and not of a spiritual
nomination ju Eng]
stands on ' the old will appear in a
utes, which will .probably be primed | in Faith, Hope and Charity, and was a gem character, ig. was but nafural that they,
lines of truth.
in the midst of all the, _preciotis-things we should take a position in’ opposition to.
the Siar.
:
He was gratified to note te grovih "After this report ev. A. H. Quint was have had. In the afternoon the attend- this, and exalt heart power apd purity:
of the Freewill Baptist denomination since introduced as the representative of the ance was still larger, ‘and Pres. Goadby of life in place of a trained intellobt.
he was here twehty years ago. He thinks Congregationalists, the congratulations of preached, also in the grove.. His sermon That was what they did, without opposthe General Baptists sustain their denom- whose 3,700 churches he was glad to bear was not only a finished literary preduc- ing the principle of education itself.
inational institutions better than the Free- to_ the Conference. 1t was a personal tion, but it was also a sefmon of great
The work of the
Education
Society
will Baptists do, but they have not such a privilege for him to do this, he said; for he spiritual force “and : enlightenment.
His has, firstly, promoted education in the
printing establishment among them in had a little family interest in the matter. central thought was that God calls up ministry, and, secondly, aided many in‘England as we havegand can get none. But he would not be accused of having leaders to meet emergencies, especially stitutions of learning, Hillsdale and Bates
He expressed a wish that the two denom- « hustled off to she Congregationalists,” in his church. ~ The audience was thrilled colleges, Maine - State seminary, Storer
inations might unite in publishing some:
college, New Hampton Institute and othfor he was born of Congregational pa- by the speaker's words.
thing of international denominational
Following this sermon, E. W. Page, er schools bein
among ‘the number.
rents.
‘
interest. Mr. Clifford, it he could have
Esq., of N. Y., led a Sunday-school, at- Our hope for the century to” come; said
rethe
to
somiorly
referred
Quint
been present, would have spoken at * Dr.
Brief addresses the speaker, lies in the consistent workand tended by 930 persons.
length on this point. Mr. Goadby was port on deceased ministers, just read,
followed
on
topics
connected
with Sun- ing out of the educational principle] in the
the
of
frequently interrupted by applause, show~ eulogized the faithful service
day-school
work.
denomination.
movethe
with
familiar
ing the interest and appreciation with dead. He was
Rev. O. E. Baker, of Iowa, preached a
Rev. S. D. Bates, of Ohio; followed Dr.
He acoff by Randall.
led
ment
which his remarks were greeted.
stalwart denominatienal sermon in the Bowen in a plea for spiritual culture in’
knowledged its necessity, for it was
Rev. Jonathan Woodman, one of the
evening, glancing at the past, but turn- our schools. Conscience is a safe leader,
a reaction against bondage, and ity practidelegates of the Conference to the General
ing the thought especially to the future, he said, only when it is enlightened. =
cal answer to the question, ‘Js there a
Baptists in 1848, by request of the Moderawhere
our record of the second century Leaders of men are generaly educated
religion of personal experience »
tor responded to the salutations of the vital
must
be
made.
of
mich. - They seek the training of the
sufficiency
the
English brethren. He said: ‘Rev. Eli We all now believe in
The
ladies
held
meetings
of
deep
inschools. Ience the school should develbelieved
he
and
all,
Noyes, our first chosen and first ordained God's grace to save
ence. He hoped they would soon be
ing more for our educational work. :

do-

The week was fall

of

work,

and ‘a |'Ohio.

5

THE

aly

but that has long since passed away in" of their origin.

we knew our readers would be impatient

STAR

MORNING

missionary, was my colleague.
Iam happy to bear testimony to his worth, his

terest—the wonder being that they could
find the unoccupied half hours to put

the Freewill Baptists had greatly helped

opin

them the spiritual powers.

This

is especially desirable in the case of
to accomplish this reaction from Calvinthem
in.
‘Mrs.
Fenner,
of
R.
1.,
conductwriters, teachers, preachers, and
all
reto
“refusal
the
generosity
and
attainments.
Many
laism. He referred to
ed a children’s service, which must have those who are preparing themselves for ~
‘the
at
delegates
mented
his
early
death.
The
General
crown
slaveholding
the
We
ceive
We salute them as heroes.
Baptists of England were to us as an older
Conference of 1839, thereby rejecting 30,- left good impressions in the minds of the active professional life. Parents comthem with praise that is well .deserved,
parents
present. plain that the principle of piety declines
sister,
acd
they
did
much
to
nurse
us.
000 applicants from membership, as an many children ‘and
and hand down theif example to the ger
And
there
was
also
a
¢
Mother's
meeting,”
Rev.
Amos
Sutton
was
especially
interamong their children at school. To state
we
But
loyalty.
example of magnificent
erations that follow them.
child will understand them. We nfust ested in us, and did muth to‘interest us in must not be proud of our growth and re- led by Mrs. Ramsey, of Me., which is de= ‘the fact is the same as deploring it. The
Iti is a time to studythe causes of thé
prepare ourselves for this work by ¢on- the cause of Foreign Missions. His letter
scribed as having been full of tender in- ‘educated conscience is the force that will
denominations origin and progress. The stant and prayerful study of the Bible. to us from Irftiia, published in the Morn= cord. You hre heretical, he said, on the
save the world.
2
terest.
4
womepof
|
and
subject of infant baptism,
principles for which the: fathers.contended
ing Star, is still preserved and
read with
We must teach them that Jesus is a livvillages
To
secure
this,
we
must
have
Christian
adoining
the
in
pulpits
The
|
latter
the
on
But
devotion,
speaking
i
in
meeting.
-The
gmp
xhave not all
ing and a loving Saviour, and that the interest. I had much to do with the pubwere also filled by members of the Con- schools. . Private benevolence muss supwere
Congregationalists
“ze
the missionary
\Star. 1 was _ope of the question, ’ the
Christian religion is a practieal,every-day lication of the
port them, for infidels, Jews and Cathoference.
ag
woman
a
have
and erangeliitic type. of labor which religion which enters into life and makes company which started the project. The ahead of us, for they
MONDAY.
lics
will never allow the public sehools-to ~
bethey
are
and
laborers
State'association,
a
earlier
of
the
clerk
characterized
first paper on which it was printed was
us all happier.
Following the usual morning prayer- be of that character. The. Bible and all:
still needed, and will asS readily, win their | After singing, Mrs. F. S. Mosher read purchased of Dea. Cheney, of Ashland, the: gan to educate women at Oberlinlong bemeetings, the Conference met at 9 and the principles of morality should be faithfore we put women on our boards of col>» WAY.
a paper in regard to the necessity of father of the moderator of this Confergnce.
was
opened by prayer by Rev. E. Pres- fully taught in these’ schools. Therefore *
several
related
New
at
Quint
Dr.
"passed
“The closing day was
Sunday-school work among the children Though England is territorially small, yet lege trustees.
cott, of New Hampshire."
Christian téachers should always be inhis
of
the
course
the
fornied
in
Randall
anecdotes
where
ridge,
amusing
her
influence
is
widely
felt.
She
rules
Durham
+<*
of our own land and those who are conRev.
E.
Harding,
of
Maine,
was.
asupon. Spiritual power was the gisted
first church arcentury ago, and where his stantly coming to us from other lands. It over vast territqry., Hef moral influence remarks, and closed with a most impressigned
the
seat
and
the
place
on
the
strength
of the fathers.. Let it not be
said in
colsome
is’
potent.
We,
as
a
denomination,
feel
monument
seeing
sive description of onge
remains lie buried. The
.| is of exceedingly great importance that
Foreign Mission committee,
of Rev. that we have any less of itin the second
the
influence
exerted
Wpoy
us
by
our
Ebg‘during
where
lines
our
field
into
the
in
come
standing
refugees
ored
his memory;
these latter, especially, be met by warm lish brethren. +
E. G. Eastman, who had been summoned
century than they had in the first.
the war, and each go and reverently touch
ho used to toil, near to the waving grain
Christian (hearts and pure
Christian
away.
Several
delegates
had
gone
to
Prof. Howe, of Bates college, spoke om
above
floating
it
.
‘“The
first
deputation
sent
to
us
by
them
the staff of the national flag
.and. rustling corn that grows to-day as
teaching. + An earnest appeal was made
the mountains; and thé~ Conference was theological iinStruction, , whicly means in- meet
length
at
all
leaning
was
at
our
General
Conference
in
1847,
we
may
cross
So
floral:
them.
the
with
did then,
to all workers present to engage heartily
not disposed ‘to excuse them. Revd. struction about God: thatiis, drawing out »
held at Sutton, Vt. 1t ‘was composed. of under the one standard of Christian love
against its base and a crown of wild in the work.
Malvern took the seat of Rev. J. D. {the doctrine about God.
Revs.
Jabez
Burns,D.
D.,
and
Rev.
Joseph
Christ.
The
ehurch
in
salvation
of
summit,
and
flowers and immortelles on its
"The paper bore particularly upon the Goadby, the fathers peSPECtIVely of the |and-fellowship,
Waldron,
and
also
hi
place
on
thie
coni
should
demand
¢
i$
ability
in
its
pastors.
than
beautiful
or
address,
this
to
suggestive
‘was not more
Dr. Bowenrésponded
importance of pure and instructive literamittee on the Printing Establishment.
~~
0
buld
be
accurate,
for
in:
|
Their
training
the tender and loyal regard in which the .ture in Sunday-schools, and claiined that brethren who are with us to-day, ,and in “briefly but happily.
Te
It was voted that the Conference ser- details, such asthe place of the comma in
response to their visits we were sent. We
Several items of business were-then in- |
thousand hearts there enshrined or —
our own publications were best suited for had been ‘passing through severe strugmon, and the historjcal papers on Home ' the t¥anslation of original texts, often lies
Frarconia
and
comproper
Looking off to the White
our own schools, from the fact that they gles especially in our educational work. I troduced and referred to the
Missions, Foreign Missions, and Sundayhills in the north, and upon the vales and endeavor to teach and perpetuate the: had engdged in the work of raising funds mittees. Pres. Goadby offered the prayer schools, be accepted for use in a historj: the whole point of the matter under conat
sideration. Students of the Bible are fa. hamlets and winding streams nearer
principles whose triumph hitherto this for our Biblical school then located at at the adjournment.- A brief session wag cal volume.
\
had
scene
4
millar
with the many cases of doubtful
the
on
possibly
for the intreduéti
hand, one felt that
centennial Conference celebrates.
Whitestown, N. Y. It had commenced in’ held in the afternoon
Resolutions of gratitude in view of ‘the |
reading,
and every student of theology
of
business,
this
being
the
ast
day
on
its influence in enlarging and ennobling
The next exercise consisted in sjswer-. 1844, andofor three years the work moved
abolition of slavery, and of “wélcome to
should know what these passages are and
nN
»
2
the faculties of the foundef of the denom- ing questions, the exercise being con- slowly. Poor minister were the princi- which it could be done.
the delegates from colored associations in
what the best ‘opinions about them -are.
. ination.’
Mrs. Brewster, of Rhode Ig- pal donors. The presénce and words of
ducted by
AFTERN OON. m=eSl IN DAY- SCHOOLS.
the So#th, were presented and referred.
and
Skeptics
are taking up points of Bible
there,’
stands
onr English brethren gave the work a new
The old house still
land. The meeting closed by singlog. .
Also resolutions on the form of Sundayprincipally
devoted
was
first
teaching
from
Genesis to Revelation and
the
afternoon
The
which
in
i
shown
is
impulse
and
the
sum
of
$10,000
was
seroom
very
_the
THE CONFERENCE.
to a. consideration of the Sunday-school school lessons and the use of tobacco, and |. pressing the professed Christian ' with
cured. This was dong at the Conference,
ehurch was organized. As we stood upConference met at 9 o'clock, and Rev.
movement. The children were out in a resolution in favor of Woman suffrage, them. They cannot be met by declama-~
and I well remember-that Elias Hutchins,
oh its worn floor, and reflected that only
were presented.
the
offered”
York,
New
of
Ball,
H.
‘G.
force, and did the most of the singing.
tion or prayer, but by a system of interthat sainted soul, was called upon to. offer
sd recently the representative gatherings |
Rev. O. J. Moon supplemented the letfrom a prayer of thanksgiving to God. Now I Opening prayer was offered by G.' F.
read
was
letter
A
prayer.
opening
pretation that will satisfy all the condi»
of the ‘whole denomination were accusRev. C. G. Ames, offering the hearty am glad that ourbrethren are here to wit- Mosher. The historical paper was read ter from the Ontario Yearly Meeting by tions. Accurate teaching
%nd careful
tomed to assemble within \its walls, ‘the
work
greetings of the Unitarians, and pledging ness what God hath wrought for us as a by Rev. O. E, Baker, of Iowa, who, ‘after describing the home missionary
soy
not
study
are
needful
in
these
cases.
Theodid
who
life,
lessons of Randall's
their co-operation against the hosts of people. I well recollect the kind welcome referring to ‘the beginning of the work in there. They have a Working society and logical institutions thus becomea pressdenominaa
fotinding
of
dream
much as
ignorance, bigotry and sin. He referred which I received from Josevh Goadby in general, described the origin and prog- a promising mission among the Oneida ing demand of the times. The dobtrines
tion byt’ only of organizing Christian
kindly to his former , connection with the England, and he did much to render my ress of Sunday-schoolg among Freewill and Muncie Indians. The committee on of God, brought. forth in harmony and
churches to promote the salvation of men,
Freewill Baptists, ‘and expressed deep. stay in England of the most pleasant char- Baptists. The first school of which there thé ministry reported in part, and the item eumpletenceyy are essential, and the very
assumed new ‘force and significance.
interest for the success of all work which acter. After, attending their Conference I iis any knowledge was. in’ operation in providing for a committee to frame a set details of daily life are Bumately ton.
"Horior the truth. Seek for souls. The
would benefit mankind. A letter from visited many historic places, and I re- Wilton, Me., in 1819 in’ charge of Rev. of rules for licensing and ordaining min- nected therewith.
results are bound to be blessed.
Dr. Bellows, introducing Rev. Mr. ceived the kindest attention from all. My John Foster. Their progress among us isters and for, trying cases of ministerial
Rev.
“Theological knowledge may w PRL
The New Durham church, ‘with some
Ames as the delegate from the Unitarians, knowledge of the General "Baptist broth- since then has been rapid. The S. S. scandal was adopted, and the subject reby private investigation, as the
fathers
ferred to the comntittee on the ministry.:
erhood was - greatly enlarged. We- are Union was organized in 1836.
assistance from churches in adjoining was previously read.
gained it, or by study in the home .. i the
heartily glad of the.presence and words of
towns, spread a bountiful collation in the
The
Foreign
Mission
committee
réportSoruially
Prof. Dunw, of Mich., gave a stirring
President Goadby was then
these brethren, and we bid them Godspeed
pastors, or by study in the the ological
_ grove for the large company in attendshowing that the Sunday-school ed, and nominated persons to be elected
address,
|
to the Conference as a delegate
presented
Wel**
words
the
with
in
every
true
way.”
;
“ante. 'A banner
schools, which combines all the advanta-.
as
officers
of
the
Society,
but
the
nomina-~
alone provides for. the highest form of
from the General Baptists of England.
The letter from the Kansas & Nebrasgesof the other methods and adds many come All'™ floated over “head, and both |
tions
were
referred
back
to
.
the
commitinterest
education, namely, that of the heart and
(His remarks were humorous antl
ka Y.M. having been mislaid, Rev. A. D.
others. The duty of equipping gfir thefeast and banner were typical of the holy
tee'on
motion
of
I.
D.
Stewart,
who
could
ing, wit and thoughtfulness alternating” Williams, the delegate from that body, conscience. Common schools and colological schools 50 that they may suitably
communion to which Freewill Baptists
not
accept
a
place
on
the
Executive
Comin what he said. He was glad to come, . gaye some account of its locations. its. or- leges attend to the intellect; Sundaybelieve that the Master welcomes all his
accomplish their work thus becomes )
mittee.
i
and would gladly come to the next cen- ganization, its size’ and. of the ‘ministers schools to the heart.
followers. Pres. Cheney” rapped to order
paramount.
.
at 12.80, and

after the singing

of such

++ bymns as wT will guide’ thee,” ¢'Tis the
promise of God," * I will sing of my Re“deemer,” prayer wag offered by Rev. ‘0.

E. Baker, of lows, and addresses. appro-

priate to the occasion followed by Prof.
R. Dunn,’ Dr. A. H. Quint, Pres. Goadby,

and a poem was read by Rev. T. H. Stacy,
"of New York, which was written for the
occasion by Mrs. V. G. Ramsey. The

tenary if he should be seut. He compared the. two denominations. ‘Dan

Taylor was to, the General Baptists ‘what

laboring in it.

The fleld

is a

promising

one and aid is sought in its behalf.

Rev. Geo. S. Ricker, of Massi, followed

Prof. Dunn in ‘a pleasant

and

profitable

He presented the
Rev. Silas Curtis, “fot the Historical ‘8pesth of 15 minutes.
Benjamin Randall was to the Freewill Committee, which hag charge of the Froe- example of Robert Raikes, the founder of
Baptists, Mr. Taylor was a Pattioular will Baptist Historical Library, reported modern Sunday-schools, as a safe one to
Baptist, and had to walk one hundred | ‘that $50 had been given by. the Printing be imitated. The importance of Sundaymiles, sleeping under a haystack on the Establishment towards its work.
school work was strongly weed.
‘Rev. J. I. Porter was then {ntrodu ced as
way, to find a General Baptist who would
E. W. Page, Esq., of N«4Y., who has’
baptize him. Returning to Yorkshire, he a delegate from the Free Baptists of Nova “been a life-long §Sunday-satioo] worker,
afterwards heatd of some General Baptist ‘Scotia.

At half past ten

the Conference

ad-

Pres. Goadby ‘spoke on th
education
journed: to 2 o'clock in the afternoon,’ “and
gave the committees time to complete of young men for the ministry. He had
their reports. Rev. Mr,r, Langworthy, of ‘never been able to understand how’ peo
New York, offered prayer.
‘plé could be opposed to sucli’ education,
The time between the adjourned Con? All the great preachers have been educatTerence and noon was occupied in part by ed. The great revival of the last centusevices

in

the

grove, a sermon.

being

preached by Rev. Addison Jones, of New

York.

It was a thoroughly interesting

Provincials, he said, are accus- then spoke, urging careful preparation bn
that had | “tomed to follow in the” shadow of Eng- the part of teachers and giving many use- presentation of the binding foree of the:
counties
midland
the
in
churches
|
grave,
at Randall's,
service
special
the preaching of Whitefield land’s greatness.’ Speaking of the depom: | ful hints for the: ‘successful prosecution ofr Sabbath.“+
y
which we Had anticipated as being -the arisen under
:
AF "TERNQON. .
These were the: life-blood ination there, he said that they also traced Sanday- -sehool work, His address wad |*
Wesley.
and
most impressive of all; had to be onditted
FA reunion of past and present students,
| of thee General Baptists. They suffered their origin to the preaching of Henry Al|
eh
on’ @ocount of a passing shower.’
teachers and trustees of New Hampton
len,
Benjamin
Randall,
and
©
other;
TS
Réeducation
to
ition
Opps
the
from
D. Lothrop. Esq.. oi
of
Ge dele- Liters Tnctitute was held. in the grove
‘We have speken of this day at New at first;
s, as Freewill Bupvisis did, 1 stricted communion was the Toying cause
mission
and
\
/Durham out: of i Tegular onder, because.
ng
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ry began in the “university of Oxford,
among. its graduates. Tmstitutions like
that have been the ‘springs of religious
‘devotion, Ignorance is not’ the mother
of devotion. , To untlérstand the Bible .
aloue is not pouough, It can not be prop-

erly ‘understood without contemporaneous:

knowledge.
Pi

Edward Irving’ orice wd,

(oniinued on fourthth pace)
ow

~

i

X

HINTS

Department,

| Benominational Helos,

HERE AND THERE FOR

TEACHERS,

money. We have 1,622 communicants in
We Here also are exhibited for sale most of members was organized: — Mr: Clark was this Y. M. Now if we can get this amount
are to spend seven weeks in exploring the F. B. pgblications, among which are chosen pastor and remained with the of dollars, we will have quite ‘a4 respectthat remote and interesting territory. \ the History of the F. ,W. Baptists, Min- young ehurch nearly one year, when a able little sum as a centenary fund.
hope we duly appreciate both the priviserious disruption’ occurred and another
made, &c.

‘dred,to discuss that question in the class,"

this effort a success?

but

men,

of his

really

hundred*and six, if equally divided, to
‘a company. ~** By night.” Inthe night
a féw men can rout an army.

Hobah is supposed to have

without

grater consequence depends

thus

But even .a

upon

it.

The character and life of Abraham are
intimately involved with vital questions

been about
The

manner,

knowing his surroundings.

* Hobah.”

of Damascus.

two miles north

truthful

of morality

and

religion.

We ’ must

know the state of society he lived in to

left

of Damascus,as one faces the east, is

understand

the

standard

of morality

the people to whom he belonged.

here meant; and that is on the north’ of
From Dan to Hobah was more
the ity.
Here is the first amen=
miles:
“than thirty

cannot

appreciate the

lofty position

of

We

he

took without knowing what he had before

him as the prevailing standard of his family and neighbors; and we must take
« At the Valley, of Shaveh.” Probably into consideration the difference between
his age and ours, his opportunities and
the valley of the Kedron, close fo Jeru- ours, his standards and ours, or we shall
the do one of two foolish things; either oversalem; for this’ valley is called
“king's dale.” 2 Sam. 18: 18.. The king rate him, and thus give the sanction of a
-of Sodom escaped .from the hands of man, whom we suppose to be practically
infallible, to practices which, judged by
.Chedorlaomer and now rejoiced that his
Christian standards, are" bad and only
people were delivered from their cap- bad; or underrate him, and, comparing
Ses
tor:
him in certain respects with the consistent
King of Salem.” Prob: Christian or even the moral man of our
« Melchizedek
ably Salem-isan- old name for Jerusa- day, be tempted to charge. the Bible with
making a saint out of a very questionable
of character.
Melchizedek means ‘King
lem.
:
:
i
righteousness.” It is impossible" to tell |. Some one has said that ours is the old
whether he was a Canaanite or a descend- age of the world; that what_we call anHis whole biography ‘is tiquity was the childhood of the race. It
: ant of Shem.
«here.
Gi
:
. would be folly to judge a child by a man’s
standard, go 18 it unjust to decide upon
To
<« Brought forth bread and water.”
the moral character of. the acts of such
‘refresh Abram and his men.
men as: Abraham, living in the moral in“¢¢ Praest of the most high God.” Christ fancy of the race, on grounds four thouis called a priest * after the order of sand additional years of human experieénce,nearly half of them lighted up by the
‘ Melchizedek.” Neither was of the Le- spirit and teaching of Jesus, have estabvitical order; both were superior to lished. Any fair treatment of the char:
Abram, both were kings and priests; acter and fame of Abraham, seen in his
neither had a- formal. consecration; of enyironment—as the evolutionists say—
< He will result in testimony to the simple jus. their priesthood there is no end.

:

tion of Damascus in the Bible.

Performed, in

blessed him.®

tice of the

a

act,

this

that this

This is the first time

name is given

to God

in the

estimate

ofhim.

He

Bible.

Afterwards it occurs. often,
*¢ Posses“sor of heaven and earth.” ‘We have little idea of the force such words: had 4n

that , idolatrous age and land.” Gods
and Zoddesses had many worshippers,

bat the « Most high God” had few.
«IIe gave him tithes of all,” - Of all the
spoil captured from the foé Abram gave

Dele- they are nat exactly orthodox. We by
gates-to General Conference: Revs. J. B. | no means recommend this as a habitual

J. S. Burgess be-

struggling.

+

Thé records

port of thé“ priesthood, and the

The

*¢ Give

goods

taken

me.

the persons,”

Wo

. by
from. the enemy

Abram came principally from Sodom and

|

Gomorrah ; but, by the rules of war, they
now belonged to Abram. * I have life
up. my hand.” ‘That is, had taken a

solemn oath. «Notice the unselfish spirit

of this noble man.

“ Lest thou shouldest

sty,” &e. He would notbe #t all beholden to the king of wicked Sodom.

did

not.

covet

the riches

He

of Sodom.

But for his earnest and

20.

persistent

ber of churches, but little

and no doubt the church would have been

ost to.thé denomination.”

Mr,

without a pastor.
|.

«Whichthe young men have "eaten.

not indifferent

began

to see,

Ar d willingly went with him to his heaven-imposed exile from his, idolatrous and

Of the flocks sone would” be taken for ‘corrupt surfotindings in his tative land.

food. “The

went with me.”
men which

-Canaanites., Jewish. ex¢lusiveness had |

“fot yyt arisen =a proof Of the antignity

My own experiepce is that the Bible is

-

a

FAA

ER

re

have.

who were leaders of public

church

has it made any

report-

ed in this Q. M.

tablished. A group of draped terra-cotta
figures serves’ admirably to illustrate
the costumes and appearance of the

ox

leaves, illustrate

printed

their

books

Bengali,

literature.

afford specimens

‘Hindostani,

Mr. Malvern’s

Some

have

been

abun-

dantly suceessful. The church has received, large accessions andit every respect

of the

und Oriya

labors

lan-

guages, in which the Bible and other is;accomplishinga noble” work.,
Duriug the period of twenty-one years,
religious works have been printed by
thus
hastily reviewed, about 400 different
missionaries.
;
:
Some particular things seem worthy of persons’ have been connected with the

special mention.

: ol

Haverhill church, and the membership,
Jan. 1, 1880, was 208, of whom 160
resided in or near the city. -

ha

"A single bracelet, apparently of bronze,
weighs between two and three pounds!

A bronze anklet weighs nearly as much.

he Haverhill church has a very flourishing Sunday-school, numbering nearly
300, and it has also "manifested a commendable interest in every good work.

‘These seem to indicate that the ladies of
India are not behind their sisters of
Europe agd Afnerica in their devotion to

fashion.” -

;

Its contributions:
for Missions and Educa-

L%

tion inJ1879 were $125.

The image®of Juggernaut, his brother
and his sister, are apparently as hideous
as could possibly be devised by the most

has

d beautiful

and

The church now

spacious

the

church

was

pastorless,

the

building was thoroughly: repaired

at a cst of three or four hundged dollars
and

the debt

Mousan\

was

reduced
about

dollars, making about

able men that has ever belonged
¥. B. ministry.
fan

attended.

removed.

populag sympathy

announcing

lection.

:

if they chose to accept it. These doctrines, which now have no especial moring power, once came upon sad hearts
-like the glad tidings of a new gospel. In
an age when n.en preached predestination ahd infant damnation (pace,
good

=

~

friends, it was preached), the bold denial
of both these doctrines was am advance as

welcome and comforting as aay

liberal

gospel of our day can be.
Bat to-day the Freewill Baptists occupy a position which is noe notable for

%

Virginia Association.

Virginia and West Virginia -Yeur- |

anything in partisglar.

Their ordinances

can be enjoyed in the

Baptist

church,

their Arminianism in tie Methodist, and

Charles-

‘their freedom among the Unitarians.
a century, all denominations. have

:

In _
ad-

In the absence of the clerk,a brief out- vagceed to such an extent that their proline only of the meeting will be given test is now unfelt in any, direction. To
at this time.
The congregations were go on simply as champions of frée will
large, many not being able: to gain ad- gives them no pre-eminence. Even Bapmittance. The general. interest shown tists now act upon the doctrine. There
in the preaching and the discussions on .are evidences that new intellectual activMissions, Temperance, Sunday-schools, ities are being establi-hed among them.
.and Storer college, especially in regard to Let them now become leaders in free
the endowment of a professorship of $10,000, to be known as “The John Brown

Professorship,” were full of earnestness.
All seemed to favor the plan, -but some
difference of views prevailed in regard to
the mode of its accomplishment.
It is
sufficient now to say tifat a. resolution
was adopted decidedly in favor of taking
up that work immediately.
C0
Rev. A. H Morrell was elected deli

thought, and they may soon make

ing.

>

ER

RR

frain from appropriating from. the Chris:
tian Register’ exhqrtation to its own

{od A A OH FT

people mot

Massachysetts Items.
© Prof. R. Dunn,

D.

D.,

a his-

In connection with this, we can not re-

encourag-

PER ORDER.

Ba

vo

‘tory which will surpass that which lies
behind them:
They can reach and help
a portion of the. sturdy inhabitants of
New England which the Unitarians have
never influenced. A step whichis accordant with the traditions’ of their fathers may now be taken, which will
bring them out into a large place where
plenty of work will await them.

;

| _ The meeting was good and

very

long “ago.

We

quote

‘'from an editorial appearingyin its issue of

of Hillsdale,

May

1, 1880:

;

a4

And are we doing our whole" duty to
Mich. , occupied the pulpit of the. Boston
thi¥ is a queschurch, of which he was formerly pastor ‘our fellow-men? Surely
tion whieh it is better for us'to face than
for several years, Sunday, July 18."
+ Rev.:J, B. Drew, of Mich., pastor of to evade; for if we are guilty of violating
the Paige St. church, 1865—8, has been a sacred trust, our candlestick will’ cerrevisiting his old friends in Lowell,
and tainly“be removed out of its place, unless
preached

one

morning,

fourteen

to- great

July 18.

aceéptance,

Sunday

his friends tendered him a reception

WO TOPE

LL

of Hin ¥ The tia Gop

A large. number

GI

get
inthe (preceptor

of his duty ‘sys Edmund Burke. . Do

Sate

the Unitarians of America realize the siluation and acknowledge the: duty? The .
tion to the current expendjtures; morgolder and larger denominations sre doing
over, the spiritual affairs
of the cligfch
great things : perhaps they were never,
were, so wisely administere
that ‘the the formation of the denomination, Sun- on the whole, doing so much or. doing it
church was in a healthful and: thrivi ng. day, Jilly 18. 'Bhe paster preached a ‘so well as now. Bul whatever others

hundred dollars that was raised in addi-

condition, and

several

candidates

were

awaiting baptism when Bro. Malvern
‘entered upofi his pastorate. Very few

urday evening, July 17, at the residence
of Wm, H. Smith, and presented him
with a generous purse of money. The Mt. Vernon church commemorated
historical discourse in the, morning,

Rev. J. B. Drew and Prof. G. H.

church

has

just
attained .its

year of service in Lowell.

Rev. D. L. Rice was

i
chosen

The

Lawrence church

-

is enjoying

a

very excellent interest under the = labors.
orgie. G. A. Burgess of the Theological
'achool, 2hip®

The Ohio & Pennsylvania Y. M., held
its 47th annual session with the church at

Pierpont, June 24—27.

are about, are we doing our part?
:

*

ak

*

bridge, af Johns Hopkins University, Bal- | Let us not waste our strength in seiftimobe,
Tiwdigddresses in the evening. eriticismi, nor measure ourselves against
The pastor has just completed. his sixth, the other sects, but go promptly and joy-

churches can" boust such a record.. The
Haverhill

and

Stock- |"

ah

chairman.

vo
4, It is with pleasure that I take the Star

and turn to the reports from the different
States,

especially

the

Western

States.

We have great cause to thank the Lord
for what he has done for us here. He
has heard the cry of a few unwor
fol-

and sent one of his servants to
All the Q. Ms. were represented by letter lowers
help us. Last January Bro. Haskell:
and delegates. Very nearly all the. min- came among us and labored. about three
to the ‘isters were present. The meeting was a weeks in Bear Valley.
Then began
; good one throughout, harmony, peace meetings in Maganpa. Conversions at-

) fully about the

ministers and

divine

people

Before

business.

come

ithe annual couneil
ef the

togetherin

American

tarian Association, or in the Local
ferences, East and West, there ma

be great searchings

of heart an

Uni-.

Con-

well

some

| earnest thinking about. what ought to be
done and how we ought to do it, If-there
be first a willing mind, we shall surely

findithe ways and the means.

But. no- matter “who hangs back: ‘let
those who hear the high calling heed it:

The latent force of conviction and the
passion for service must not wait for organizations to move: these must move
or move without them. No
organizations,
church; no man or womian, need ask leave

to preach glad tidings and cast out devils.

-No matter who 1s content with ¢‘pale

ne-

can fail to

COM.

ODA

the

its appli-

tions” or traditions of former glory:
tended his lgbors in
both’ places, and . in
‘and goodwill prevailed from beginning to] March
a church was organized in Mazep- «He that hath a dream, let him tell a
| be interested and profited by spending a end.
In interest, the. meeting
was pa. May 8th we had anexcellent
cove- dream; and he that hath my "Word, let
few hours in examining this valuable col- climbing, so that a general regret was nant meeting after which we repaired to him speak my word faithfully, What is
. No'intelligent Free Baptist

et

culture

cation fo all little children, and to adults,

S--O-0-0
bait
an 8

at

by

universality of the atonement,

:

ly Meeting Association met

Baptists

and a.larger liberty. The founders of
their church were men who were" bold
and fréde. They felt the galling yoke of
Calvinism, and made their protest. ‘It «
-was the freshness of their thought and
the vigor of their action that attracted so
many followers. While they held
to
many of the old dogmas, they created

Next session within the bounds’ of W.
& C. Q.M.
:
A. M. SixoNTON, Clerk.

town, July 9—11. °

there is a.

only in the direction of a wider

man.
Delegate to Gen Con., Rev. B. F.
Zell. - Bro. Jos. Watkins was elected Y.

M, treasurer.

It seemsto us that

career open before the Freewill

Other

W. Ward, M. V. Whitacre, and E. Nor-

C. Brackett alternate. .

compfencement of the presentpastorate,

{a

well

gate to General Conference, and Rev. N.

church

edificg in good repair, worth $15,000, on
which there is unfortunately stilla - debt
1 of
mre than $4000,
i
il
THe
Haverhill church is unquestionably
student of Natural History; . Several one of the best working churches in our
ferns and flowering plants, although of wholq Zion. During the year preceding the

different species, yet resemble the cor-

The Morning Star desires to know the
lack of
strength, and asks whether they can be

ton, A. M. Simoanton and their wives;

The

In the principal

goes'to help other churches.

and brethren:and sisters Fox, S. Gustin,
J. S. Kitchen, Jas. Hatfield, J. : Rogers,

.

nor

upon

= causes of the acknowledged

Pimlott,J. A. Sutton,B. F. Zell, R. J. Pos-

The

opinion,

youthful population.
In this case, the
loss 1s not made good by the filling up of
great central churches. What 1t loses

at Broadway on the A. & G. W. R. R. Sept.
7—9, Revs. W. (. Hulse, J.sHisey, E.

*

a

the couhtry by the draining away to ‘the
offiss gt he most ehergetie portion of its

ministers present were Revs. I. D. Reid,
Li H. Dudley,W. C." Hulse, and
the
writer. © =
“
Delegates to State Association to be held

account of divisions only - remained one’
year. Rev. A. P. Tracey assumed the
people of the different castes. Several pastorate March 10, 1872, and labored in
Specimens of manufactures, such as dress. that capacity a little more than two years.
fabrics, metallic lamps, drinking cups, About fifty united with the chureh during
table dishes, rings, bracelets, tobacco- his ministry. Rev. F. H. Lyford was the
pipes, idols, toys, etc., how the pro- next pastor and was succeeded by Rev.|
:
fiotenoay of
%
nthe |
the people in the industtial
|-4- E. Ds
2
first
‘of
April,
1878,
Rev.
J,
Malvern
arts ; and some of their sacred books, or
shasters, written upon strips of palm entered upon the pastorate of the church,
avioavy

were

have

cities, it is almost unknown ; and, like all
the cours by it suffers constant loss in

| Preaching by Brethren Hisey, Zell,
Pimlott and Baldwin to good acceptance.”
Meetings

to

deep. impression

the life of the century.

M.

Temperance.
Sunday-schools in a good
condition. About forty baptisms report-

next served the church as pastor, but on

dull when I am dull. When.I am really
spp dui rap
:
ie
-_of
¥
the story here
recorded.
in
live, and set 'in upon the text with a
The
seven
the world are the
| PRACTICAL Lussons. oR
tida] pressureof living aflinities,it opens, Koran of the Mohammedans,
the Eddis of
evil
among
found
be
not
must
I. We
it
wultiplies discoveries, and. reveals | the Scandinavians, the Try Pitikesof the
‘men lest we be punished with them.
depths even faster than I ¢an note ‘them. "Buddhists, the Five Kings of the Chinese,
IL. Respect for the servants of God.
The worldly spirit shuts the Bible; the
rit of.
re, flaming out the three Vedas of the Hindoos, the Zen-|
The blessing “of good men is
aths,— Horace

portion.we

Q.

is

beginning may be made with the new
century.
:
his is a charch which has no conspicuous record. It has not produced men

Six baptisms.

‘The Warren & Clinton

and the intention

the denomination, that, if possible, a new

spirit;

ance and Sunday-schools.; One

fol-

thorough ¢verhauling of the resources of

yet firm in the Christian doctrines; ¢ An
increased interest in Missions, Temper-.

Burgess

remained with the church about two
Sars, ‘and his successor, Rev. J. B.
Davis, about eighteen months. In April,

Abraham towards Canaan and his wonderful destiny, permitted any gleam at one of John Brown's men, who was killed
Vat
all of the glory
so infinitely opened before. at Harper's Ferry.
the rapt vision
of the son? Iam glad to | The large fall length porfrait of Rev.
hope’ that while Abraham was he in Martin, Cheney gives avery accuratg
whose spirit the divine revelation was representation of one of the most remarkto the new truth his son

revival

as

;
week the centennial conference of

:1°’a week;

The Miami Q. M. - reported - by letter
.and delegates. - Nochange in the num-

labors, (we should have lost our house,

our Centennial

the Freewill Baptists begins at = Weirs
camp ground.
The meetings continue

Rev. B. F. Zell was chosen moder:i-

tor.

A map showing the locations of the majority
; in the coming years, we may
several missionary stations of the de- confidently predict that it will accomplish
B
~
nomination is for sale,and certainly ought
from their-worship OF pods many—into ‘a to find a.place in every F. B. church.and a noble work for the Master.
land where a new
béginning might be
ESE
or
:
‘ntade and a family, serving one god,’ Sabbath-school.
A grim and tragic inteyest' attaches to
founded. Was the old ‘man, floated for
Ohio & Pensylvania Yearly Meeting. i
a brief time on that irresistible tide of a large revolver lying upon one of the
"the divine purpose which was carrying | tables, which was taker fram the body of

made, the old father was

Ohio Yearly Meeting. lows:
The Ohio Y. M. held its: last: session]This

ly comments on

with the churchin Blanchester, June 18—

contain the following minute relative to
this pastorate: *¢ The most of his time
was spent in raising funds te cancel the
debt.

Christian Register, which paper editorial

0-0-0

serious financial burdens under which the

church ‘was

benefit to be derived from so doing at certain times. We clip the following from the

.

PR

Rev.

‘came pastor in the following February,
and immediately undertook to remove the

. A. STRIEMER, Clerk.

practice, but neither would we ignore the... -

bb

of the church.

H. Ward.

GE

and forward to treasurer of Y. M.

building, on

Page and R. Clark, with their alternates
B. S. Manson temporarily assumed charge - respectively Revs. W. Parker and D. J.

! him a tenth part. Here is the first men~' tion of titheg tn the Scriptures. The
Jewish law réquired the Jews to- give a been moved by the same impulse; alconsciously+elt by his son, to get
tenth part of their income/for the sup- ready
away from his family and kindred—and
temple
service.

There are times when it is profitable o

look at ourselves as a denomination
through the eyes of other people, even if

gol i

the present church

Winter St., was purchased at a cost of
$11,000, and at about the same time Rev.

‘was vastly ahead of his age, and stands responding American plants so much’ as
out among the men of his’ time as the man |
.of transcendent faculties, to whom God to be taken for the same by the ordinary
:
communicated the divinest truth about observer.
himself * yet known, and of transcendent
A remarkable bird's nest shows how
dignity, both of character and rank.
the, instinct of ‘4 little bird enables it to.
We get our first glimpses of Abram as
outwit
the cunning serpent... The nést is
he starts with, his family upon: one of
those migrations southward and east- carefully woven, and is suspended by a
single point from the bough of a tree, the
ward, which seem from the earliest tinses
to have borne masses of population away
entrance to the nest being through a long
from the cradle of the race in the direc- tube hanging down from one side of it.
tion ‘of Europe. His old father, the patriarch Terah, is the.chief of the expedi- This the snakes can not enter; and hence,
tion. He is an extremely old man, and the eggs and young birds are safe.
The destructive ‘Work of the Teremités,
never sees the end of the journey, Terah dying on the way, his son Abraham or white ants, is: shown" by. ‘a piece
af
‘becomes head of the family. It would be wood which they have almost eaten up.
interesting to know how far Terah had

<s priestly” function.
»- «¢ Blessed be Abram.”
‘May he be
blessed” is the meaning. *“ Most high

God.”

Biblical

Do not let us adopt

| 1865, Rey. A. W. Avery entered upon ed by delegates. Some of the churches
the pakiotate, Inboring ‘with unabated | have had very precious reviyals during
Knowltofi and many others. Of excep- zeal both: for the temporal and spiritual the past.year. There seems to be a
tional interest is the likeness of Benjamin welfare. of the church until prostrated by growing interest in the Mission work and

ment,

divisions

' © As Others Bee Us.

we.make

a

1860,

Cox,
Bh
Be a Bo

the little church did not readily recover resolutions we never intend to carry out.
from the effects of this shock. In April, Let every Q. M. clerk raise the A money
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cal home, one must necessarily acquire
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of Canaan before the conquest.
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"Led
”
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trained
his
« Armed
will help give that natural and graphic it, in which the first F."W. Baptist church but was compelled to yield to the ravages
out his trained servants” is more literal. body to the narrative which the teacher was organized, and the Randall monu- of disease. He died on the evening of
The Septuagint reads, -* Numbered his should seek by all means to present to the
{ the seventh of October, not quite twenty=
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¢ Pursued them unto scholars.
trained servants.”
There are also many interesting per- | seven years vld,after what, on the whole,
* Another quite essential thing preparaDan.” Dan was the name given by the tory to teaching’ the present course of sonal and denominational relics, among must be considered a most remarkable
Danites to Laish, after they had conquer- lessons.
is as thorough a knowledge as which are canes, logks of hair, etc., and ministry.
:
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edit. ‘Josh. 19: 47. Hence this verse possible of the manuers and customs of
Rev.'J. Mariner was the next pastor
Several
old
Record
Books
of
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New
‘was not written by Moses; or else Laish those times: What were their political,
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dress?
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ed for it, by some scribe in copying- the lized was he? We can not reproduce (
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One
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book. - Dan is at the head of the Jordan. Abraham distinctly before our imaginachurch
during
Mr.
Mariner's
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exposition of articles illustrating the ap-This pursuit was evidently made all un- tions,can not have any such acquaintance
among
whom
was
Mr.
H.
J.
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now
with him as is a sine qua non of our talk- pearance, life, religion, arts,’ manufac;
pe
known to the enemy.
the successful pastor of the North St,
ing
of
hinY
to
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not
simply
inteltures,
ete.,
of
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of
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« Divided himself against them.” He ligently, but in an appreciative and so a
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lege and the labor of such; an under- utes of Conference, Butler's Theology,
Nous It is a privilege to be allowed to Butler's Commentary, Doctrine and Life,
transfer ourselves in thought to the times Treatiseon the F. W. B Faith, Minister's
Gen, 14:12-24.
BC
and scenesin the midst of whicK Abra- Manual, -Psalmody, Biographies of Burr,
‘
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ham
lived, and move about among the
>
- Notes and Hints.
sources of so much that we hold dear and Day, Cheney, Marks, Colby, Stevens,
‘ And they took Lot.” Chedorlaomer, consider sacred, and trace the career of Jackson, etc., besides Registers, Tracts,
the King of Elam, that is of Susiana, ‘this wonderful man whom God so highly Blanks, etc.; etc.
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was a powerful monarch and had made honored ; but if we are to get the most
There ate also exhibited, but not for
subject to himself the cities of the Dead ‘possible out of this privilege, we must sale, many books of rare interest comSek. After twelve years of sibjection make up our minds to work. Itis one stituting whatis called the F. B. Historithingto read what our lessons say of
they revolted, and, joining ‘battle with Abraham, and hear what the leader in cal Library. These volumes consist of sets
their oppressor, were defeated. Chedor- teachers’ meeting says, and consult the of pamphlets, such as sermons, lectures,
laomer and his allies then plundered helps enough to qualify one’s self in so-so catalogues, etc., bound ~ together for preand captured Lot fashion to occupy seven half hours as a servation, and convenience of reference,
. Sodom and Gomorrah,
medium through which this material, thus
a
Pits
with others. :
gotten together, may. be
brought into ‘bound volumes of former F. B. periodihe
« Who dwelt in Sodom.” Already
‘contact with the scholars’ ears, and quite cals, and books formerly published by
had gone from the neighborhood of another thing to study the life and char- the denomination, but how out of print.
Sodom to live within the city. From the acter of Abraham, so as to be acquainThere are also to be seen “in this place
ted with him, and have that living interneighborhood of temptation we pass with- 1 est in him, which shall make teaching a large and beautiful photographic view
in its borders by a straight though de- the lessons of his life a pleasure’ and an. of the F. B. Printing. Establishment at
scending path.
inspiration.
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Dover, N. H., and many photographic
The teacher who undertakes to do. the and other portraits of distinguished and
« And told Abram the Hebrew.” The
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word Hebrew means the ¢¢ crosser-over,” work of the next Seven. weeks well, will beloved members of the denomination
to post himself in the geography of
probably from Abram’s crossing. the need
the
subject,
in the first place. -It- may *who have gone to their rest. Among.
Euphrates in coming into Canaan. - ** In ‘not be possible to decide definitely Where them are Burr, Marks, Cheney, Hutchins,
wags and it would Day, - Phillips,
the plain of Mamre.” Tn the oaks, or «Ur of the.Chaldees”
Buzzell, -. Stinchfield,
* fere-brinths, of Mamre. The place was in be folly, in'ninety-nine classes in a ‘hun-
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“Jesus,

TEXT:

on our side we are strong
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Our High Priest. Heb. 5: 1—14.
h
-Melchizedek a priest. Ps.110:1-—7.
Fs Chxist and Melchizedek, Heb. 7:1—14.
S. Christ and Melchizedek. ‘Heb. 7:15—28.
Ss.
Abram and Melchizedek. Gen. 14: 1224.
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people are weak and poor, but with

ducted by Revs. J. Phillips and L. D.
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Gen. 14: 1-11.
The capture of Lot.
Heb. 6: 1-20.
The promises of God.
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We expectto have the Q. M. hh
Sept. and are praying for a special bless. .
at that time. We hope to build a
April, 1858, with a view to the orginiza- adopted to raise a centenary fund amount ing
ing to at leastone dollar per member. This house of worship this fall and would like
tion
of
a
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of
our
faith.
He
was
to have it ready to hold meetings in by
8t:
General Conference, is the cottage-salled|
succeeded
by Rev. William C. Claik, is a good resolution, which we hope will { Q. M. time. We have a Sunday-school .
the
Laconia
House.’
be carried out. We hope that every pas- of between 30 and 40. members: Oh,
We begin with this legson the study of
a lot of land was
This building, besides serving as head- under whose leadership
the history of one of the most remarkable
tor who voted for the adoption. of this that we may see a powerful revival
‘purchased
on
White
St.,
and
a
chapel
|
=f men in Biblical or any other annals. quarters of the local committee and as a
u ion will present the
matter to his sweep over this place such as never has
The life of Abraham is the fountain dis- Post-office, is also the. local office of the erected at a cost of about $1700. This | people, and those pastors
own, convicting and convertin
who
were not | been
of
s
building was dedicated, Jan. 6, 1859, at,
trict far back and up in the mountain
ung and the bardened sinners, is
Morning
Star,
where
specimen
copies
present,
we
hope
will
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to
raise
the
antiquity, down from which flow - the
my prayer.
thren and
sisters
which time a church of twenty-two
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that the Lord is in our midst.

attention, and resolutions on some were
passed, A missionary meeting was con-
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are kept up with good results. : w

great moral questions of the day received

Massachusetts Quarterly Meeting.

Speaking in regard to the lessons com" The Star Office at the Weirs:
Sabbath-Schiool Lesson.—Aug. 15. mencing
with the first Sunday in August,
| Rev. A. J. Tetsworth contributes the, A ‘center of special tinterest at the
QUESTIONS AND NOTES BY PROF. J. A. HOWE. .| following article to the CongregationalWeirs, in A
le
F. B.
» (For Questions see Lesson Papers.)
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THE MORNING STAR, AUGUST 4, 1880.
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expressed at its termination.

Rev, J. B.

Jarge and attentive audience.

The word

a brook where nine

happy converts fol‘in baptism. The
grandfather and’ grauddeophter, young

Page, preached
the opening sermon to. a lowed their Saviour
a

was also preached by Revs. A. Striemer,

the chaff to the wheat? saith the Lord.”
Cdn not each’ Freewill Baptist take
home such words as these to his own

de

‘nowination? - As Professor Dunn’ gould

D. M. Stuart and D. J. H, Ward.

‘gay,it is for Freewill

Interesting and instructive essays were |
read by Revs. G. H. Damon;
E.H. Ilig-

|out, not exactly Methodist salvation, nor

J Phillips, R. Clark, D. L. Tice, 4
4D. Boyito n and D. JL H. Ward. : The
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salvation,
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scenee,-and he is able to, apprehis omni
{ ciate
and to sympathize with men in all

Selections,

their peculiar trials and

THAT BELIEVETH SHALL NOT

/

_. MAKE HASTE.”

|

2

The aloes grow upon the sand,
The aloes thirst with parching heat,
Year after year they wait and stand,
Lonely and calm. and front the beat - _
Of desert winds, and still a sweet” =

And subtle voice thrills all their veins...
“ (Great patience wins; it still remains
After a century of pains,
:
For you to bloom and be complete.”
I

grow upon a thorny waste,

=.

“Come when it will, or soon or late,
ars is but-w day.
—===DUSAN
-

atest

self least vulnerable.

Ny

this

they are misunderstood ; that their weakis

of the

extenuating

not: that they suppose themselves free
“fro
-akness or faults. ‘They are painfully conscious of their possession of unlovely traits, and of their: indulgence in
unjustifiable ways. ' But their thought is,
that if all that 1s back of these traits, and
under these ways, were seen and

felt

by

others as they themselves see and feel it,

they would be judged more

charitably,

and perhaps esteemed more highly.
" Nor is this feeling on their part a
ly unreasonable one: There is a
side to almost every human being
appears on the surface. And the

and the failings of our

fellows

wholbetter
than
faults

would

look yery different to us if we should see
them in the light in which they appear to
- ... their pdssessors. It is easy for us to rec-

~ ognize'and to condemn in others defects
in character and errors in conduct, and

to

have a consciousness of superiority in
just their direction. -But if we knew all
the constitutional tendencies and inherit-

ed wéaknessess of these persons; if wé
knew the mistakes and fhe lack in their

self-reproachfulress

and

trust,

cause: of

their action or their inaction at the present moment, as all these are looked at by
themselves,—we should have a tenderer

feeling toward them in their need, and
should take quite_ another view off their

redl spirit, and purpose, whatever might
be our opinionof their conduct in. queston.
waht

Some are very timid and suspicious

‘nature.

‘They distrust

by

But, if

into the heart of the woman

whose

people in all

circumstances of life/recognized the prin-

were m#hy, as she crept up behind

ciple, that useless expenditure of money

sentiment that

shall

discountenance

"The

who will never

turn

away

from. us

be-

as way down iii our heart

of hearts

we

cause of our faults and failings,

‘This is so evident,

are some

question.

than than 607,460

who seem‘to think,

all

so long

doné to you."

tionable whether such refusal does not deny the fact of the call.—San Francisco
Evangel.
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judge.
“I have given you an example,”
says Jesus, ‘‘that ye should do as I have

When
we are judged of
be

When the samé mind is in us which
Christ

i

Jesus,

none

was

whom

to me when 1 was abroad, and

a)

Anybody can

see

where

their

greatest

fault lies. Butif everybody understood
how hard they try to keep .themselvés in
check, how much their smallest measure
of self-control costs them, and

how

of heroic self-sacrifice. No mother ever
laid her life dowa for her child; and no
person ever practiced self-denial ‘that he

that

of death on the

battle-field that

Beecher.

3

not say of him, s#He

men

did

:

vn
The darts of anguish fix not, where the seat
Of suffering hath been thofenguly fortified
By acquiescence in the will supreme,
For time aod for eternity.
0
3
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Soul of our souls, and safegudid of the World,
Sustain, thou only canst, tue sick ot heart,

The conversion

In our youth we gaze only upon the
outer and fairer gide of life's patchwork,
and it appears to us to be a beautiful
whole. In our age we contemplate the

the foreign field, of whom
to the Turkish mission.
The

are—are harshly judged by us because of
our failureto understand them just, as

they are in their inner selves, and to understand their conduct just as it seems.

It is not that we are

to themselves.

in

error in recognizing théir faults; for no
+ added knowledge of the persons would
render them faultless, or change the nat-

ure et their obvious defects; but it is that
. we fail to understand how much there is

in extenuation

of the

faults, and how

much

exhibit

there

those taults in the persons

of those

is

who
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din,

We speak of the snow as an image of
death. It may be this, but it hides the
everlasting
life under its robes—the life

one of the saddest thoughts ‘of life.

but clothedd ap
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and =>mortality
of iffe
swallowe
this is
x

Just here there comes the comfort of
knowing that thergyis One “who under-

stands us, and who

Taygs us in spite of all

our faults and failing§,
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"however
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and however sadly w8’gre misjudged
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and lived to a good old age
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Mrs. Pinkham freely answers allletters of inquiry.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D.D., or Prof. JOHN FUL
Send for sinplileta. ‘Address as above,
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LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
No family should be without Lydia E. Pinkham’s
;
;
J. A. HOWE, Sec.
LIVER PILLS. They cure Constipation, Bilious.
ness, and Torpidity of the Liver.
25 cts. per box,
_YTILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan. Gollugh
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, General Agents,
ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Pre-*
paratory, Music: and ‘Art
Departments. Elective
Sold by Druggists. ’
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious inrse
fluences.
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Finest college
prepa
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are published in pamphlet form at the close of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
the proceedings of the first sixteen sescioms. 76 -
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of their own
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union wich the ¥reewill Baptists. $1.00.
The Minutes of the General Conference

*

echlsts, both English

25 cents

The Memorials of the Free Bapitisls
give the rise and progress of this-bedy
of
Christians in
New York, till the time of their -

I. W. SANBORN, Seo. & Treas.,
.
Lyndonville, Vt.

WHITESTOWN

.

International Series, for both adults:

history.

catalogue address the Principal.

Classical.

-

The History of thé Freewill Baptists

rent,
m $2 to
$2 to $4 per term.

1879.

-

. covers the first half century of our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominational

White,assistants.

Winter term Degin December, 2,

NATURAL CONDITION, DIRECTS THE VITAL POWER
ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS THE MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS
AND LIFTS IT INTO PLACE, AND GIVES IT TONE AND
STRENGTH, 80 THAT THE CURE IS radical and en
tire. It strengthens THE BACK AND PELVIC RE
“@ION } IT GIVES TONE TO THE WHOLE NERVOUS SY 8«
TEM; JT RESTORES DISPLACED ORGANB TO THEIR
PNARURAL «ROSITION. | THAT FEELING OF BEARING

in

cents;

Spring term
ing March 9,
1830.
all term beging August 24, 1880.
A first-class school. = Three complete courses of
study,—Collegiate, Scientific,
Ladies’ English and

\

-

than the

35 cents,

is a small book of ‘225 hymns

YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
8.
_4 BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent assistants.~
:

LYDIA .E. PINKHAM'S

of reaeers
-

The Sacred Melody

IDGEVILLE COLLEGE.—Theé Summer Term
will commence June 15.
Courdes oi study,
Classical, Scientific, Euglsh, and Normal. For
catalogue address the Secretary,
M. R. HIATT.
Ridgeville, Indiana.
=
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class
each,

tunes selected especially for prayer meetings,

courses,

R. E.

each,

Postage 9 cenis
postage 4 cents,
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co, $1.10; Morocco

week.

Miss

an

Smgle copy,
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Psalmody
is the denominational H
n Book, exten.
sively used.
Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Moroc.

Tuition and room rent free to those preparing
for the ministry, .
»
Spring term begins Feb, 17, 1880. - Summer term
May 4.
Fall term Aug. 24.
.
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with British
NJICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
It will, at ‘all times and under all.

Sabbath evening

men

Ex-students are requested to send .their address
to the Principal. College Preparatory, Normal,
Classical and_Scientifi¢ courses of study for both
sexes, Board, including
$2.50 per week.
Rooms

and pro-

is. for less than {four montks at a time, the charge
will be at the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Pay-).

ACADEMY .—Center Strafford,N. H.

at reasonable. rates.

7

;

100 copies to one address for $6.00.

termbegins Jan. 26,
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for
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: Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
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of the

;
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rte
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year, if paid

Sample copied sent free.

For further information apply ua. A. MouLTON, A.M. Rio Grande,
allia Co., Ohio.
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The Positive Cure

It is able, literary,

communications,

Lesson Papers

The courses
of study are
the
Normal,
Commercial; College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz.: €lassical and Scientificfyi

« LYDI
« PINKHA
MRS, L DIAL. MASS. ",

.

All

dress,
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Payment always in advance, discontinued when
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=
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I0 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The colle year consists of four

Beirut,
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volume.

Packages of ten or more to one ad-

address the Principal.
W. 8. 8TOC.
DGE,

terms of ten weeks each.

Presbyterian

State.

Summer Term closes June 23,

For particulars
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Syria, ha§" decided to call a native
tor and to provide for his support.
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Rhode | | I APHAM INSTITUTE.—North

in France have
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for Catalogue to
:
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

Sabbath.

being fiow enlarged thus far." The’

and

STAR

Powell,

pires.

in the
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Postage is paid by the publisher
The Little Star and
Myrtle
« are BSabbath-school papers, printed al
ate
weeks, on superior
paper. beautifully. illust¥ated
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE

This institution

A:M., principal.

of Penmanship

§

yellow wrap--

The Morning
Star.
;
Ly
is a large religious paper of eight pages, in its

less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each. Fall Term Begins August 23,
+1880. Winter Term begins Nov.
15, 1850. - Spring
Term Begins Jan. 31, 1881. Summer Term begins
Apr.

less

infirstadvance;
$2.20 if paid within
the
thirty days, and $2.5
not.

of Rey.

graduate of Hillsdale

kgf rs:

“Freewill Baptist _Publications.

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Hampton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D.
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution 1s the best commercial college in
New England.
Yolegraphy a specialty.” Best

;
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‘BRADLEY, GARRETSON & Co., v6 N. 4th St., Philudel’s, Pa.

Pittsfield. Me., Aug. 2, 1879.
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tumors, gives immediate re-lief, cures cases of long standing:
in 1 week, ordinary casesin2days..
(H AUTION None genuine un--

j

able. 47TH Illustrations.
Many new ts.
nd
classes.
Low in price (Only §8.T5.) -Extr: a terms.

der, A. M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secretary.

of the deswishes

>

Re

broirudie

Embodies best results of latest research. Bright

A

Negrito natives are not only
industries from intercourse

The

Let those ho would affect sipgularity

D hysicians, to die with Con-

3, 1879. Spring term begins Jan. 26, 1880. Summer term
begins Apr. 12, 1880. - Anniversaries,
June 17, 1880. - For Catalogue address K.*Bachel-

the

women

Ohio, 14,000;

race.
At ‘Gaeta, Bishop Selwyn reports
the village where Charles Sapibuana has
been stationed for the last two years to
have actually increased in size by reason of
those who have settled there in order to
have Christian teaching; the Bishop baptized here fifteen adults and two children.
— Christian Union.

practised

Mi

sumption.y Under these cir-

Anugir is a

There are in the United States about
100,000 Quakers, distributed "as follows :

who seem to appreciate the kindness thus
one of us to absolutely ubderstand any to be revealed in duo time, whet Bll cold | shown to them. There is great hope
other. “We can riot in all things, even for, shadows shall melt away before the as- of . this, mission. becomipg a success.
a moment, put ourselves in the place of ‘gending su, and gall be ot Jslothed; “Itis in. good: hands, and,
with the’
fairness upon his

another, to pass with
character and his conduct. = And

Lapland,

formed in Cincinnati.

* trading vessels, but are readily accepting
Christian teaching
‘from Clergy and cat-

and more decply when _we behold ‘them
in persons in authority.—Juvenal.

'd

of

of

and

been making her: usual Joyages between
Norfolk - Island and’ the
. Hebrides,
Bank's Island, and Torres Islands;
area

them. It is a very common 'thing for us with success, first determine to be very
peeple bad ‘‘some virtuous, and they will be sure to be very
to wish that other
power” to see themselves and their faults. singular.— Lacon. :
as we and others see them. It would be
singin
JF
JR
try to see those
better for us if we should
Peace
among
meén
is the consequence
in
light
the
in
faul
persons and their
*
which they look at them. A great deal of peace in men.— Viedebandt.

of the injustice and a great ‘deal of the
unhappiness of this wowd, pomes from
sensitive persons beidg misunderstood.

with

Fifty yearswago, Elder
Downs was given up by his

wishing to attend this Institution will address
Rev. D. Powell, Flemington, W. Va.

interested in

Island, 8,000; Marylard, 8,000; Virginia,
6,000, and North Carolina, 3,000.
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Cough, and all Erng dis-

with Prof. 0. G. Augir,

and

a

forjgiv¥i

Colds, Whooping

now under management

meet in
Lowell,

organize

a sure remedy

Eoncational,
AN

-

i f

dressed to Dover, N. H.
Terms ;—$2.00
per

been

sister

is greatly

thee Methodist Episcopal church

insurance policy.
~The Melanesian Mission is steadily . pro-

Love, with‘iptellect, will perform miracles.— Fenelon:

exhibit

to

cently presented him

"Tis too myich proved that, .with devo-

«Examples of vicious courses,

Eugenie,

have

form an agspciation of Swedish

The

|

gressive.

VEGETABLE, COMPOUND.

tion’s visage and pious action, we do
sugar o'er the devil’. himself. —Shakes-

in a domestic circle, corrupt

26

supplying the religious wants

an’s Home Missionary Society. -.

—

besides

Oct. 5, 1880,

A

{

1 Afty-third

Christianity

women

“Is

Coughs,

at

Consul

the Congregational churches to
convention at the First church,

{

peuare.

Chinese

A call has been Issued to the
Mass.,

race.—New

Princess

King of Sweden,

says,

in Cleveland, O. Hé had accepted,
hopes to begin his labors Ogt. 1.

other side, and are disappointed and’ ‘dis-

the noblest part of the

made

The American Board has elected as District Secretary to reside at New York,
as
successor to the late Dr. Bush, Rev. H. C.
Hayden, D.D., pastor of the First Church

It is harderSill for ong of simplerighs of himself an {nfidel and attack the Bible.
purpose and of strictness of integrity. to His blows miay be as feeble as a hen’s
understand the mind workings of a per- pecking, but they are sure to attract noson whose jitdgment was so warped, and tice, because of the holy and tender re- whose moral sense was so blunted—in gard in which what he assails is held by

certain directions—in early hfe, as to
make artfulnéss and duplicity and selfseekinga second nature, manifested unconsciously on yory occasion. Yet all
imperfect persons—
these
classes’ f
wresghedly
imperfect the best of, them

statement was

$1.00.

‘RRemedics
are
sold byDruggists.

id

You can try it for the price
of one doctor’s visit.
:
_ For sale everywhere.

is reported.

The readiest way for a mediocre man
of “attraction and ' repul@ion. “to gain notoriety is for him to proclaim

to the other

the

and

Warner's Safe.

owas,

sity, which was founded in 1854, and raisWN A AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.— Pittsfield,
ed $14,000 onthe spot to endow a 'pro1V1 Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classifessorship.
3 .| cal,
sexes.
Scientific courses of study for
Full
board of teachers. Expenses lows
Fall term
Vermont has given 186 missionaries to
begins Aug. 18, 1879. Winter term begins Nov.

MISOELLANY.
of

General of San Franeisco: to

Restore their languid spirits, and recall
Their loss affections unto thee and thine,
—~ Wordsworth.

and

Baptist

alists $3,500, and the- Baptists and the
Episcopalians each $3,000.
Ee
The Minnesota Methodists have justdedicated a fine building for Hamline univer-

that ye may know that ye have-eternal
life, and that ye may believe on the name
of the Son of God."—Moody.

°

usted with its ; ragged . seams
wiry tags and ends. .

third

sions pays its Chief Secretary $5,000 the
Methodists pay $4,500, the -Congregation-

that believe on the name of the Son of God,

is a hert!"— Ward

How

;

eat sep at

The Presbyterian Board of Foreign Mis-

You will find the first epistle he wrote
‘was written on assurance and that it was
written for nothing else. Just see what
he says in the fifth chapter of the ‘first
epistle :
:
. “These things have I written unto you

everybody did not say, ¢‘ That is divine.”
No man ever threw himself into the arms

they

mourn over and pray against their repeated and clearly recognized failures,—
they would not be judged as harshly’ as
they are. It is hard for ene of another
nature and temperament. and ‘mode of
thought to fully understand the spirit and
ways, or to appreciate the temppations
and trials, of a person of morbid sensi” tiveness, of excessive shyness, of..culpaple outspokenness, of mdue mental intro- spection,
of a habit of snap. judgments
_ which-for the hour carry the whole nat‘ure away with them, of a proneness to
vacillation of thought and feeling—the
swinging, pendulum-like, with ally the
force of a strong nature from on'e extrame

weak,

characte
a Li

|“

vious:

Qques-

she

igh

book;

the late Irish General Assembly that there
was expended for drink in Ireland last
year $7,600,000 less than in the year pre-

«Mr. Moody, can you give me ' the best
beck on assurance.” She had her pencil
already to take it down, as she would like
to get it. I sgid to her, * The best book
that.-I have ever seen was written by a

GLEANINGS:

might bear the burden of the

a

During

Men have doubted about ordinances,
couragement and cheer would be give
doubted about doctrines, doubted about a
a
em
ins
_reproaches for their¥y thousand
but-no
man has ever- fisherman.” She said,
“What is his
lack.
Others, again, are intense and im- been born that doubted about the beauty name?”
“John, the son” of Zebedee.”
va

to form

Stockholm,

.| support miSsionaries among that nomadic
:
The hy book that I have ever seen on race.
is John’s epistle. A lady came | A Women’s Home Missionary Society of
assuran

of en-

walsive by both nature and training.
.
'They.are vehement in feeling and manner. They startle others by the extrava‘gance of their declarations. They are.
off their balance on the slightest provocation. They say and do a great many
things to regret and be ashamed of.

:

were ad-

THE BEST BOOK ON ASSURANCE.

we

Judge 0 be harshly misunderstood.—
Sunday School Times.
0-0-0
40-4

some

last year upwardof 200 members

misunderstood:

also

ip

it

in

The gratifying

We give the above our hearty sanction.
Should a young man claim to be called by
God to preach, and yet wilfully refuse or
neglect opportunities to qualify himsetf for
by proper education,

enrolled

Sweden.

golden
Morn-

the work

;

per on bottle Nias printed on it in BUICK &

ded to the two now existing.

is

one another, and to try to come to an understanding of every one whom we would

that is

i“

:

It is proposed

jgnorance, prom-

ises no special aid to thé neglecter of
opportunities.—
Rev. D. Waterman, in
ing Star.
8
z

iy

church

he will give a megs
right from Heaven.
But God has promised no new revelation. He
has given us the gospel, and when a mi
is
called of God to preach the gospel, he is called
to understand it, for he can not preach ‘what
he can not understand, and how can he understand without study ?,
?
:
:

are true to him. And in the spirit of Jesus we have a pattern by which to judge

not

Word.

needed,is to be zealous, and feel impressed that
“I must preach.” If God calls a mante preach,

God sets no premium. on

¢ altar-breads,”

50,000 men and women who have professed faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, and who
endeavor to serve God according to his

it

that

real Jh

}

Church of

wafers.”

and Kaffir races, have now

But there

that

upEAUN

pe

Tte native churches of Southern Africa,
gathered from’ the Buchuana, Hoftentot |

the

that

most

gifts of the native converts in Erze-

‘‘ communion

_ OALLTO THE MINISTRY.

seems absurd, to call it in

:

England last year ‘made and sold no fewer

, A call to the ministry is a call to all, needful
preparation for it.

We have
the

tive
powers
from > many
1 & 3
and

missions?—

A single sisterhood. of the

tearful-

poor bleeding-hearted woman, thoigh all

515ft,

Bly ives) an

Prevents
and is the:
Nervous .
ration brought.
ao
rinkin . OV Er-Worl
Dental

y

are

roun, Turkey, were equivalent last year to
$12 for each man, woman and child.
;

Why

to the suffering, cures

Ne

Cathedral

Heathen Woman's Friend.

eant? Why bury hundreds of dollars with
the dead, that might better be employed
for the good of the living? Surely, in an
intelligent and Christian’, community, it
ought to be possibleto get. up a_public

him

— Sleep

Saved giving the history of this new discovery,
anda cures, sent frec. Write
remarkable
most
rg
idolat
in that city is rapidly becombo
a
JR
it.
for
ing an irksome thing.
The recent pooja,
druggists, or
in honor of Savasvati, the goddess of léarn- |. DAY'S’ KIDNEY PADS are soldon byTeceipt.of
their
will be sentby mail (free of postage)
| ing, was; celebrated with
much? show but
cases of
obstinate
for
price: Regular, $2.00; Special,
little heart. The number of images made
jong standing, $3,00; Children’s, $1.50. Address,
for worship is constantly diminishing, and
PAY KIDNEY PAD €0.; TOLEDO, OHIO.
. worshippers are growing indifferent. The
census’ of missions is tobe taken’ next
deem
it due the afflicted to wern them.
H
L
13]
KIDNEY PAD, and take no other. va
year, and it is estimated thatsit will show
3
oe
a
3: rn 7
pi T
an increase of 200,000 native Christians in
India, Ceylon and Burmah for the last ten
years, 500,000 in ail. Where is the donbt-

folly and sin of costly funerals, and emancipate-the community from a class of
ly anointed his feet with fragrant oil ; and tradesmen whose charges seem often to
when his host supposed that surely be be based on the presumption that bereavwould:shrink from this contact with one. ed people will nog be in a position to exwho was openly vicious, Jesus could say amine
or
dispute: them.— Montreal
to the penitent and trusting sinner: “Th;
Witness...”
:
sins are forgiven. . . Thy faith hath sav
*
thee; go in peace.” What cared then that
in the housé of the Pharisee, and

of Cologne

“er in the successof Christian

is culpable. All outlay; at funerals not
réquired by decency and propriety is ex-

sins

Np rrartn Sate Norvine cielly eves ait,

® a ¢
Ei

nl
ld

SATION

while others will be regardedas doing it

trayagance, and, therefore, wrong.

th the Bi Bowels.
A he : AE b ;
‘dote forall Malarial Poison. Price, 26¢. a OX. .

or 111ft, higher than the sumit of St:
Papl’s Cathedral London.
vi titi
i A Calcutta missionary declares | that

Poor man should ex: |

Itis time

©

now the highest in the world, being"

a reform of the evil, the rich

out of poverty.

*

‘The towers

‘must lead the way, because: they set the
fashions, andalso because they can safely
economize at
the, bidding of principle,

and they Joved together, he could weep
in sympathy, having go word of Tensure
for their tears. Jesus could look down

they are unable to trust others absolute-

by those whom they doubt, words

meeting,

:

n_ofot

re;

| church, has just held its twelfth triennjal

but ‘‘Jesus: loved’ throw away money
on a half-hour’s. pag-

ly. But there is no unkindness in their inevitable suspicions. They want to believe

unfailingly in those whom they love; but
doubts and questions will come up. If
only-their personal trial with this inborn
tendency of theirs were fully understood

se

er.

Spurgeon’s ‘college for training ministers.
The BoglisifLiveration Society, which
‘is working fo! he disestablishmentof the

nd lat, that it is not

is a grievotis burden to the poor.

we are 10

Martha and her sister;” and when they
were in sorrow over a brother whom he

“#hd 1 Jesus, we shall

themselves,

sum of $125,000 - consols, to be appropriated to the purchase of annuities for the

elaim,‘I really can’t afford. to die!”
This expense, though not felt by the rich,

the world should misunderstand her, now
early training; if we realized the sense that Jesus recognized the inner longing"
they have of their own shortcomings ‘and of her soul for triumph over the -sins
their own overdoings: if we perceived which had enthralled her, and gave her
help!
a
:
the struggles they are constantly makin
This is the way in which every sensiagainst the very performances whic
provoke our condemnation; if we could tive and sincere heart longs to be under-see how bitterly they lament their blun-. stood: The desire is not to be looked at
ders and misdeeds, ‘and how they re- as faultless, but to be borne with in tenproach themselves for the course we crit- derness, and to be loved, in spite of one’s
icise; if, most of all, we understood their faults. In Jesus we are sure of a friend
circumstances and trials and anxieties who will never misunderstand us, and

and doubts; and the impelling

Mrs. ‘Anna Tyson, of Northwood, -of the

the

burying the objectof it? So great is the
costof interment now-a-days, so large the
ides, mourn

“Lord, thou knowest all. things; ‘thou
knowest that I love thee.” Jesus. could
understand Mary and Martha in their
.very different temperaments and tastes.
He could commend Mary's restful contidence, as she left everything for a p'ace
before him as a learner, and he could rebuke the worry of Martha over the household duties that ought not to have dis-

turbed her temper;

men

Bartholomew’s church, Montreal, has been
elected a bishop of the Reformed Episcopal church,
=
tan
Rev.C. H. Spurgeon’s Orphanage has
just received a legacy, under the will of

But it is to be feared

strange a respectable

denied that he knew the Master whom he

strug:

Nearly fifty active

will be employed in the work ,at a salary
of twenty-five dollars a month and expenses.
fo EC, es bed AR Ba
Rev. Edward Wilson, rector of St.

gum total of the bill for casket, flowers,

had promised never to fail or desert, Peof

at.

every family witha copyof the |

Holy Scriptures.

that' public opinion and fashion have more
to
do with ‘costly ‘funerals than the
romptings of love and esteem. Must
| everything
P
be gaugedby a money standard? Are the deptheand sincerity of grief
tobe judged by the expense incurred in

sure was Peter that Jesus did understand
him at his best, in spite of appearances;
that even after he had proved himself a
coward in an emergency, anil had basely

ling

circumstances

disclosed to those who judge them. . It is

~

unwise and wrong.

his

But with all this;

ter could cry out in an’ agony

always

* showing itself to their disadvantage, with

‘none

of

—the real, large-hearted, devoted,
affectionate, self-sacr
gPeter; and so

world to sensffive = people—and people
who are not sensitive really know. little
about trouble anyway—is
the feelipg that
est side or their worst side

Peter

Jesus could love Peter; could love him
just as he was, way down below the sur-

{

in

warn

Ty

departed the motive js good and honpr- I'Stockwell Orphanage. A further sum of
able, yet, for all that, the outcome of it is $75.000 was left by the same lady to Mr.

spiritual danger, and foretell his certain
failure at the peint where he counted him-

Coolidge.

troubles

supplying

the bidding of affectionate respect for

recognize and condemn Peters sinful pre-

Ob -B-04

One of the

SCL

. Of late years there has been a marked
tendency
to extravagant outlay on thé

through

his divine Master. Jegus could note and
rebuke Peter’s over-corffdence, he could

sumption,he could

~~

BEING MISUNDERSTOOD.

ww

his persvnal experiences here in the: flesh
0f'the dead, and among the numeramong men. Jesus knew the difference burial
-ous
directions
in which greater economy
between Judas and Peter. Judas seems
‘16 have had less glaring surface faults oughtto be practised, this is surely one.
than Peter, but that did not mislead Je- It is no uncommon thing for families, left
| sus. Tn spite of all his exterior correct- in great destitution by the death of their
‘heads, to plunge themselves into debt,
ness of demeanor, Judas was known of
with its consequent struggling and pinchour Lord as a.hypoerite and a betrayér. ing,
in order to get up a respectable and
Peter, in spite of his blunders and his
So far as this is done at
misdeeds, was seen to be true at heart to showy funeral.

ot noontide lies on all the way,
And with its scorching breath makes baste
Each freshening dawn to burn and slay
Yet patiently I bide and stay,
Knowing the secret of my fate.

‘The hour of bloom, dear Lord; I wait.

needs,
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Mrs.

page.)

from ot

Cici

«« Ministers of religion should acquire
watchword which is to convey them
every man’s encampment.” There dsi
.gracity in the suggestion. Culture is

password of the generation to-day,

the
intp
sothe

apd

Reeder,

of

Cleveland,

= Ohio,

enter

who

but those

a trade,

would

great deal by gathéring in. ‘those who
signed the pledge during the Woman's

but the speaker would not oppose
priations to the Cairo mission.

German population.

referred to the work of the school at Harper’s Ferry and cited its benefits upon the
colored people. In behalf of his race he.
pleaded. for the liberal support of the

it

from hearts that are full of the boundless

A great work has

The

students recorded.

so many

are the

schools

educated in our own
' denomination’s hope.

men

prove.

the

‘alue

of

home

missionary

His address was especially. applicable work, that the growth ‘of the. West deto the present condition of our educa- + mands increased missionary effort there,
tional work. = °
:
that there. should be co-operation with
Rev. M. A. Shepard, of Ninos, offered the parent Sciety, that all money raised
prayer and the Conference adjourned to for home missionary work pass through :
7 in the evening, to listen to reports of the principal treasury, that the card syscommittees.
2
tem of raising money be approved, that
~
EVENING.
the work in the Sotith be sustained, that
Conference was opened by prayer iby
J. S. Manning be continued .as the misRev. J. R. Pope, of Wis.
Several committees reported,

those

on the

Printing

sionary in the Southwest, that work be
carried on among the Chinese, that the

including

Establishment,

vania.

The committee
.

on Doctrine

reported

| thony, H. J. Brown,
|

‘Mosher,

that here had been no business before it,
and therefore considered that we are

‘The great Valley

E. W. Porter,

0. D. Patch,

I'that the

Yearly

societies

€.

was called to order early in the morning

not organized

into

be

fages of those that come crowding in
‘there, they would not hesitate to. help.
An anti-slavery people like Free Baptists
should not ignore such an opportunity.
Rev. J. SS.

>

She p ‘this - centennial year. The
Burlingame, of ‘churches are left pastorless

was followed by Mrs.
Rhode Island, who began

cases, and are crying out

by asking,

for

sion, pleaded for means to do missionary
.work even "if they could not do educational work

in

that

mission.

There

Western Home

- gan to stay it.

the women’ have two-thirds'of the. work
“#0 do in this department. ‘Now what are

“Shall

we

societies?

organize

new

temperance

us to this kind of work.

with what they contribute

Chrigtian service,

Think we may.

Rich men,

the

send’ your

to know a Hho parent 8 ¢

Iw onder what the mothers

ular wi

of that 60,000 who will'go down to death
this year were doing when they “had their

nfs

office

ers

doing to offset this

their children’?

influence

tion,

upon

Bom

Cdl colo pé the

Mothers can certainly so

Mothers

should

be

careful

not

|

Mission Board
be requested to employ Mr. Manning as

medicine,

lest “their children

in Gan-

Hampshire,

money Quarterly Meetings theipe

gg

children’s minds., Don’t content

W
with teaching ‘general truths ; teach sped

. cific truths. ~ Teach the little ones of . the
danger of ever beginning

to indulge Nit

If there is no ‘special
/ temptation in your immediate.vicinity, re
member that young men go into othe

"this bad habit.
places
:

whe

Reaiterad po
al

temptations will be

thiskl

their pathways. Let

Rev. O. J. Moon,

of Canada,

opened

evening sessionof Conference

by

allowing

councils

and execute it by popular

(8) it:prevénts a few men from

body.

consent.

It did" no legisid®

-

| The

g
as
the
(2) beMeeting
‘person; |

as

a

¢ getting

Quarterly

Meetings

are

requested

to

proceed with the ordination of no brother to
the ministry : who does not
give
satisfactory evidence of good moral character, piety
and
a divine call, and who has not -received

at, least a common school education and is not
able to pass-an examination in Butler's Theology or its equivalent,
and id Church History,
satisfactory to a Q. M. committee which shall
be appointed for such

examingtion.

up” an ordination; (4) it leaves the ques- | 4 We recommend that Quarterly §leetings
tion open, 80 if the ¢ M. can pot provide | be requested to ordain no man to ibe ministry
a suitable council it may be sought out- | who js iuldicted to the use of tobageo and will

failed.

any’ law,

pide.

this is the

This js often the case in the

West.

local law.

pose, and deposing By council:is

is the same all

qguntry.

8.

every-

that right legislatioh”™ is taken sd then
enforced.
:
I believe in a ‘national law, for uhless
there be one it is impossible to enforce a
the

commendation

Meeting.

be

The pdorest material for an ordaining
council is often found in the Q. M.
The"
substitute provides'
for the discipline of
ministers, and the original resolution does
not. The power that ordains should de-

The appetite

and

such in the Register, he must have been regularly examined and licensed by his Quarterly

Dr. Ball preferred the substitute (1) be-

ganent in, its ex-

eve

almost

approval

and before any one can be recognized as a
regularly
licensed minister, and entered as

ordain,

for the councils could

80 composed as to ordain

case with

jmovement

tificate of

‘lay preacher, but this. certificate is not the
same as, nor equivalent to a Q. M. license;

and the

to

cause -it recognizes "the* .church
originating place of ordination;
cause it prevents a Quarterly
from ordaining an objectionable

Washingtonihn

87 A ¢hurch muy recognize the ability aid
call of one of its members bggiving him a cer-

the

prayer.

Ministry was under consideration,

all great evils.
Inno other Way can /we
do this work except as we create a sentiment, gather it up in the form of a Taw,

the

ed minister in the F. B. denomination.

item relating to the ordination of ministers was being discussed.
Rev: Mr. Crandall; of N.Y; hoped the |

prominent feat-

This has been

but that it.

| not signify his final abandonment of the habit.

|

5. Resolped, That it i®a necessity and a duty

|

6. While we do not find it advisable for
this Conference to establish any tribunal beforé which ministers charged with improprie

for ‘the churches to encourage
| subject to their approval.

ties or unministerial

better

we

than
by Q- M. .- fies
Rev: F. H. Peckham opposed the stfhsti-

uo

tute, (1) because the original item

does

provide for the inception of pg

in

do

most

Meetings

lay preaching,

conduct shall

earnestly

to faithfully

request

maintain

appear,
Quarterly

gospel disci-

pline and order in their ministry.

7. Resolved,
der trial in

That whenever a minister un. M. shall remove to ajotlier;

he does not escape responsibility to the Q. M
bringing the trial, and he may
be tried the

EOer to ordain; that

keptithere.

:

now

violently

engaged

oppose

in

why New Englanders

were

afraid

you.

the. business

of ‘the

sired a pure ministry in his substitute, but

consumer, who sees that you are

he doubted the efficiency of the, substitute

making

provision for his children,

be

will

Vote

man-

The point that the

ufacture than to prohibit the sale by retail
dealers. It maybe impossible to prevent its

manufactureabsolubely; yet you can prevent

its illegitimate manufucture very
The

the

difficulties

disposition,

in

this

and

largely. |

matter

not in

the

lie

in

substitute

who does not bring letters of commendation

voted

not to

accept

wmubsti-

actual

Rev. D. MH. Lord; of Mich. hey the |
resolution because he never knew a church
the manufacture; second, the sale
I to ordain-a minister of itself, and ‘he bewould regulate-=first, tie Traits portation ; | lieved a church would call quite as good a
second, its importation. A law in. regard
council as a Q. M. would. - The resolution
to this can be enacted and can be en. would not do what its advocates desired.
foreed.
The legislature
may enact the He believed it aimed at the independency
law. The lawyer may see to its legal ex- of the church. He moved to strike out the
forcement, but upon the clergy rests the clause that provides for the approv al of
responsibility of creating a public sentithe Q. M. expressed through a council of
ment which will sustain this enactment ‘ive before the, ordination can be -“recogand enforcement.
i
nized.

thing

itself. "I

would

~attack-:first,

My friends, remember we dan never be

too active in a good cause.

Go

on,

Rev. E. N. Fernald believed that amend-

and

ment would destroy the "efficiency

let us remember that in the fot
shall see our desires realizéd.,

mation and advice.
11. Our ministry

whole

resolutipn,

He

knew : of

of

advised

8

to give

due

|

{

es at the same time} he ean be #& member of
one church only, and is amenable to the discipline aud order of that church.
18. ‘In respect to ministers leaving the denomination, we deem the statehdents of the
Treatise, Chap. 2, Bec. 1, suflicient.

Rev. L.. Hutchins offered the following
| additional resolution and it ‘was adopted:
Resolved,

Thy it sath QO cand Assoc ation

provide. for a committee whose duty it shall
e to prescribe a Yegrly course of study for

licensed ministers

‘in’ our denomination

who

can not avail themselves of the advantages

the schools ; and that said committee
examine candidates in said studies.

of

annually

The session was adjourned with prayer
by Rev. A. D. Smith, of N. H,

Following the adjournment was a mag:

netic and elequént sermon by Rev.

G. H.

Ball, of N.X.
(To be continued.)

the

GENERAL NOTES.
. The ladies were diligent at the Confer-

persous

who had been orilained by subterfuge, and

working not only for. this soit:

>

are

prominence
te the doctrines of our denominate in their preaching.
"A minpister or a church member can
a Re recognized as belonging to two church-

provides. for

the

Quarter-

Lf Meeting or Association and éhurch to which
© Delofgs, duly signed by proper and respon-,
sible parties
10. We recommend as a help to the church-,
esin learning the character and standing of
ministers whom they may wishto employ,
that Quarterly Meetings appoint a committee
to whom such churches may apply for infor-

the. discipline of ministers is’ mete by a
resolution further-on in the report” which
provides especially for trial.
It was
tute.

urgently"

from some Minister’s Conference, or

with

Iti is far more easy ta prohibit the

That this Conference

request all our churches that they admit no
minister as A member or employ him as pastor

church.If we want episcopacy, let us go
where itis. He favored the substitute,
for he believed the church to be supreme.
Dr. Bowen believed that Dr. Ball de-

hate and it would be glad to get out of it if
given a sufficient amount of time.
The

the Shurch

it belonged with

rl Meetings and should

would

: Resolved,

Rev. G. A. Gordon, of Ill, could not see

| Such an amefdment would help*to multi- ence, Fach day’s meetings on Missions,
this age, but for future gen
Edueation, Anti-slavery, etc, which were
ply the cases. wre
ce of churches ordaining future ages., May God help us
held in.common by both men and women,
Mr,
Lord's
amendment.
was
lost.
misters had cursed his State.
work well.
were. preceded, by meetings held especiali
sQeiet
Rev.
A,
A
Smith,
of
Minn.,
believed
it
State
he
Why-csn nof;t
* Dr. Ball thought the words ** Otdaining
Rev. Dawson Burns, of London, was‘| pis.
be impossible in many cases at the ly by the women to consider these several
machinery - already provided, 8 id 1 Cound
should take the place of churches UOW: introduced, and spoke | Way upon
Their meetings were co-operaget such a council as
the resolu- subjects.
‘multiply methods 7, Tuetard 3System
i
~ for Quarterly Meetings as being. more
the same subject.
tion ¢
for. They in tl
West would tive, and intendedto enlistand organize
| comprehensive.
od
It'is difficult to say what is: ‘most pre- | ‘not ofdain ministers in t
way, even if their sex more ‘heartily in benevolent work.
cise and pertinent on such a question. We
Dr.
Bowen
said
the
church
might
apthe
Conference
shonld
y
e
t
recognize
them. During the week 5 paper was quietly pass:
Ei fo Some
owe in England the temperance cause in b Mgn ordained by the
best of councils have ‘ed around in the interests of the propos- °
Financial ‘Secre- point this ordaining couneil, and thereits present. form to the be States. destroyed churches’ inf the West.
ed. chapel at Storer College, and 8200:
that the State and fore he opposed the substitution. If
True we fad many tempera
vements | Rev. D. Jackson moved to amend and. was: received,
churches
be
allowed
to
start
up
and
or1d co-operate with, the
. The Concord, N, H,, church kept a kind
dain anybody. they please, dt will be a years ago for the. mitigation tof this great substitute “ judicious council”. for. ‘church
tem'was then recommitted.

Tor’. C. Whitney, of Pennsylvania,

£

‘

there was danger in giving

| the

Lo

be tuple

shferance ‘would take some action’ h
{ ‘dt home." |
ght be regarded by the parent - and 1
mi
|
a
have
we
teaches
3. As Sunday-school
ocieties as expressing its. desire
)
fue
truth
fnstil
to
y
opportunit
grand
carrying on home missionary wo
,

the

to provide it. When church independency
you, fof he does fot
wish his children to becomes a source of weakness, then if
become drunkards. This was the origi.. should be watched.
He believed in the
nal idea of those who were engaged with church having
a voice in the magter, but
the fathers
in’ their opposition to ‘the not the absolute control of it.
e have
“Slgve trade, and they succeeded.
I would seén many incompetent persons ordained
direct legislation‘ further
Hianto “the by churches, and the Q. M. had” great
mere sale.
4
trouble afterwardsin dealing’ with them.

character

were |then. made the
th quglifieations

{of Rev. T, A. Chase, of New
/ | wished to know if the,

88 aise the Jaguey. there "tooi

to use|

see

EVENING.

your

against it.

Many of those

.impress their children with the danger of was to come from With ‘which fo do’ the ministers procjuded the’ churches from orSocieties wero ‘daining them.
touching or tasting liquor of any kind national work, if the
that they will be less likely to useit. todo the workin their own States and of | Rev. F. Hi Petkhuin, of Maine; said
wines or brandy in their - cooking or as

suasion is a

E

usage, in case of ordination; and that without
.the approval of the Q. M. through a Judicious
council of not less than three members no
person shall hereafter be considered an ordain- *

‘prohibito-

would not pass;

who

Moral character, ‘divine call, and piety

places of wickedness.: What are moth-

a

time when we shall have it-so everywhere.
| The meeting was a very interesting one.

opposition through the influence of those
who have their money invested “in the
business.” By making the measure prospective you can thereby couciliate many

-an evidence was opposed as superfluous,
if men were pious and divinely called,

boys and girls under their influence. societies: Jig have P Wi
:
Liquor sellers aredoing all they can to spheres.” =
Moy
on
was
made
§
allure our young men and women into

where

ry law is in force, and we hope to

protects its manufacture and a
and
those States which do not have prohibitory
laws will send it in some way into the oth-~
er States. Even ifevery State had a steady
prohibitory law, yet liquor could be manu-

in benevolent]

The proposition to make moral

)€

0 avoid

We have communities

substitute,

Moral

church proceed to such ordination,

to this matter.

ure of thiswork:.
When a public sentiment has been created in regard to any
evil, it is evanescent unless gathered up
and crystalized in the form of a law

Lrough

that

its superintending missionary in . the
money to the Home Missionary Sodidty, Southwest, at a reasonable salary. The
‘ “WOT,
=
| resolution was adoptedy
|
.
“1. By prayer sind unrest personal ‘that it may help inthis work.
On the item of co-operation between
“Christian effort: Woman has a power in
The report of the committee on the Minis"this direction which she has hardly begun local societies and the main Society Rev! try was taken up. ‘Respecting the educato realize as yet. Godihas done a wifi G. MH. Ball said the latter ought to take a tional qualifications of candidates for the
derful work through the agency of she Speial field, and work “in representative 'miristry, that they should be able to" pass
national spheres, leaving the local work: an examination in Butler's Theology and.
Women’s Temperance Union.
¢
fo
be done by the local societies. I oliow in Church History, Mr. Bowen saidit was
this we ought to work.
We Toone
make the work denominational, but ht the tide of emigration westward, 20 fiito | a step upward, and was greatly. needed.
the South and there do the: best possible | T. E. Peden, of Ohio, thought the first
there be'a united effort. —
Tithe
2.. Women have a greater power then work.
qualifications of candidates should be
they think in their influence as friends | ' Rev. J.B. Drew, of Michigan, wished evidence of a divine "call ‘and of piety.
and mothers.

it

very thing yve ought fo a0.’ ¢ Let lisy see:

rec-

decision regard

tives.

istence or influence, - Es

work ; and that Mr. Manning's salary
should be stated, and he be credited with
the money contributed to him by the ,colored people.
“ Rev. Mr. Peckham, of Me., offered a

are perishing in the West for lack of

I do not think God is ealling

take

Rev. Mr. Langworthy deplored the-usé oft

It is now left in the power of the magis-.| shall request a Quarterly Meeting or Associs:
tion ‘to take the steps provided for by otir
trates; we hope it may soan be changed.

Afits noon adjournment the report on the

and hence it was not

West, and pleaded for missionary help.
More than resolutions are needed. = Souls | resolution that the Home

How can we best, do the work?

not

of

the Conference and Theological schools
claim the right to use for
ves:

the church; (2) the original
not for
sion. The Home Mission Society had
bid the going outside of the © CM. for a same as if he had not removed from it.
since given the principal. help to Caird,
council; (3) becatise the substitite ‘ould
8. We advise special carefulness on the
while the West had done comparatively
factured in the territories under the allow” ordinations to bie trumped up by any part of those who act as councils, in receiving
nothing for it.
.
Rev. E. N. Fernald said it ‘would protection of the United States govern-, interested party; (4) making the &hurch thosé from the ministry. of other denominations
who wish to join.us.
amount to little to pass a resolution to ment. We oughtto have a4 law in the the originating power tends to the exalta9. Whereas, We as a denomination have
tion of the church spirit over the denemJ
Constitution
of
the
United
States.
This
support Mr. Manning.
The money: was
suffered,
and are still suffering, from a class of
national spirit.
law should be ‘prospective.
If we should
the thing desired.
N
ministers who become obnoxious in one field:
R. Deering, Esq., of Me,, thodgtt’ the
at
once
strike
at
this
traffic
we
should
of labor, and seek another field and other vicRevs. Bunn. and Dubjee thought that
laymen desire that the ministerial standmeet inthe national Congress a strong
tims; therefore,
the coloréd people should be credited
ard be raised.
:
2

preachers.

preachers,” many of whom were doing
good work. He was identified with the

-.we doing in our different places of resi-

“wdence?
;

in. writing

er of local

seemedto me reasonable and practical
suggestions in regard to its eradication.
We start with the fact that reformation is
an individual thing, and the actions of
men are. performed-in-the purest of mo-

just here.

Mission Committee was

dissolved, it was agreed

not keep the tears back while Mr. Brown
was speaking.
Rev. M. A. Shepard, of:Illinois, spoke
a word in behalf of ‘the basswood

It is said that two-fhirds

when

thege are, and 1 will

great

organized
.the West would support the Cairo misin many

in this country. It draws humanity down |. will' lead these men to- the hard western
lower and lower. Hence it is our duty fields, rich in opportunities. One could
to do all we

that

was tak-

of men

right to deny to others ‘what members

40 years ago, ‘tobacco and its influence among. professed
Christians and especially among ministers.
in: England took
Social cus-- Are we not readyto take a position. in fa.
any interest in this matter.
;
toms coming down from the ages, made it vor of this reform?
D. Jackson said he never used tobacco,
very difficult to carry on anything like
total abstinence work. Even to-day, in but he knew of many old men who thought
London, the ministers wha are total ab- they-could not live without if. Let them
alone, but let the resolution apply to young
stainers. are the exceptions.
But the
‘work is going on . rapidly among “the men.
Baptists, and even the State church is
Rev. Mr. Dabjee. wanted to vote for the
resolution.
beginning to move.
Mr. Burns'here gave
a very interesting account of the way in
Mr. McElroy, of Canada, wonld fnclude
which the work began
in the English, ‘tea, and Mr. Gordon would include coffee.
.church.
The resolutioc was adgpted.
Whatever glse is wanted, we can never
The item providing for the revision o
dispense with individual effort and zeal. the Treatise was tabled, and then the re:rf
Do the very best you can-in
the sphere
port was adopted as follows:
Where God has placed you.
411
We believe it to be neither wise nor. :
You have very much to do with our safe for one church alone to be the adviser and b©
work in England.
We are seeking that director in the matter of the ordination of one
which you have long had, viz., the pow- of its memMeérs; we therefore advise that no

‘time to speak of the eXtent of the evil: I
wish to all your attention to what have

Africa 4 “at Cairo.

a handsome thing for it.
. Silas Curtis explained

tors, - They have enough ‘ bass wood”
60,000 Who are annually going down to a preachers. The graduates from the thedishonored grave. Intemperance stands ological schools seem to seek easy places.
inthe way of the progress of our religion Oh, for the love and the self-denial that

. a8 churches and individuals

what

ognized. The Cairo mission should be
held up until the opportunity comes: to do

churches,

body

;

and was adopted.
The next item providing that fio user of
tobacco be ordained, was opposed by A.
A. Smith, on the ground that we have no

It is

when but few clergymen

would hardlybe expected of me that I
should give a description of this, great
evil and its results.
You know too well

He ad-

it should be

of this

equiva-

evil. I signed 'the pledge

‘subject; of temperance. He spoke as follows :
Ia the presence

that - can’ intoxi-

our purpose.

effects, without attacking the cause. The
only thing wljich we ought to-try- to get
rid of is the drink which causes all this

up, and Senator Blair, of New. Hampshire, ‘was introduced
to speak on. the

is

answer

(but this was not to be considered

worth Something to know our enemy. He
is a spirit, but We can see him and annihilate him.
The ‘great mistake made is
that we preach agsifist and .deneunce ‘the

| en

Manning, of the Cairo mis

a noble work there, and

Care has not been taken in ordaining pas-

siAre the liquor dealers doing any
“harm ?" Let the answer be found in the

in the report of the forenoon’s Saaetses,

cate would.

ADDRESSES.

The special order:of businefs

‘year.
a
:
" Pres. Durgin felt that the work at Harper’s Ferry should be pushed, but that the
work in the Mississippi Valley should not
be overlooked. Mr. Manning had done

by Mrs. J. B. Davis, of Maine. After the and that other denominations were gath- opening exercises, Mrs. Fitzgerald, of erg them. Towa, Nebraska, Kansas
New Hampshire, made a brief address and Mintesota are full of these cases, and
in regard to the work in ‘the juvenile de- “the brethren are looking eagerly for help

partment of the temperance field.

‘stinence from anything

ry. An opportunity was given for pledges
to the centennial fund, and quite a large
number of pledges Were received.

the people eould only look upon the eager

Honfe Mission Society had got it. Give
us our old college [Mr. Manning] another

auxiliary to the parent Society, and that
missionary agents be employed as far as
discussion, and it was recommitted.
Rev: George H. Ball, offered prayer at possible in the Yearly Meetings, especially in the West.
the eyening adjournment.
Rev. H. J. Brown, of Iowa, said that
PUESDAY.—WOMEN AND TEMPERANCE.
The Women’s Temperance meeting Freewill Baptists were numerous in the

far West,

.

be helped.
at Harper's Ferry. i is the key to the provided that $5,000 me shall be added
whole South, so far as the colored people to it before the first of September, 1881.
Rev. A. D. Williams announced that
are-concerned, and it must not be allowed to suffér for lack of aid. The school. is + Rev. Silas Curtis had offered to give $1,000
crowded more and more each year. If towards a professorship at Harper's Fer-

teachers to- Africa!

for

Meeting

AFTERNQON.—TEMPERANCE.

lent to an ordination), but it was lost.
This item. was then adopted.
The-next item provided for the qualification of candidates for ordination as stated

the’ cause [it was afterwards i reased to
; $230], and that a gentleman ha offered ‘to
But the school is established | give $5,000 towards a chapelwit that place,

Send your teachers ‘there. The colored
people there had. contributed money to
forwayd the work among them, but the
school propérey had been sold and the

Rev. M? B. Felt, of 1liinois, described
grounded in the faith.
the
condition of the churches in
i the West,
The report of the chbimitton on the |
Ministry was taken up, but the item limit- || and wished the Conference to recommend

ing the authority of the church in the
licensing’ of ministers taused considerable

of Pennsyl-

rl

Many efforts were made to see hew far
we could go without going too far.
‘A
‘great many things were tried before we
‘reached the rock. We at length came to
the resolution that nothing but entire ab-

of the Mississippi

hoble material in the Southwest.

A. A. Smith, G. F.

F. Penney;E. D. Lewis.

pray-

needs help: Give the ‘Toney and it will

teaching force at Harper's Ferry be in- mired the Harper's Ferry institution, but
Education, Requests, and on the State of
creased. - The following persons were he wanted the other raission to bé remem- the Country.
nominated to be elected as officers of the | bered. , . The school property at Cairo had
Pres. 0. B. Cheney, iin behalf of ‘the
Society :
been sold and the proceeds given “to the 4
cominittee on & liberal Baptist ConvenPresident, L.'W. Anthonys ; Vice- Prestion reported that there be no such Con- | idents,J. WW. Winsor, A. H. Morrell; J. Home Mission Society.
Mr. Ricks, of southern Illinois, Se wit
vention this year, that-a Year Book _con=
f
!
. Mantaining liberal Baptist statistics be pub- 5 Mant "R.A. Coates, J. 8. Burgess; || of the Conference, said that J.
Corresponding Secretary, “A. I. Gerrish;
| ning was the only college his racebd at
lished, and that a Quarterly be ‘issued on
Recording Secretary,
G. F. losher;
Cairo, and if they had made the progress
_ certain conditions.
Treasurer; Silas Curtis; Figgncial- Seerethey had in those circumstances, it im|
"The Clerk called the attention of Contary, E. N. Ferbald;' ‘Auditor, M. B.
ference to a printed “circular from Rev.
plied that very much more pgs could |
Smith; Executive Committee, Silas CurIsaac Hyatt, of N. Y.; but no. action was.
be
made if they could be lrelped. Send
tis, B. F. Hayes,A. L. Gerrish, L. WV. AntakenQh it.

‘Whitney,

providing that churches might give wide
dates certificates to act as lay preachers

facture and sale ‘of intoxicating

not West Virginia, simply, but ‘it was of $1,000 to be Wividedas follows: $100 to
sending its missionaries to the Carolinas Bible School in India; $400 toward "next
and Texas, where her race greatly need remittance fo India; $500 toward Home
help. °
|
- Missions.
Mr. Curtis also spoke of the
Dr. Ball said this matter: had come up ot
Raper Ferry.
He announced
because it could not be kept down.
that the ladies‘have raised $150 towards

The morning session of Conference was |
opened by prayer by Rev. T. A. Stevens,
of New York.
°
The - committee on Home “Missions
reported that the. experiences of the past

Goadby wis glad to observe the names of

appro- | er by Rev. 0. C.

liquors.

in England. in the effort to stop the manu-

Conference was called to order by the.
President at 2 o'clock.
Prayer’ by Rev.
Mr. McElroy, of Canada.
The matter of
raising a centennial fund was presented by
school. He hopes it will send teachers to. Rev, Silas Curtis, who proceeded to make
some remarks in regard to the condition
Africa by add by.
of the
treasury — of
the
‘Benevolent
By invitation, Miss. Franklin, of West Societies. He made '&n earmest . apvi irginia, a graduate of the school at Har- peal for aid® Mr. Curtis made known
r's Ferry, said the school was helping the bequest. -of Dr. Hedge, of Iowa,

THE CONFERENCE.

love.
- Referring to the college catalogues Mr.

The morning sessioy closed with

Rev. J. W. Dunjee, of Harrisburg, Pa.,

been accomplished by beginning with the
eleven
began with
They
in the world is the man who’ enters the children.
s-he—ean
he-think
children
and
-now-have
-morethan
five
because
simply
ministry
be advanced by it. Not only shoulda hundred. These are taught to. read and
aman want to preach, but he should have sew, and do other useful work. ‘Through
both spiritual and intellectual ability - for these . children the parents are reached.
it, and particularly love for‘God and for and greatly helped,” Mrs. R. made an
souls. From the geep heart of the open earnest appeal to the ladies to work earnocean the tide rolls in grandly and pow- estly in behalf of the children, and ’ thus
:
- erfully. So will the truth come forth reach the grown people.

...

sisted to do this work--by councils from
Quarterly Méetings or Associations.

Virginia,

and it is laboring to lift up the. colored
people. It'needsall the help possible,

fool

The' greatest

ordain ministers, but’ * dhiurolies were -as-

stitute in the South is in. West

spoke a few moments in regard to
“ Friendly Inns.” She stated that in that
city there are five or six who have done a

if we would enter and win it we must be | Crusade. Mrs. R. then proceededto give
"cultured, But we want all kinds of good a ‘very interesting account of the temper" men for this ‘work. 'We do not want men ance house under the care of her husband
in the ministry who enter it as they and herself. This is Jocated among the
“because they love it.

The only Free Baptist educational a
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STAR

MORNING

THE

Ped

j:source of weakness

fev. Mr. Chase
the subject of appropriatiors, Kev.
IR. Durnin, of Michigan, asked that they be, safeguaid thrown
made to the Cairo mission as well ‘as’ to. 1 but hardly agreed
0 give erdaining
i the Shenandoah,
Rev. N..C. Brackett, of Hafpet's Ferry,

1 He

to the denomination.

national: ak

“We: had strong temper

of “ friendly inn” on the grounds, a gn
hoaamendment so as to make . it, tertained hosts, of people: :
The dally. paper, containing Yepoiis of
read “a council of three.” Pres. Durgin’s
i Conference, was waited for each morping
| amendment was adopted.*

wished eveery, "possible |

around po ‘ministry,

with those who feared.

oxplained tha there were more than 7,000 call a council from the. Quaiterly Meeting
hi
th
Revs Je Woodman.
nye
Vi
fa; and only
rem

of Minn., “said! they

as ‘eigerly a8 were the rolls and coffee.

A picture of the agéd ministers ‘present.

| needed latitude on the frontier, ‘andl he bewh,

where « this

-

mei

Rey. A. J. Davis,

power to the chuches. £

would give the churches authority to

or, Q M,, and Pres. Durgin moved. to

%

lieved’ ‘they could work - unger ‘the. resolu-

pst will be the tion as amended,

. The item as amended
Mr

was made, and copies of it can be had, of
Rev. A.

was adopted.
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The debt is more their

misfortune than their fault, = This debt

worship will bé lost to the church.

New

of

Rev. A.B.

This

the

church

and

the

the Northwood

York.

cause?

=

Loomis writes that whenhe be
church,

ago,he founda little® band

‘The Home Mission Bo.rd has just appropriated, $720 for this purpose. Ii—the

two

years

of earnest

Chris-

tians, but
there was

the congregations were small and
great indiffgrence in regard to -re-

ligion

the

in

village.

But

the

little band

worked zealously andin harmony.
On Jan.
1, last, a series of meetings was commenced

Board—proposesto pay the last $720 on

in connection With the M. E, church, conduct-

this debt.
Brethren and sisters in the
churches, shall the Board have the means
of meeting this pressing demand? Your

ed by Bro. H. Payne, evangelist.

answers within’ three weeks will help de-

was held,

something

its faithful pastor; Rev. F.
while doing nobly-for itself,
. Board,
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looks
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General Conference of 1880.
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~Having attended the sessions of Geneneral Conference five times, twice ns a
delegate, from 1844 to that just held, 1

would remark

briefly on their relative

importance and interest.
Each had its
peculiar features and adaptations.
That
of 1844 was one of marked

vid Marks

was

Eli Noyes, just

a

interest.

Da-

spirit.

Dr.

leading

returned

only” ‘the

from India,

SurLoH

espec-

Q. M.—Held
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venience of the Beioto Q. M.,
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ext session with Linn Hill chureh,Oct..22—
- JOSEPH MASTERS, Clerk pro tem.
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THE MORNING STAR, AUGUST 4, 1880."

surprise,

dat you're off de track!

preach

You talk like it

*To-reach the. glowing ‘heavens? .altar-shrifies “was a chance anyhow, whether we saints
The dark is flooded with the crimson light,
get to heaven after all. = Dere was too
The green pines‘shiver in the fire's roar,

» And the wide, doming heavens arch _ito’er.

el is, * Him that believes shall

The hollow circles of the’ smoke uproll
Against a sky of palpitating flame;
Wreathing above the pines, scroll upon. seroll
Swelling and rising in the crimson stain.
The moon.is.dead; the. stars’ green points of

-.*

‘light.

>

ik

sweep

upward.

Ny

Hawley,in

cast.out.’”
¢ Come unto me, you dat is
tired and hegv y-laden;
Iwill
and
give

dis

one

way:

to

LITTLE.

# IT know you're going, know very well;
Take me too!” said dear little Nell. -

by-anby!’

Den she open her eyes

fitable sarvant!

He was a ‘“ top-man” over a shaft of a
tunnel which was being cut on a railway.

‘The shaft was 200 feet deep,
down through solid rock.

ways speak truth!’

£

a

ed,

sarmon

o'

dat

his

was

*“¢No, no,’ says

tellin’

i

One day, as Bill was leaning over
shaft, swinging in a loaded bucket,

the
his

He knew he would be dashed to a jelly;
al- but he thought of his mates below.
If he screamed they would rush out to

I,

‘auntie,

I

learn the cause of the unusual noise,

never

some of them would be smashed
heavy body.

¢¢¢« Mebby you do, right here on-the
varge of heaven; but quick’s you get out

all

’bout “de doubts Satan. pushes ‘into de
hearts of de Lords people. . Why dat

sarmon was
mor’n half ¢devil,” all
through! and another was tellin’ de saints

Twaq sweet lips to quivering fell;

ae

Word

ain't for to be trusted—dat he don’t

i

your'n

:

“Waar out below !” and the men ran
farther intg the dive.
al

« Den why don’t you tell people so? -done dat; I trust him wid all my heart.’
One

and ran

Bill's duty was to watch the large iron
bucket filled with rocks, asit was hoiste
from the bottom, run-itto the tip-cart,and
return it empty 10 the nayvys below,
If a rock fell off the bucket, Bill shout-

and

and

by: ‘his

If any of them were at the bottom; and

you'll say, * Dere’s no tellin’ whether I'll

he did not give the usual warning they

ever reach heaven er not.”
says she, do you believe de

would he killed.
:
His mates heard one moment

Harkliss,’
Lord has

«Yo little for what?” said dear little Nell.
his clear
_ “Two little!” ecified mother, “ two little to ‘dat dey must do dis and ‘dat and t’other, ‘writ yer name on de palms of his hans, Voice, * Waur out below!” the next, the
:
“bear
:
;
to get peace and conifort here and heaven and his hame on your forehead #’
thud ofrhis smashed body. They were
‘Our portion in life—a burden of care.
beyont.
If you believes dat Christ died,
Eel
s« I bowed down my head in shake, saved.
“ Too little g heart for trouble to weigh,
and rose again, and dat 'kase he lives we for I see my sin.’ "And den de truth of | * Bill, the banker” was more than a

[=]

Too little for tears a moment to stay ;¢

we shall live also, why don’t you comfort God's people wid these words? Let
de devil alone for awhile in your preachin’ (you'll get ‘nuff0’ him’ widout makin’
so much-of him); and just preach” Christ,

Of wrongs and rebuffs too little to know;
From mother’s own side too little to go.

“ Let Johnny and May and Dickey and ‘Bell
Go frolicking down tothe Daisy

Dell;

| Christ, Christ!

‘But mother and Nell and pussy-cat-mew
‘Will have the merriest picnic too.”

name, while I stay'here in

‘come I lies down

“ I ain’t too little for you anyway.”

4

— Youth’s Companion.

eminent

minister

with

patient

to me,

wid

him,

you've been to de

brudder,”

never;

why

should

I?

like I wanted

to

myself

out since.

then ?”

whiff have you got to give

hinges

* mn

* A little advice and a heapof

fort.

me

com-

’Pears like de Lord 1'fj de

round to break my peace,

1

shouts

out,

‘no matter who hears me, ‘De Lord says

datI am his, and dat whar lie am, dar
shall 1 be

also;

and

bi§

word

endureth

forever.’ Den ‘ifs’ all fly off like they
were unclean birds, dnd leaves me in de

my

light! Why, sir, I's got de world so under my feet dat nothin’ in it cam worry
me, only de sin] sees; and
cleared off some

day.

De

dat

will

Lord's

be

chil’n

got a good tight to glory; and nobody—
not de*devil, dat you make such count on

can't take it 'way from ‘em!

Now my

errant's done here. You stick to de
gospel—Christ, Christ—and you'll see de
glory come down on yer people, and soon

de

I didn’t see nobody, but I felt

see them a tramplin’ on de world.
by, sir.”
=

Good:

The minister
rose and took the hand of

a

it was de voice of his

Son

in

my

~ ¢ Her-c-less—I don’t

soul.

guess

I

a

can

night; “member-it, for it’s might unto forty year

T'vé been n Hew rman since ~d¥

but half de time I've been only a commen

since I larnt to spell

it from

my

and

dere

was

as many

souls for to save down dere as dere is up

sort of a Christian like you, risin’and massa. He said I was named after one of
fallin’, hopin’ and doubtin’ ; such a Chris- dem heathen. goddishes dat dey use to
tian as puzzles de world to know wheth- ‘made believe dey had in old times. He's
‘mong dat nonsense dey teaches in coler dere is any good in ’ligion or not!
lege.

“ligion ; and I used to forget dat fight "in
de canebrake, and fell into de vond

in.

dere

views,

and mighty ’strob’lous in éarryin’ on ‘em
out.

Dey

get

a notion—poor

that every foot

o’ land

up

things—

North was

sanctified by Mr. Lincoln's . spirit, and
' . that the ’arth yielded like it did afore the

cuss fell on it—without labor ‘or sweat!
Dey

thought de North was a little heay-

~ en whar no man had to say to his neighbor,
‘ Love ye de Lord,’ kase dey all
i
loved him a’ready. § I told ‘em dere was
work 2nd poverty nd sin up here, like

dere was

down

home;.for I've

seen

J Northern folks plenty in my young days,

and mighty hard ones dey was too! (But

‘my chil'n
dey * phpod’ at me, and said

‘mong demsel’s,

‘Daddy, he’s

‘hind de

times. If we go he'll soon foller.’ Now
~ dey was right dere,
for nex’ to de Lord,

Tove my chil'n and-gran'ohil'n. upWhenmy
* 1gee dey was coming’ I packed

He's de fellow dat killed lions and

wi

«J know him,” replied

:

the

minister.

« Well; brother Hercules, come and
“But it didn’t work with me
again very soon. Good-by.” ~~
into darkness.”
Den I'd

to lift me out of de

horrible

miry clay, by good works,

pit

and 'de

help’

de

and lifeless—there
was

no. Christ

He tore the shegts into "atoms,

in it.

and. sat

weak field hands, -or givin’ away my
down before the fire to meditate on ithe
pocket money,
But we never made a
words of the poor visitor. He never

bargain—de Lord and me! * He aJways

brung me low till I was gladto get peag
free ; and to take away all chance o’ brag.
ging from me, he generally

brought

de

peace when I was asleep and doing’ no
good works. Den I would wake wid the
glory in my soul,

and'I would

‘mighty peart for.a spell,

hat Christ was den.

run

‘He was ip -me;

here

and git

in

this

large

chair, . brother ; it is more comfortable
than that one,” said the minister in a sub-

Tuk-

ing up his hat, he went out to- visit some
of the hidden ones of his flock whom he
knew to be -great in the kingdom of

saved

|

lief with which reviewers of beoks often conproductions

within the domain of history the facts. con.
nected with a people whose career must Haye

are ill-treated—but also because he ought to

development of the world’s civilization. ‘The

their. own

have been employed in work

more

worthy

had dealings with

the Devil. If Poeexamined
had
only masters]
which

he. analyzed

completeness with

creative work.

O0-O-0-0
40+

-HUFFY PEOPLE.
. One of the oddest things t6 witness, if
not:ene of the most disagreeable to encounter, is the faculty which some people:
have for taking offence where no offence
phrase

worst

ures, the results of their culture have

left

gather the materials for filling Bp the

unwrit-

to our safe keeping, and from these results it
is evidently our duty, as far as
possible, to

ten first chapter of our own

history.

account of the explorations of the

A ful)

par

about

riches?” asked the Sunday-school

super-

intendent.

~ And the new boy in the

who are unhappy in their

But every book

month to month in the North American Re.
view, with iliustrations of the most important

objects discovered.

The August numbergof

introductory to the séries, entitled * Ruine

“ Nullity of the

that was submitted to-him underwent the same

Pnuutipation

Richard H. Dana;

‘Principles

Edict,”

by

of Taxation}

process of exhaustive scrutiny.
Every book by Prof. Simon Newcomb; “Prince Bismarck
presented itself to his #nalytic facuity as a as a Friend of America and as a Statesman?
problem to be attacked and solved; hé analyz- - by Moritz: Buseh; and ** Recent Literature,”
by Charles T. Congdon.
:
.
ed the writer's aims and his method, and set
himself to consider how the subject ought to
The Midsummer Scribner (August number)
have been treated.
The reviewer, who can
opens with a remarkable frontispiece engry
supply five lines on a book in five minutes is
ving by Cole, from the famous picture of
the pryiewer who can hope to make review ing
Savonarola, by Fra Bartolommeo. This por~

a profitable trade.

Poe

could

mot

not do this; every book, good

challenge to his

powers

or

or would

bad,

was

of analysis,

trait accompanies

a

could not part with it till he bad dissected it
out. Perhaps we may ask whether work of

this kind ought not to have
and more

highly

been

appreciated.

ers would probably have answered
tion by saying

that

the

latter on the great Florentine preacher, patriot

employ-

this ques-

public,

whom

they

ed by Madame Villari. The paper has illustrations of the tragic life and death of Savonaro-.

were trying to induce to buy their periodicals,
did not care

for’ this

kind

of thoroughness.

la, by Mr. Van Schaick, the American artist
living in Florence. Another brief summary of
a large subject is Richard
Henry Dana's

They were not catering for an audience of
artists who might have found profit as well -as
pleasure in n masterly analysis of the mechan~
ism of a book.
Their audience only cared to
know whether a book was interesting, worth
reading, or worth buying; how it might have
been made more interesting, and whether it
a languid

*¢ Skétch of ‘American Diplomacy.”

ings.”

concern

“ fastidi-

was not

A numberof etchings are reproduced

in small, with an artistic accuracy

which,

claimed, has never

equaled by

before

been

itis

similar means, namely, wood-engraving and
steam-printing.
It has been left to an Ameri¢an magazine to first enter upon the literal illustration of Dickens, by employing artists to

look up the original $cenes of his storiés.

ous difficulty.”
Into the secret of his difticulty they did not inquire.
They probably con-

sidered it a defect in him that he

Mid-

summer Scribner is Phillip Gilbert Hamerton’s study of ** Mr. Seymour Haden’s Etch-

they were * classical and scholarltke,” and they

with

The most

‘novel and interesting art feature of the

or no concern at all. What chiefly struck
Poe's employers about his reviews was that
were also aware that he wrote

The Plain Story of Savo.

and martyr is now considered the standard
biography ; and it wouldbe difficult to find in
English a more succinct and correct sketch of
the life of the great Italian than that now offer

better paid

Poe's

in

last Sunday, stood

up

and

said,

* Their, scarcity.” -And in his confusion

the superintendent-told the 8choal to rise
and sing,-** Don’t be weary, children.”—

!

narola’s Life,” written by the English ‘wife - of the Italian Professor Villari. The work by the

and he

The

first of this serjes appears in the August
Scribner, some of ‘whose. remaining féatures
we can barely enumerate: “ Our River,” 4 description of the Hudson,~not a * guide-book”
description, but one made con amore
by a
writer and an artist who have lived long on its

a

more ready writer.
And they measured the
value of his articles on the sound commercial.
principle that, except when he chanced to
make a sensation by
exposing the weak
points of (celebrities, they could get reviews
equally, or perhaps more, suited to the réquire-

brethren and superiors in the craft I am

eircumstances,

well

not fo speak of their tempers. - Huffjness,
-which seems to be self-assertion in what

acquainted—but I am convinced that to work
‘the brain at night in the way of imagination is

may be called

ler’s recent warnings upon this subject are
startling enough even as ‘addressed to stu-

the negative

form,

and

classify as a

high spirit of sensitiveness, according

as

they are passionate or sullen, is, in reality

dangers of action with huffy people,

sure as you are to flounder
with them,

while

‘you

are

life by it

at a musical school

in

On

the

emperor's birthday the little fellow summoned up courage and addressed a nofe

of congratulation¥to his miles, embody-

méet

their

exceptional

(through insomnia),

writ-

require-

what

in

3

Bric-a-Bruc

depart-

of a summer fortnight in the country. Besides~~
the installments of the two serials, by Louisa
M. Alcott and Noah Brooks,—one dealing with

w ho adopt- -

notes

the

feature

is |

sprightly home-life, the other

with

boys

who

his mind Vile a militia company and have a muster and
sham fight,—there are several complete short
was 80 occupied, when awake, with the crdi-

thin-skin-.

Berlin.

to

* Uncle Fsek’s Wisdom”

is a new

very curious, that notwithstanding

quently the-whole harmony of an evening

gratuitously

(Whose

The

St. Nicholas for August. A pleasing feature
of this vacation number of the boys’ and girls’
magazine is the profusely illustrated article,
‘““ A. Happy thought for Street
Children.”
This details the working of the Evening
Post
‘ Fresh Air Excursions” under Mr. Willard
Parsons, through whose efforts, seconded
. by
willing farmer-families, thousands of
cityworn little ones taste every year the
delight

ed this banefill praetice and indirectly lost his

forivof chaffing, you will soon be made
to find out your mistake, and not unfre-

for music, is being educated

and

significance.

dle at both ends. - A great novelist,

has no exception,
person can bear
or take it as it "is
the very simplest

The Crown Prince of Germany has just
done a kindly and pretty thing. .Little
Paul Brandt, -a nine-years-old orphan,
"having exhibited a remarkable capacity

to. poet

greater

Dr

things,

Legitimate Novel.”
ment.

system of illumination also—we burn the can-

as manifold. The dangers of jesting are,
above all, great.
It may be laid down as

~~. PAUL BRANDT.

Holland discusses, among other

sume the midnight oil, use, perforce, another

bog

| tion of the wind at the time.— Household:

application

far

Great?-and Mr. Cable's * Grandissimes,”

Dr. Treich-

ments; whereas we story-tellers live like other
people, (only more purely,) and
if we con-

innocently

has been set wrong, because a

in their

novelists they. have

shaped

thinking you are walking on the solidest
esplanade, the dangers of speech are just

an absolute rule, which
‘anywhere, that no huffy
a joke good+humoredly,
meant. If you attempt

dents, but

which bas attgacted much-attention; and further installments of Mr: Schuyler's *“ Peter the «

ings, it is whispered, have a close connection
with fiction) always write in the * small
hours,” but their mode of life is more or less

afd

into the

little short of an ®act of suicide.

It may be said that journalists

the product of self-distrust. The person
whe has self-respect, and nothing to fear,
who is of-an assured social status, and
‘happy private condition, is never apt to
lake offence. Many and great are the

ures of his imagination, he never

dreamed

of

them, which I think is also the general experience. But he does not tell us for how many
hours before he went to sleep, and tossed upon
his sleepless pillow till far into the morning,
he was unable to get rid of those whom his
enchanter’s wand had summoned.. ‘What is
even more curious than the story-teller’s never

dreaming of the shadowy beings who

engross

80 much of his thoughts, is that (so far as my
own experience goes at least) when a: story ‘is

once written and done with,

no

forcibly it may have interested nd
writer during its progress, it fades

matter

how

excited the
almost “in-

stories. Of ‘these, the most
notable
are:
** Marjorie’s Peril,” illustrated by MeCuteheon,

a true

gory

of a small. Scottish Jassie

lost

among lions in the bush of Zululand; * The
Fox and the Stock,” illustrated by Sheppard, a
tale of boy-life, by Susan Coolidge; ‘“
Why the
Black Cat Winked,"” illustrated by Brennan, a
bright Pennsylvania-Irish story of a stirring incident in the great petroleum district; andthe
“ Coral Castle,” a funny parrative, with six
comic pictures hy Hopkins, of how the fishes
failed in an attack vpon the work of coral

polyps. There is, also, an illustrated installs
ment of “The Major's Big-Talk Stories,” relating

anecdotes

concerning

two

curious

mauls,-—the Bye-Bye and the Howis

* Placer

raphically

and

Gulch

Mining

for

ani-

Datforhbi.

Gold”

described by Ernest Ingersoll

are

and

by J. Harrison Mills, and a bright
tantly from the mind, and leaves; by some fiustra
benevolent arrangement of nature, “a tabula | account is-given of the * Darning-Needle;” or
The pages of large-type readingrasa—a blank space for the next one. Every dragou-fly.
matter set apart for very little folk, and the deone raust recollect that anecdote of Walter
artments of ‘‘.Jack-in-the-Pulpit,” * Letterx” and ‘‘ Riddle-Box,” are made attractive
Scott, who, on hearing one of his own' poems
with stories, anecdotes, items, pictures, letters
(‘4 My Hawk: is Tired of Perch and
oi
from the boys and girls, and puzzles; and scatsung in a London drawing-room,
observed tered here and there are many
poems, single
with innodent approbation, * Byroh’s, ‘of pictures, and jingles, which fill up eighty

course;” and so it is with us lesser folks.

A

humorous sketch might be given (and it woyld
not be overdrawn)
of some pMlific novelist:
getting hold, under some strange roof, of the
‘“ library edition” of his own stories, and perusing them with great satisfuction and many

appreciative ejaculations, such as, ¢“ Now, this

immediately ordered inquirles to be made better for it; but,on the other hand, some
ut the school concerning litle Brandt and | daily recreation,
by which a genuine -inferest
his ‘scraping instrument” ' These in- “is excited and maintained, is Almost indispenquiries revealing the truth pf the boy's sable. It is no use to ¢ take up a book,” and
statements, the good prince proceeded to far less to attempt * to refresh the‘ machine,”
as poor Sir Walter did, by trying another kind
purchase ah excellent violin, which he of composition. What is needed is an altogethsent as a Whitsunday
gift to happy Paul er new object for the intellectual energies, by

Brandt.

"7

il

;

which, though they are stimulated,

lose?"

how

many

Johnny:

shall

teenth Century.

father is a liquor-seller: ‘‘ Now,Johiny,
if your father has a barrel of whiskey cpn-'
leaks out,

they

+ | not be strained. ~James Payne, in ther Nine-

PP

bad taining forty gallons, and one-fourth of it

class under the gallery, who only came

.

prising the notion is fo be pubhehedd from
_

goes, with “reason or without—making
banks,—Mr, John Burroughs and Mrs,- Mary
themselves and every one else uncomforHallock Foote; “ The Western Man,”
by
table, for nothing deeper than a mood or
Charles Dudley Warner; ‘* The Book . of Mormon,” an account, by Mrs. Ellen E. Dickinson,
more than a fancy. Huffy people are to
fortified by sworn and other téstimony, of the
be met with, of ‘all ages and in every taents of thé general reader at the same origin of the Mormon Bible, which is claimed
to have been written as a novel by her greatstation, neither years nor condition bring- price.— The Fortnightly Review.
uncle, Rev. Solomon Spaulding; ' f comic
———
:
operetta, “ The Sweet 0° the Year,” Albert
ing necessarily wisdom and unsuspiciousRhodes, on’American girls who marry foreign
ness; but we are bound to say that the
GOOD ADVICE TO WRITERS.
titles; an Emysing paper by Mr. Rideing. fllarger proportion will be generally found ; 1 do not pretend to quote the experience lustrated by Mr. Brennan and others, on The
of Advertising”; an illustrated
among women, and chiefly: among those (any more than the mode of composition) of Curiosities
paper, Ly Principal Grant, on the “ Present
| who are of an uncertain social position or other writers—though with that of most of my
osition and Outlook of Canada,” in a series

SCHOOL-TEACHER, to little boy

thing

11

of the

Jmefian continent, Though we are “not the
lineal descendants .of these: builders of cities
that must have rivaled
even Babylon ang.
Nineveh in some of their architectural feat.

w of Newspaper Libel,”
by John Proffatt;
“The Census Lows
by Charles F. Johnson;

labor might have paid him in furnishing hints

for his own

is, in fact

Cities of Central America.”
Other articles, ed
he Sie number of the, Review are * The

* Barnaby Rudge,” the

| matters-in which they had

is megnt—taking ¢¢ huff,” “as, the

origin of man himself; their history

the first chapterof the general etory

actitude that Dickens wrotein astonishment to
pieces with the microscopic

3

highest interest as regards the question of the

riodiesl. ~The feat which he
performed
in res
viewing the first number
of ‘ Barnaby
Rudge” shows the spirit'in which heapproached his duties, He gave in that review a speculative account of the course that. the plot
ought to follow, and solved in advance the
mystery of Haredale’s murder with such exreviewer

;

founders of these cities were our "predecessors
on this continent; their peculiar civilization
and their esthetic development are of the

his genius. He does not. however, it seems to
me, bring out with sufficient emphasis how

ask whether his

i

been one of the most interesting in the genera}

of

satisfied exacting eanons of construction; were’

himself he can not save.”

heaven.— Mrs. James D. Chaplin.

on

I didn’t know

t dere was else in me besides him.”
“Come

thoughtso little of himself before.

—t

fo

‘He

viewing books.
Mr. Ingram deplores this, not
only because he thereby made euemies—a be-

see

“bundle and come too. It ‘peared like I dued voice, as if addressing a superior. Burlington Hawkeye.
saw a great shinnin’ finger in dark cloud -¢ I want to hear how yeu got clear of
A blithe heart makes a blooming visage.
one night pointin’ oe north, * Dep,’ theI tempter, and filled with Christ at
~ Scotch,
..
I
TE
|
|
say
I, dat’s my pillar o'fire,--and where El
v

others,

One,

Much of his work for the Southern Messen:
ger and Graham’s Magazine consisted in: re-

sole themselves when

.

people who built these cities. All
8 knowl.
edge we
tal of then.
ry of the
wn from the
€
i
has” been’ despatch
Central edition
charged
ark of systematically
searching for everything that may tend te: place

POE AS A LITERARY ORITIO. *

gallons

does

he

‘He don’t lose none.

[]

About forty years ago Mr. John L. Stephens
published two works oii’ Central America and.
Southern Mexico. - 80 éager was the public to

obtain. information in regard to numerons

-

in a wayto make even the rainiest holi-

Say delightrul {o the youngster who gets this: *
number of the magazine.

“rhe August Wide Awake, with its beautiful
frontispieees by Jessie Curtis

and

Miss

L.-B

Humphrey, ought
te be packed up in all the
vacation trunks bound for the country and the

ing in this note a petition for a new fiddle, is good;” ¢ I wonder how it will end;” or seaside, for it is full of entertaining reading for
| upon the pertinent ground /that his own * George Eliot's, of course.” Although a the hammock and the veranda. Nora Perry,
me, and I got
.When the old ‘negro had closed the violin ¢* scraped so awfull y" that he could good allowance of sleep is absolutely necessa- in ¢ Miss Violet,” tells a story full of wisdom
try to fight my own way out’ of de
bear with it no longer. Almistake in the.| ry for imaginative brain-work, long holidays for all young girls just going into society, and
swamp;
but de more I tried de faster I door behind him, the minister read over address took’ the note to the crown prince are not. I have noticed that those who let M. E. W..S. (Mrs. Sherwood) has an ‘unique
stuck. Den I would try to hire de Lord the few pages he had already written of instead of the emperor, and the former their brains *‘ lie fallow,” as itis termed, for beach story for the boys, entitled ** Job Pigstiry
his next Sunday’s sermon: It was cold
any considerable time, are by no. means the

here. But young folks, you know, is dé granfolks.
songunery [sanguine]

said -of

young

monsters and such like with his club.
my chil'n and gran’chil’s was bound” for a good deal with de white folks, and it You’s been to college, 80 you must know
to come. I was as‘near de Lord oh de was fash’nable ‘mong dem, for to doubt,
‘bout him, de strongest goddish of them
banks of de Great Pedee as I ever spect ‘and mourn, and whine, when dey talked all—Harkliss.”
:

to be up here;

by the sneering Jews when they

his guest; kindly saying, ‘Let me write
ed, buffy person has.taken a pleasant jest
¢ Come unto ie, poor, tired and heavy- you name down, brother; for 1 want to’ as a personal affront, and either blazed
laden soul, and I will give you rest.’ see you again and to know you better
out or gloomed sullenly,
: or her individual dispositionaccording to his
Den I knowed deré was a God, and dat How do you spell-Flarkliss #* .
and the direc-

old home, ‘cause |- ¢¢ I was waiter in dem days, and was

I come frommy

Spoke
"

and when de ‘ifs’ and ‘may-bes’ clithes

dark night, and a light shined all ’roun’

* Then you've got some money for my
church, I suppose,” said the minister,

« Well,

she
.

midst of it, where I can feel his presence,

bewildered I reckons; for all of a sudden

and not to ax, sir.”

:

Géod-

{

“Well, dere was’ a. great light all

a thoiight come interme, and I spoke it
out. ‘Dereisn’t no God,’ says I, and
dem words skeart me so 1 sprung right
off de ground whar I was’ lyin’!
Iwas

’bout me.

as

a hero.
indicated

the crucified

through my soul den, dit has never jgave- which
the possessors 2

I felt

sweep back

sure

¢* Dere, sir, dem was old Gimsey's last

my soul what hell was; and as I sat dere

I see a great white hand

and as

words on earth; de next one
was ‘ Glory’ fore de trone.

I hat-

’kase

blood;

night.’

and I almost hated

kill

You is his, for he bought you

tired, chil'n, and must go to sjeep.

-strong arms bout me, and in a -minute,
¢¢ No, sir. My church is de Church
Universal, and dat has got dé Mighty my poor, aching head -was leanin’ on
breast ; and oh! what a place
‘One of Jacob, for her help, and needn’t somebody’s
dat
was
to
rest
on!.
Den a voice said,
go beggin’ of nobody! I come to give,

in

if

he’s in heaven you shall go dere too! I'm

massa he done gone and sold my wife
and baby! Dat ar night T got a hint in

I'm glad they sent a sensible man for it.”

church.”

he'll not

his Word.

-Dere

mile away from any livin’ cretur’.

visitor with a dignity which almost start-

** No, sir; what I've got to give will
' come closer home to you than to your

me such and such, but I doubt

with his precious

God too, for not giving me a better lot.
I was out in de canebrake
all alone, a

re-

he

promised

keep his word—he’d sold you into de rice
swamps a hundred times in dese years!
Better cut off yer right hand and pluck
out yer right eye dan to doubt de truth of

ed my hard massa,

led the minister.” You and I's both sarvants of de King, and his business always quires haste.”
“ Yes, and your church wants a little
help, I suppose, after the war.
Well,

Smiling,

and

he's

eyes of de world ;but I'm fair and rich and

had no light on de world beyont.

plied Harkliss, with a princely air.
*« I'll do that if you'll be short, but my
time is very precious, brother,” answered the pastor.
¢ So is mine, brudder!” exclaimed the

aman

Master,

was a night once, a long time ago, when

kindness,

great

you'd gone round saying,

my ‘soul was ceeding sorrowful, like. de
Master's when he was in ‘de garden.
I
felt like I was helpless for dis life, and I

* What can I do for you?”
‘ You can listen

When night

sleeps

see his Word

wake next morning wid him in glory.
w ‘‘ I'm black and poor- and old to. de

¢« No,

*¢ Brother

Harkliss Jones, froni Sou’ Caliny.”
The .good minister ‘shivered at the
thought of another clerical begger for
church money, to be spent, asso much
of it usually is, in the traveling expenses
of the applicant. ‘¢ Well, Brother Hark-

‘liss,” he asked

I, «I know now he does.

he has got is mine, and dere ain't a kif

been spent in bondage, but who was
“now rejoicing in liberty, appeared.one
as

and”

* Yes, auntie,) says

like fire.” ¢ Den you quit a-doubtin*afore
de world,’ says she. *Harkliss, if you'd
béén as disrespectful to jour owner, as

on ‘arth dat old Harkliss would change
places wid. No, no, no!”
‘« But. while you never doubt God's
power to save, you sometimes have
doubts of your acceptance with him,
haven't you?” asked the minister, who
was by this time seated, meekly taking
his lesson. °°

of BROTHER HARKLISS JONES FROM
7800’ CALINY.”
An aged negro, most of whose life had

himself

I

fresh in his sight,’kase I'm in him. All dat

— Famly Circle.

introduced

flesh.

Harkliss ? says she.

he was

For the essence of heroisth-was

ddt I am

his.” “¢ Do jou believe he speak de trith,

likeit was my last sleep, and I might

The four round faces visibly fell—
Looked sober enough at mother and Nell;
She nestled and said, * I’d much rather stay;

day at the study of an

de

and talks wid him all day.

With bread and milk for pussy-cat-mew’

«and

Pears like ¥ don’t want

rises every mornin’ in Christ,and I walks

Of strawberry cakes, and cindies, too,

3

and again dat he is mine and

to hear nothin’ else but just only dat dear

~The quivering broke in showers of smiles
‘When the mother went on to tell of the piles

poor. uneducated navvy;

God shone out likea great sun, as I never
see it afore. "My soul was full of glory,
such like as de world never see, and I
says, ¢ Yes, auhtie, he has told me time

decorations, their singular ey
clabo pate.
reliefs and hieroglyphic tablets, but as yet ne.
light has been thrown upon the orij in of the:

railroads. -much-of his-force-Poe wasted in this. labor,
viewed simplyas a means of livelihood. Poe
ja
the bank- did his work too thoroughly, both for the
at the top amount paid and for the purposes of the pe-

in’ false witness aginde Lord dat. bought foot slipped, and he fell into the shaft.

great work of redemption ?”
AN

it

carts.

You's half de time bear-

you, and tellin’ de world

No.”

of time

of a forming embankment, among the tip-

:

replied the minister.
“Is dere any chance, think you, for
Satan to slip in by a trick and upset de
[3

¢ Two much bother!” says lazy John,
: May, “ Who wants you tagging along?’
* Too little!” said Bell, ¢ Course!” said Dick,
- * Hurry, now, Nellie and grow up quick.”

2%

the public mind the digger with works for.

begun for to. preach, and she’ gave each

every word of it,”

» ** Yes, and I believe

‘connected in

pra'er

|

+ Whar I

gospel, sir?

July Californian.

Johnny and May and Dicky and Bell
Were going down to the Daisy Dell;

"oo

dis

‘I one a separate little sermon all to hisself.
my 'She
den call me. ‘Come here, Brudder
Father give me, and none shall pluck Harkliss, ‘and take my cold hand in
dem out of my hands.”
Isn't dat good

000-0

T00

and pray.

.am, dare shall my people be, also.’
give eternal life unto as many as

fold on

;
fold, -_
y
Till the dark mountain-stands swathed round
‘with gold. ©.
—May

‘We gathered bout her, and she

proud Jenny, and in massy [mercy] punish drunk Dose, and comfort lone/ Polly,
and cure sick Abe, and bring all the rest

sav-

.you rest.” - * Dere is no condemnation

abridgement of navigator,

Years ago, when England was digging
canals, the laborer who delved therein
was called a navvy. The name, an

no longer on dy blessed name by doubtin’
of dy Word, which is truth!
Humble

ed.’ - “Him dat comes 1 willin no wise

them: dat are in Christ Jesus.’

Merge in the drifting §parks that fill the night:
And the great flames

be

heroic

poor navvy became a hero by: forgetting

bring me into de light filty year ago.
Don’t let Bruder Harkliss cast eontempt

many * ifs’ in your sarmons.
De Master
dn’t no * ifs’ in his preachin.’ His gos-

“The scene of grandeur grows upon the sight,

however,

comfort.

answer

The Wagapines.

and

-One of these records tells how a

of (internal navigation. In course
‘mine, for dy own name sak® “Tt is old came to designate a laborer on
Gimsey’s last prayer ; de next"word with and other public works.
me will be praise and hallelujahs. Bring
The navvy was called * Bill,
dese poor chil’n into de light, like you er,” because his usual post was

-! two Sundays, and I've made up my mind

Mounting in fierce and absolute desire:

pecord,

short

self, even when death: was clutching him.

¢Lor’ Jesus,

\

‘“ Well, I've been to hear you

They

deeds.

aré

she done call all massa’s people and de
neighborin’ black folks round her, ’kase
she said she'd been” in heaven a whole
hour, and come back to give us a word of

lift her two hands

‘‘ What do

you mean, brother ?”

2

simple.

poor

a

of

The annals of the

.mense architectural monuments, their ela

oul

asked in a tope

s

.pine,

de contr'y,

want to set you to work! Dat’s. what I'm
comed here for dis mornin’."rn
The cool composure of the sable guest

v

Out of the darkness starts a tongue of fire,
Wrapping the White trunk of some dead old
:

1

| fairly astonished
the gentleman, used to
followed
so much deference and respéet; and he

Mas

outflung,

smoke

-

: when she come down to her death-bed,

r

*

« Not a bit of it, sir;on

Eclipsing the'white glory of the moon;
«A’signal fla on the wind streaming by,
soon.

a
to set you to

me

work?”

long, Tow murmur,on the midnight air,
As of the tide upon some far-off shore;
A swell aniong pines standing tall and fair,
:
* A whisper as of danger leaning o'er;
© A strange light growing up the hollow sky,
A

but here it is: Dere ‘was an old col'd
sister dey used to call Gimsey, a sort of
preacher like ‘mong de field hands. Well,

ve

:

ond 2h

here I be, sir.”
And you want

;

A SIERRA FIRE.

Of wreathen

So

my work all laid out ready for me.’

i.

© “BILL, THE BANKER."

“Oh, oh, well; it jon’t no great: story,

ofl ad a ead ld

Poetry.

CHER

3

T'm sent I'll go, and- de Lord will have

°

hed

:

rup.” John Brownjohu bégins his “‘Queerclover Chronicles” with the very funny account
of “ Miss Marrowphat’s Maltee,” with three

spirited illustritions by “ Boz. Mrs. A. M.
Diaz,

a perennial favorite

with

story

lovers,

has a tale of * Robbie and Bobbie,” for the little boys. “-But the merriest contribution to the
number is Mrs, Clara Doty Bates’ paraphrase
of the ¢* Three Little Kittens, that Lost their

Mittens” with eight funny drawings by J. G.
Francis;
There is a beautiful” ‘Nursery

Tile,” and also three ery beautiful full-page
illustrations for Miss Harris’s third paper in the
“ How we went Birds’ Nesting.” There is) a
notable article in the “American Artists” series

about Mr. George

recent fine etching
landscape lately on

Art Club rooms,

Lpness, with a fac-simile of &

by My. Inness, a beautiful .
exhibition at the Boston .

and

a studio dnd Jostrai.

Kindred
in sub)
subject is8 an an a admirable
n
nr l p

New York Art
ruins of ancient cities which he described, that Miss F. E. Fryatt on the
“School for Children, with many beautiful ilnumber has
The
Curtis.
Jessie
lustrations by
pensive volumes, ten editions of the first work
glee many ‘gems of poems: “ A Racket,” by M.

He fills it up again
with water right of.” though acti of the works comprised two exn

5%

y

The London Standard pays the B fish

were sold within three months, and the sueccess of the second was quite as remarkable.

Post Office: Department £2,000 per anhtim Other _ travelers, American and Européan,.
for the $xclusive use of a telegraph ire have visited the ruins and bave written deépfor three hours a day.
| Iy interesting volumes fi regard to thelr ime
WN

}

. B,, ** In Midsummer,” by Mrs. L, TC.” Whiton, “What a Bird Said,” by Mrs, M. F. Butts,
“The Bedouin’s ‘Rebuke,” by Joel Benton,
ete ete. , Only
$2.00 a year, = Ella Farman,

| Editor.

D. Lothrop & Co. ; Publishers, Boston,.
’

i
.
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MORNING STAR. AUGUST 4, 1880.
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seventy-five acres of land situated in the.
town of Wilton, Connecticut, have been

| The Homing | Star,

given for its site.

It is not wholly ‘an

eleemosynary institute, being designed
to benefit women. of . wealth and refinement who have, through the advice of
physicians, chronic illness; the weakness

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST4, 1880.
..- GLANCES AT THE PAPERS.

of will or

strength of appetite

become

tion,/ The results will amaze any one
who has not had occasion to test it for
himself. Let us not" disparage what is
done ; our present course of study, oran

course
ly

and

lowed

of

as

by

scholars,

study, followed as
earnestly

the

means

as

ours

majority

educgtion,

faithful-

of

is

fol-

our

means an

P. T. Barnum has reclaimed in three

100 acresof waste and bog land, just

Sea-side

park at Bridgeport,

of $28,000

of which

I. She was baptizedby Rev, Dasiel McCoon.
hrough the years of active life, she ever ministered with open house and ready hands to
the children of God; and especially to those of
her own denomination, as many of the*stu-

years

west

of

Conn., at a cost

a dyke cost $17,000.

Rhode Island is the: first State to send the dents of = Whitestown Seminary who have
since become ministets of the gospel can testify. For sixty-two Fears she and her husband
have walked hand 3 hang the journey of life

census bureau a complete statement of the
opulation, which is 276,710, a gain of 59.307
fn 3 years.
There is a gain in: every town
ut
five.
:
It is feared at Berlin that the good understanding existing
among the powers
re-

together; and though

he

remains

a mourner

here, he feels that the separation will be very
slaves to opium or liquor - habit; but it is ‘increase of power to think and grasp
:
THE GREAT veaETaprs
short. A dear and only son preceded her to ig 2
stipulated also that every tenth bed in the thought, its word casing oncé broken
the
spirit-lJand
some
years
since.
She
leaves
hospital shall be free to those unable to
hrough ; and our excellent instruction in specting Turkey will be disturbed when it is two daughters, one in Montana Ter., the other PAIN DESTROYER and SPECIFIC FOR
to proeeed from mere negotiation
INFLAMMATION AND HEMnglish literature does much to stimulate tonecessary
pay for such treatment and accommodawas privileged to kindly administer to her dereal action.
?
d
2
- According to the Christian, {nion, “all tion. Since the enterprise is a national and. quicken effort in this direction. But
clining years and last hours. She has made
John R. French, ex-sergeant-at-arms of the
home in Utica for fourteen years, but ever
professions require for the highest and one, contributions will be solicited from the deficiency inevitably exposed by such United States Senate, has been’ ‘appointed her
did ber heart fondly turn te scenes and assotests
as
those
“mentioned
means
that
in’
all
parts
of.
the
country.
All
sects
and
”
secretary
and
disbursing
officer
of
the
Ute
knowledge.
c
ciations
of the dear old counjry home! They
encyclopedi
an
success
best
organizations have so far united in giving proportion as it exists the scholar is shut commission, to fill the position made vacant by Jaid her body there, to rest beside the beautiful },
tl
out
from
the
best
thoughts
of
the
day
in
to the erection of suitable buil ings
and.
song of
8, Stickney’s death.
~~
| river, beneath the’
lea shade
ide
2
The Uhristian Leader is. speaking of Cardinal McClosky heads the Catholic’ newspapers, lectures and books, and that | W.Victor
risi
bird. She was ready when the message came
Hugo, intends to leave oh the mauti12
in
Be
:
for
her
to
‘‘
come
home,”
and
like
the
expir:
- opie) for use wl n
«church debts :
subscriptions, , followed by pumerous he can not express clearly his own best scripts of his works to the Bibliotheque Nat, is a great
help
ing taper her mortal Jife went out, May‘those
tionale
in
Paris.
They
are
written
on
paper
of
thought.’
This
difficulty
is
to
be
success—
debts,
bishops
of
h
i
f
®
church,
President
Hayes
paralyzing
and
grat
These
cases.»
that loved her * be also ready.”
°
a
all kinds—cards, backs of letters and
envefully
dealt
with
only
by
careful
and
confought
and
and
h
i
s
Cabidet
are
well
represented,
and
be met resolutely,
?
z
D. A. LANGWORTHY.
they should
. lopes..
ae
till they are ‘glad not simply to hide their Congressmen and Senators have been stant instruction and practice in the * cor. ORISIMUS COOLEY died June 24, aged 75
Three
generations,
all
toothless,
recently
sat
diminished heads, but to sink into annihi- “generous in their gifts. More than fif- rect use of English throughout the whole
at a Hartford man’s dinner table.
They years. Brother Cooley was born in Mazsachu3 he ers (81.00) are
aids 1n asreeting Sout
teen hundred clergymen appear on the public'school course, in the high school down
setts, moved into Mich. in 1830, and settled in
lation... su
,
;
were bis, mother-in-law, toothless’ from old
1
Oakland Co.,wh
his father setno less than in the lower schools, which, age, his Wife from the dentist, and his infant Farmington,
subscription lists.
Bi
tled some time before, he being one of the first
at present are doing
about
all that is.| from youth: —
Congressman Tilton, of Georgia, gives
is
Universities
under the patronage of the efficiently done in this direction. It is There were 30 per cent. mor¢ buildings put moved to Richfield, Genesee Co., in the fall of
hoped that such a course in. English as is up at Boston during 1879 than for five. years.
he suffered all the inconveniences
I know Gen. Garfield personally, have State have their disadvantages, especially here outlined, beginning with the simple previous, and this year so far shows an 1836;-where
incident upon
settling in a wilderness country.
[]
‘been on the same committee with him, in p land where State politics thrive as formsof composition, and faithfully car- advance of 46 per cent. over last.
‘By his
industry and perseverance he secured
to meet serious cases,
ve
.and he is a gentleman ‘of |
morals; they do with us. ‘Not very many years ried out, may, together with efforts tofor. himself and family a handsome propLarge consumers of ice at Fall River are
erty.
He
became
the
subject
of
redeeming
social, clever, and has a grand intellect; ago-President Chadbourne, of Williams wards the same end in the other schools, about
to form a company of their own and
it out of town at $8 a ton, instead of pay- grace some years ago under the labors of Rev.
intellectually he has no superior in the
do something toward. satisfying a great buy
A. Jones, and he and his companion united
College,
was
led
to
resign
because
he
ing the-monoply $12. =.
.
House.
He isa good man, has a mind
with the F. B. church at its organization and |
and pressing need.
Sprains and Bruises. it
.of inexhaustible resources, and I have could not work in harmony with the
The Origa) wagon in which John Brown continued worthy. members until their death.
0-0 -6-O
+o
emigrated from Pennsylvania to
Kansas has ‘His last sickness was short, bat Bro. C. had
mot & word to say to detract from his in- regents ; and now there is threatened diffio
Eex twat 1 1t will
been purchased by Mr. Grosheider, of Law- been long a sufferer. His Christianity was
‘A G0OD HAND AT FIGURES."
, Softening and in keeping out: the air,
gegrity.
;
! ficulty of the same sort in regard to Presnot of that excitable character which charac.
rence, Kan., and will be presented to the State
From a series of excellent papers which are historical society. ,
terize® some, but exhibited itself in prineiples
Burns
and Scalds. in fa:everymim
ident Bascom. The Springfield Republiit {sunfivaled And shoud bake
family
running through the columns of the Boston
and good works, His house has long been a
The Boston Advertiser is claiming that can gives a summary of the situation:
. Subpeenas are being served on witnesses in good home for many a minister. The writer

The Christian Register calls_ prejudice
« the worst form of ignorance.”

Diphtheria

Pre

: sh

& Sore Throat.

Catarrh, BEG

BEES

y

Ri Fh ke
Sores, Ulcers, Wounds,

some people are returning to reason:

He (President Bascom) has addressed

The signs multiply all around
the
horizon that the days of the Greenback

‘party are over, and the men who compos-

ed it are resuming their places in the two
great parties of the coun
Time has
roved

that the movement wgs

a blunder,

and that with the successful
accomplish-.
ment of resumption allqpretext for its
«continuance has disappeared.
The New York Times will state its pref-

erences in a positive fashion, although
its convictions as to the matter are vague,
if it is ever allowable to speak of convictions as being vague:
The fact that a man is a liquor-dealer
should not, perhaps, be regarded as a disqualification for public office, though, for
obvious'reusons, the fewer liquor-dealers
we have in positions of public trust the
better. To select a superintendent of
Public Parks, however,on the sole ground
that he is a rum-shop politician is nothing
. short of a gross eutrage on a_long-suffering people.
The course of mere party ‘polities is
not confined to this ‘country, by any
. means.
The
an incident :

Thé two

American
’

members

Cultivator

notes

from the cathedral

city of Canterbury, England, have just
lost their seats in the House of Commons,
because their political agents would take
and give. -Bribery and corruption are is
much characteristics of English politics
as they are in other countries. Party
politics is mostly trick and finesse; private people would be ashamed to act in
the same way. ~ Few politicians look beyond the next election, and nome to the
next generation.
:
:

tion, but to us these words of

the Chiis-

tian Advocate are unanswerable.It is
speaking of the gospelless habit of closing meeting-houses in summer :
It is a most unfeeling, inhuman and unChristian policy ; for it says to the poor,
the infirm, the nged, those who are kepp
in the city by sickness of friends who ean
not be

moved,

the

multitude

who have,

nowhere to go, those whose business is
the care of property, or of interests which
can not be neglected : “We are going
away for a good time; you get along as
best you can; go to church, if you can
find one, or stay at home as you

please.”

The
National
Temperance
Advocate
speaks of Rev. Dawson Burns, M.A, of

England, whom many of our people had
the pleasure of meeting at the "Weirs,
with the following words:
We learn with great pleasure, as we go
to press, that Rev. Dawson Burns, M: A.
of London, is expected to arrive

in: New

York the latter part of July for a brief
sojourn-on this side of fhe Atlantic. We
are sure ‘it will be a great - pleasure to
many in our country, to whom, as a distinguished temperance author and preacher, he is well known,-te give him a- most
cordial and Marty welcome. "When the
programme

of

his

movements

is more

fully known an. opportunity. will be arranged for friends to meet him in this

city, and to listen to an address from him,

of whichidue notice’ will be

the: progress
wii

i

and

‘reform
re

given,

upun

prospects

of

in

Britain.

Great

the

———

v

There ave some people who ought to

we

read this editorial paragraph from the
Golden Rule, but they are -just the people who will think that it applies tofiumebody else:
:
What a pity some people could, not join
in a go-as.you-please fast with Dr. Tan-

ner.

Society might be as much

benefit

ted by flung a fast to some tongues,
eyes and ears, s-it-weuld be by.confining
it to the stomach.
3

We must also quote this bit of dog-day
a

philosophy from the columns of the same
sheet :
|
:
y
:

Skip the ‘weather reports, ignore the
thermometer, quit fanning and fuming,

and see how much
weather becomes.

more
The

tolerable the
‘thoughtful

person,’ whom preachers and

writers

of

a certain class are fond of referring to,
long ago learned that in hot weather it is

hot pretty much eveMywhere, and that not
iving one’s mind to it is a good
part of
ot weather wisdom.
And so naturally

he refuses

to recognize

state of the mercury

existence,—he pnt

the

temporary

as - the chief

fact of

fretting and shuns

fretters—eschews fans and is temperate
in food and in drinks,—works as little

an open letter to Governor Smith requesting him not to appoint politicians on the
board of regents,and saying pretty plainly
that those now on the board hurt the interests of the college. ‘His baccalaureate
contained some very severe remarks to
the same effect, and the result isa very
roiled state of feeling on the part of the
politicians in question. Dr. Bascom is
doubtless justified in his ill-opinion of
these persons as mapa gers of a college,
but according to ay
ison dispatch they
on their part-consider * his Massachusetts
notions too good for ‘ practical use.’ The
trouble is not unlike that between Theodore Thomas and the Cincinnatians. A
really fine thing is pretty sure to be “too

good” out West.
gi
The West will have its own opinioni as

Commercial Bulletin on * Pictures of English Life,” we make the following extract:
Concerning the statement that ship-owners
and masters meet on terms of equality, I will

here relate a story which I heard

.
:
We clipfronythe Signal ;
_ A-national hospital for the treatment of
intemperance ‘and opium eating amon

that he was a little ahead of time, the chief of

the concern not having made

a

:

ta

ssl

his

appearance.

Acquainted with all clerks and others in authority in the establishment he passed into the
private office and seating himself drew forth
some papers atd began to improve the time by
casting up some accounts.
While so engaged
a strange gentleman entered and looking at the
captain said,—
2
I perceive Mr.
has not_arrived yet.”
‘ No, sir; but as it is about six bells it’s
about time he was heaving in sight. Won’t
you take a seat?’ added the captain genially.
“Thank you, I will,”. answered the strang-

er.
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of this feels as though in the death of Bro. C.
he has lost a very kind friend indeed.
His
end is peace,
He leaves behind him to mourn
their loss two sons ahd two daughters with
many grandchildren and other friends, but

:

- quickly

B. Gratz Brown has announced himself as a
Democratic candidate for United States Sena- “their loss is no doubt his eternal gain.
.
S. A. CURRIER.
tor Cochrell’s seat, the succession being at the
disposal of the next Missouri Legislature.
William Wallace has been arrested by the
police on the complaint of the Troy (N.Y.)
chief of police that he had run away with $350
belonging to an orphan girl in that city he had
promised
to marry.
:

THE

north of Bismarck, has grown 200 acres of
The wheat,
wheat and 50 of oats this season.
estimated at 4000 bushels, is to be sold at
$1.25 per bushel for seed.
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cious that mothers who have once used it
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be without it. Our Ointment is the best emollient
that can be applied.
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MEDICINE.

Great En.

inflammation

. Faceache.

ALL.

with any of the diseases for
Safe remedies are a specific, if
is the duty of al] to take them,
cured.
2t30
a

SPECIFIC

all

Earache, Toothache

:

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The Industrial Aid Society of Boston, during
the last three months, has aided 1639 appli-

women

OF

allaying

without pain.

The Phonograph, Atlanta, Ga., talks as follows: -“ Ifsick
which Warner’s
old or young; it
if anxious to be

President Hayes’s Dakota fam, five miles

cants,of whom 1099 were

DUTY

will aid in healing and prevent

Inflamed
‘or-Sore Eyes.
Tt can bé used without the slightest fear of harm,

be called in for the. majority

WIARK

and has found places for 204 women
and 3871
“
glish
Reme~ .
:
¢ Don't mind me,” said the captain, recurmen.
The Society has $9268 on POY
;
dy, will prompt-.
ly
and
radically
to that last sentenceof the Republican, ring to his figures. ** Im casting up some
The Supreme court at New Haven sustains
figures here and I want to see if I can’t get
[Et cure - any
and
the decision of the court of common pleas,
and be very apt to give as good as it them straight.”
i" every ae
ot
ola
:
giving the title to *seven of William H. H.
Neryous
Debility
The
captain
proceeded
with
his
work
while
receives.
and
“Weakness,
.
48
Murray’s brood mares, stallions and colts, to
the stranger perused
the morning paper:
result’of
IndisEI
a
Ida E. Hull of Guilford, the insolvent minisEvidently the captain had hard work for he
NNR
cretion, excessor
ol
ter’s sister-in-law and manager.
seemed to perspire as he contemplated the
overwork of the
=
a
A HIGH SOHOOL OOURSE OF STUDY.
arrayof figures before him.
BEFORE TAKING. brain and nery-AFTER TAKING.
General Grant has aceepted an invitation
* I’m all at sea,” he said at'last, to, himself,
Dover is fortunate in-possessing a highfrom the Middlesex club to dine with them
ous system; is perfectly harmless, acts like magic,
I’m better acquainted with logarithms than
and has been extensively used for over thirty
at Boston the latter part of September.
There
school master who recognizes the signs ¢these
ears wich
at success.
Aa-Full particulars
blasted pounds, shillings and -pence.”
will be a banquet and reception in his® honor,
of the times. Accompanying a revised Then looking at the ‘stranger he-said :—
which all New England governors and other in our pamphlet, which we desire to send free by
mail
to
every
one.
ga-Tke
Specific
Medicine is
*¢ Are you anything of » hand at figures’
distinguished men are expected to attend.
sold by all druggists at $I per package, or six
course of study. submitted to, and adopted
The stranger smiled, put down his paper
packages
for
$5,
or
will
be
sent
free
by
mail on reJuly 1 there was in this country according
by, the School Committee of Dover, Mr. and answered,
money DY Bde
to the closest calculations, $300,000,000 in
gold ceipt. of the THE
* My friends fancy I possess some ability in
G
Y MEDICINE CO. coin and $100,000,000 in silver coin—total
of
E. A. Greeley, the principal of the high that direction.” .
No. 10 Mechanics’ Block, Detroit Mich
the ¢ coin” of the’ laws and contracts, $400,
Aa-Sold in Dover, by W. H. Vickery, Lbthrops
¢ If it wouldn't be too much trouble, I wish
school, makes the following remarks,
000,000.
Of
this
sum
two-thirds
is
held
by
the
&
Pinkham
and by druggists everywhere. George
you would just glanee at these and see if
C. Goodwin & Co., wholesale agents, Boston.
which we would commend as. especially there’s any error. I’ve been beating wind’ard banks and the government. ,
worthy of consideration by all interested on that column for three hours and Pm as far Phe Dominion customs officials have seized
from port as ever.”
;
:
the schooners, Break of Day and Bay Queen
in public school education. We will also
The stranger took the papers, glanced over
at Prince Edwards Island for smuggling, and
precede the remarks by the course of them, discovered the error and pointed it out found a quantity of 1daf sugar, tobacco, cigars,
to the captain.
liquor, ete., under the Break of Day's cabin
study. outlined : -«
:
“ Well, I’m blessed,” said the latter, ¢ but
floor. The tug, Active, has also been seized
you
must
be
pretty
clever
at
arithmetic,
to
see
:
FIRST YEAR.
i
& Kingsion, Ont., for smuggling plumbago
the error so quick and not know anything
and oil.
.
English.—Reading, Dictation, Short Compoabout it before.”
'
:
sitions.
3
“Oh, it was easy enough to see the error... ....Manilla’s earthquake shock of the 21st was
Mathematics.—Algebra.
of 55 seconds’ duration, and leveled every pubFigures, you know, won’t lie,” replied the
General History, optional with Latin.
lic edifice, including the convent of
Guudastranger, smiling.
Ned AL
loupe, which had stood three centuries: Nos
i
Latin, optional with General History.
Just then the geftleman fer whom both
one
was
killed,
however,
as
the
inhabitants
eke waiting entered, and after greeting both,
SECOND YEAR.
were encamped outside of the town.
Shida
roo Bg Ct
cogs
:
English.—Reading, Short Themes, English
~f I.presume, captain,
you have met this
‘ A careful census of a day’s travel shows
Ertl before. yo n
History.
.
hd
that on a recent Saturday 50,160 persons entered
: ** Never, to my knowledge, but I must say
Mathematics.-—Geometry.
by the various railroads and suburban
Physiology, Physics, optional with Latin.
that he’s a d—ad good hand at figures and I’m Boston
horse-railways, while 49,917 were carried out.
_Latin,optional with Physiology and Physics.
very glad to have met him now.”
In
the
ay
the street-cars carried 182,329 perGreek, optional.
‘ Oh, then you're unacquainted with each
sons, and 9961 were.carried over the bay on,
other.
I
must
introduce
you;
pérmit
me
CapTHIRD YEAR.
pleasure trips.
tain
to introduce you to the Right HonEnglish,—Reading, Themes, English His- orable W. E. Gladstone, Chancellor of the
The tower of the cathedral at Manilla, PhilExchequer.”
: ippine islands,
tory.
3
i
‘has fallen,
but thé body
The future prime minister and the captain
Chemistry, Book-keeping, Commercial Law,
of the ~ edifice
remains standing.
The
shook hands cordially, though the latter, as he
optional with Latin.
archbishop’s palace and intendent general's.
expressed it, was almost-laid on his beam ends
Latin, optional with Chemistry, etc.
official residence are unhabitable. :- The earthby surprise.
:
:
|- French, optional.
quake shocks continue to be felt, though they”
Greek, optional.
———
pe
are less violent. The news from the provinces
of the Phillipine island is of a more gloomy naFOURTH YEAR.
ture.
:
Sold everywhere at 25 cts. per bottle.
English.—~Themes and Declamations.
Some writer has produced a poem entitled
General
Grant
was
given
a
brilliant
recepEnglish Literature,
‘“ Sounds From, the Sanctum.”
It read just
tion at Leadville, Col., the other night, a comLatin, optional.
tod pretty, and gives rise to thethought that
pany of mounted police, two companies of
French, optional.
i
the author never visited the “sanctum when
calvary,
five of infantry, the fire department
business:was in full bigst.= If he had called
and 500 veterans of the war escorting him
about midnight,
for instance, he would. have
There exists an ever present necessity see two sats, one pouring over a proof-slip, through the streets, which were brilliantly illuminated and decorated, and lined with thouand a wide-spread and
growing demand the other holding the copy, and the Si sands
of people, a salute of 100:guns being fired
Cin
AN
have been something like this ;—
that the high school
Shall furnish a would
while
thes procession was on the march.
The
WITH
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Proof Reader—** As flowers
without
th e
course of study, practleal, complete in 4 sunshine
general
excused:
himself
from
makibg
a
speech
EXAMINING
RIN
WHO 1S UNACOY
fare—comma—so—comma—without
itself, and adapted to thd nedds of thoso you—comma—do I—full stop—breathe a dark on account of hoarseness. He visited the
mines yesterday, was given a reception in the
A UL
teri
inneapolis
whose school life ends with their gradua- and disinal mare—"
evening and will remain in tbe city till MonPlontevideo
(2
Copy Holder—* Thunder! not mare—air,”
tion, and wha fail to obtain from a classiSanaa
Chas] 4
on
day,
$20,000
having
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for
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Reader—** I'breathe a dark and disT A
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tainment, ©
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;
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Are a symptom of Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Constipation, Bil-

iousness,and LiverComplaint.

DR. BAXTER'S MANDRAKE

ITTERS

active life upon which they must at once
enter. High school courses are everywhere being modified or entirely re-modelled in accordance with this demand,

Copy

whom

measure

the

public

can

of assistance

and

on deck.—Des Moines Register.

well afford the

which the high

>

it.

high schools, the problem is one of great
difficulty, ‘capable of solution only by

@bituaries.

A

2

accompany

at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER
words.
VERSES are inadmissible.
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* Theice crop brings into Maine about $5,600,1000:
. Provincetown, Mass,
has an aged couple
the husband being 99 and the wife 100s
Th
a»
Attarney General Devens’ is at ‘Boston, and
will soon enter. upon. his stumping tour in
Maine.
The tubular wells at'Lynn, Mass,, give 500,
000 gallong a day, and the permanence of the
supply, ge!
assured.
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SISTER
PERMELIA
"A. WIGGINS,
wife of
W. H. Wiggins, died near Tamaroa,’ Ill.; Dec.
18, 1879, aged 63 years.
Sister Wiggins moved
to this Stale. when a child, professed faith in.
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GENERAL NEWS,

school gives, and who have a right to ask

i
Can we meet these two demands fairly
and fully ? With a small force of teachers, such as we find in the smaller city

i

Holder—*‘ Shoot the comina.”

Proof Readéer—*
Tis done.
As- flowers
without the sunshine fare—semi-colon—confound slug seven, he never justifies his lines—
No joy in life—comma—no worms—"
Copy Holder—** warnith,”
Proof Reader—No warmth I. share—comma
—and health and vigorous flies—" *
an
Copy Holder—** Blazes! Health and vigor
fiy—?
.
,
Proof Reader—!* Health and vigor fly—full
stop.”
>
That's about the sound:ofit when poetry is

rightly so. On the other hand the high
schools of New England are not yet
ready to -abandon wholly the work of
preparation for higher courses of study.
To do that would be.to leave that work in
large measure undone, and to shut out
wholly from a higher education many to

FORSEEDING
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will cure the disease and remove. yellowness ‘from skin
and eyes. Warranted to cure.
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%y, Christian was commendable, and it is beessential to our’double ain, and rigid exlieved by those who kuew her best that she
died as she lived, a follower of the Sayijour.
clusion of that which is not. The course
,
L. C, CHASE,
of study herewith submitted is an attempt
:
#
Ly
at such a solution. .
SISTER MARY A, MERRILL died in Wayne,| 18
LINK BETWEEN THE EAST & THE WESTY "
NG
CONNECTI
GREAT
THE
Dining
Cars for eating purposes only.
Onead he
The new features of the course ‘are
LaFayette Co., Wis,, Sept, 20, 1879, aged 3
Its main line runs from Chicago to Council
great feature of our Palace, Cars is a SMOKING:
Biufls, passing through Joliet, Ottawa, La Salle,
years and 10 months,
"She was the daughter
hoolkeeping, commercial law, and ad.
®
.
SALOON where you can. enjoy your * Ravam,”
Geneseo,
Moline,
Rock
Island,
Davenport,
hadi
Boston corn exchange is going to have
at all hours of the day.
Vat
of Moses Merrill, and was born at West Campywa City. Marengo, Brooklyn, Grinn
diti al natural science, forming with |, an The
liberty,
Magniticent Iron Bridges span the Miss
pot
at Liverpool to. promote the grain
ton, N. H.; wa$ converted. when young, and
s (the capital of Iowa), Stuart, AtlanIles Moi
the required studies a full English course, ti'ndeagént
and Missouri rivers at all points crogsedsby
this
with
bragches
from
Bureau
tie,
and
Avoca;
between thie two ports.
was baptized by Rev. H. Webber and united
Jine, and transfers are avoided at Council Bluffs,
Junction
to
Peoria
;
1
Wilton
Junetion
to
Musca
and. also the greater prominence given to
Kansas City, Leavénmoruh, and Atchison, conwith the West Campton ¥. B. church, Sandtne, Washington, Fairfield, Eldon, Belknap,
« A Paris dispatch announces angther heavy i wich
nections being
made in Unjon
Depots, .*°
d
the study of English in both courses. The fall
«Centreville, Princeton, Trenton, Gallatin, CameQ. M.
Itis supposed she retained her
| THE PRINCIPAL R. R. CONNECTIONS
OF
at the bourse, owing to the®threatening
yon,
Leavenworth,
Atchison,
and
Kansas,
Aly
i
membershipin said church until her death,
first is directly in the line of recent aspect of affairs in the Bast.
ys 118
GREAT
THROUGH
LINE
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‘Washington to Bigourney, Oskaloosa, and
|
CER
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She came to Wisconsin in the year 1875, "and
enville; Keokuk to Farmington, Bonaparte,
changes elsewhere and needsno comment:
At
CHICAGO. with all divergifig ‘1inés for the
1onsport. Independent, Eldon, Ottumwa, Eddyremained with her sister, Mrs, 8. Foss, until
The German government has expelled from

or explanation. The natural sciences bear.

an important part in practical preparation
for practical life ; but those who go farther
than the high school cap well defer

them

to a period .when they will be able to
study them more intelligently.
The: plain and simple end of all go
called general education is that a man

shall be able to think intelligently upon
that which’ concerns : him, and be abie

the ¢guntry some Mormon
re making proselytes.

_read it so that it will be: understood, five

will make it. evident to you that they -do
it themselves. How
not ‘understand

many of the ten can write
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1mnissionaries

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC R. R.

death removed her to the better land.
Shé
was
a great surferer 101* sometime, but bore
her sufferings patiently and we think she was
ready when the summons came,
.
JOSEPH PARKYN.

W. HoH. Murray {8 said to be doing

a large

oommission business, #f Liverpool, and to exot to return, bome before long, and trium-
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bis debts.
ship Winchester,
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which
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Manilla/in June with sugar for the St. Lawrence refinery at. Montreal, has been lost in a
storm, = Her cargo was, valued At $200,000 SOA.
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widow, who cared for him so faithfully, until
the very last. |
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| the blessed Word which comforted the deceased

East and

ville, Oskaloosa, Pella, Monroe, and Des Moines;
Newton to Monroe; Des Maines to Indianola and
Winterset; Atlantic to Lewis and Audubon; and
Avoen to Harlan.
This is positively the onl
Railroad, nehich owns, and operates a throug
line from Chicago into the State of Kansas.
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JOHN WHALEN died in Warren, June 24,
| aged 88 years.
Brother Whalen had long been
a patient sufterer from a cancer in the lip, ever
manifesting a tirm faith in the Redeemer and
There are many applications ‘to take part in the promises contained-in his Word. He experiBoston’s celebration of her 250th, birthday,Sep- enced religion about thirty-five years ago, and
tember 17, and muny military bodies will united with the F. B. churchin Warren Cenparade.
ad
ter, Pa., and hds since - remained a faithful,
steadfast member, and
a willing advocate for |
Chili has found time, in spite of her war
the cause of Christ.
He hath laid down the 9
with Peru and Bolivia, to. finish the canal de
cross
in
this
world
of
suffering,
and now wears
1a Merced,
' 75 miles long and costing about
the crown in the happy spheré above,
May
$400,000%

Bf
correctly and | ‘phantly
pay

rg wa BURNS

who

, Two four-story brown-stone houses, just
| finished, on Gates avenue, Brooklyn, have
cayed in, Undermined by the recent rains.
«A pleasure steamer capsized in a squall on
Lake Brienz, Switzerland, the other night,
and 16 persons were drowned.

;
?
women is one of the new features of phil- clearly an ordinary. lettertests tothe same
simple
these
Apply
anthropic enterprise. - Fifty thousand
s, or to
dollars are already in hand, with a large number of high school graduate
a echool posi: quantity of donated ‘building material; a group of applicants fer
he
pi

years

ago, and I have no doubt it is true In substance. A certain captain entering the office
of a Sunderland ship-owner one morning, for,
whom he sailed a foreign-going vessel, found’

clearly. and convinciugly in speech, or
writing, to express his thoughts. Do our
and as slowly as possible, and when he; schools accomplish that end? Ask the
can’t be easy, adopts the Hibernian wis- first ten men you meet to.read to you* a
dom of being “asd aisy as ye can.”
newspaper editorial. Two, perhaps, will
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the cases of George S. Smith, Christian Long
and E. J. McCune charged with corrupt solIoiasion of members of the Pennsylvania Leg-
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arrived at St. Johns, N. B., ~ Saturday.—Native accounts of Burrow’s defeat say he was

lured into an ambuscade, when Ayoob Kban’s
army attacking them inflicted a severe loss.
——Mr Gladstone caught a chill after leaving

The Foreign Trade—A Remarkable
: Showing.
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HE MORNING STAR, AUGUST 4, 1880.

June

30, 1880, are § Birgblished. They show the
movementof metchandise in‘ both dilargest

the House of Commons, Friday, and is now
suffering from congestion of the left lung.
The’ latest bulletin issued Sunday evening Says
his condition is less favorable owing to a slight
The
fever, but be is in no immediate danger.
Queen telegraphed to learn his condition.

+ Tedlions thdt ever took place in a single year.
«The importations were valued at $667,885,565,

and a half

Seven arrests bave been made.
Hundreds of
negroes are in the town, and there is great ex-:

the omelet pan, and a cover that will fit close on,to
heat ;-beat the yolks of the eggs, the corh-starch,
and the salt very well:together ; beat the whites:fo
a stiff froth,add to the well-beaten yolks and corn.
starch ; stir all together very thoroughly, then add

who was beaten, and. whose daughter was
killed by masked men on Wednesday night.

citement, The Governor has ordered the military to go down frém Atlanta, as it is feared
the negroes will make an effort to lynch the

prisoners.
The jail is well guarded.
~
. A dispatch from Berlin says it is believed in
official circles that the Porte will come to a
direet understanding with
Montenegro, and
cede Dulcigno and the Bojana district. The
Greek question will be reopenedon the ground
that Turkey was not heard at the Berlin conference.
The naval demonstration will
be
postponed.
=
;
The Emperors of Germany and Austria will
meet at Ischl on the 10th of August.
The
Prince of Servia will probably arrive at Ischl
the same date.
‘

spoonful of

HOW TO INVEST.

tablespoonfils of corn.starch, - one tea-

‘Jonesborough, Ga., 1s in great excitement
over the outrageon Joe Thompson (colored),

, one tablespoonful of butter;

put

The Democrat, Goshen, N. Y., says:
“It
may not be improper here to add that health
is accumulated, the sick made well, and a large
interest of comfort and happiness secured by
investing in ¢ Warner's Safe Remedies.”

the milk; now put the butter in the hot pan, and.
when melted. pour in the mixtures cover and
place on-the stove,

burn ; cook about

where it will

brown,

Cut this out agd Save it.

but not

seyen ‘minutes, fold, turnona

2t30

If those persons laboring under diseases proceeding from vitiated humors in the bleod; caus

Eas. There has been a firmer ten
' sales of fresh Eastern at 16 @ 16 don : \ With
New
York, Vermont and Canada at 15%
@16c # do,
Most of the Island
8 Sold at 16c. Lots tex,

Band his
bo ST te as losesA760 wiihdol a
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good demand for fresh lots.
at’RL
hand ih

6 8190.5
. bu. 5 nolo
includ
5 at the

outside

in steady request at 8130 @

me

‘demand fo,
choice Nouba
Ih, Mediums gre

$145 ¥ bu, Yellow

Eyes sell rédily at $225 @ $2
40 ¥ bu,as to qual
ky and occasional faney lots go higher:
EAS. The market is steady at quotations

With

%

3 fair demand. We quote, Ciuada, choice ‘$1

hot dish, and serve with the cream sauce poured
General Hancock's Letter.
; Canada, common.
80°
Gr
:
around it.
If the yolks and corn.starch are ing Ulcers, White Swellings, Coxalgia, or Hip
the
accepting
Hancock
General
of
letter
The
ys
ili
'OTATOES. treret
ere has te a ] Jarge
su
thoroughly beaten, apd when the stiff whites are Joint Disease, and thé class of dieases termed
which was an increase of almost exactly
rices are lower. Sales of Bristol Ferry at’ ga"
Democratic nomination for the Presidency is
added they are well mixed, and the pan and cover
Scrofulous, proceeding from
hereditary
taints. | 2 25 # bbl, which is now the. highest y
per cent. over the preceding year. The largest
e. 'Naitreats
and
It is a» brief document
published.
are very hot, there ¢an be no-failure.
tives have been~ selling
at $1 rod $2. 1
where the bones are destroyed, defying the usual
value of merchandise importations previously
the
to
adhering
of
need
great
the
of
mainly
are
poor
in
quality
gnd
not
wanted.
1872year
treatment
of physicians, will procure SWAIM’S
‘reported was $642,136,210, for the
ONIONS. ' Receipts are light, and prices
re
n, and proclaiming the supremacy
PANACEA, they will find a remedy which has sav.
Western have been advanced
to $4 75 @ $H5¥ or
3. From 1868, when the value was 3574 thil- Constitutio
3
says:
He
law.
of
ed thousands of lives; and thoroughly tested by.
ITEMS.
GREEN APPLES. There is a
supply of aly
uninterand
steady
a
was
there
lions, to 1873
that
kind§,
and
prices
are
not
sustained.
Yr Jergeys.
system
the late Professors Chapman, Dewees and Gibson
Itis a vital principle in our
Mirinesotd Yaises trogs for market.
arg
selling
atl
8
31
Kit
4
RY
FE
wv
rupted increase; for every year following to neither
subto
allowed
be
must
force
nor
fraud
of
the
University
of
Pennsylvania
besides
|
~
PEACHES.
The
train
from
Mavufiicturing sugar from cori-statks isan ims
1878 there was a decrease; until in the latter
vert the rights of the -people.— When fraud,
hundreds’of
medical
men,
eminent
in
their
proDeiaware,
by
the
New
York
and.
New
a
rom
portant business at Hoeperton, Ill.
year the imports were valued at only 437 <mil- violence or incompetence controls, the. noblest
Railroad, arrived here Thursday morning,
fession, continue to be ‘a * forlorn hope” to sufns and wisest laws are useless. The
It has been - clearly demonstrated that coffee
ing the fruit in good order. -Sales ranging from
lions; in 1878—9 they rose slightly to 445} mil- coustitutio
ferérs worthy of its fifty years” reputation. collecting
for.
is not a fit ‘instrument
75¢
@ $2 ¥ basket, accordingto size of
bayonet
can
be
grown
sucgessfully
in
Florida.
SWAIM’S
PANACEA
is
imitated
and
a
preparation
lions: and then at » leap veached the enor- the vetes of freemen. It-is only by a full vote,
largest
at §1 50 @$2. Regular. trains ave expecieq
THE STOOK AND THE GRAFT.
every day during the season, except Puesdays
The exportasold for it by druggists with a name somewhat
free ballot and fair count that the people can
“There is one field of broom-corn in Hill county
mous total mentioned above.
Do
not
graft
upon
old
trees.
Do
not
graft
upon.
HAY AND. STRAW. The market showe 16 im
rule, in fact, as required by the theory of our
similar. Purchasers, thefefore, must be careful
Texas, containing 600 acres.
.
:
tion side of thé returns is, however, much
provement. * Receipts continue largely in excess
old trees that are in an unthrifty or dying .condiTake this foundation away and
government.
and see that they’ get that containing the recom
of the demand and recevers find it hard to sell gt
The wheat acreage along the Northern Pacific
more remarkable. The value reported for the the whole structure falls. * Publi¢ office is a tion, until you have pruned, manured, and -cultireasonable price. . The best Eastern is sefling’
year 1579-80 is no Jess-than $835,798,924, an ex- trust, not a bounty bestowed upon the holder. vated them to give them a new start. After they Railroad i§’about 10,000,000 aginst 6,000,000. last mendations of the distinguished professors alluded any
at $10 @ $20, but 1d Northern nor Canada can he!
to. It is seldom advertised in our public papers.
year.
No incompetent or dishonest person should
cess of 125 millions over the nextiargest total,
sold
at over $17 @ $18 ¥ ton. Rye Straw is Quiet .
have made new shoots, and ghown that they have
.SWAIM’S PANACEA is prepared only at Swaim’s
at $24 g $25 ¥ ton.
:
ever be entrusted with it, or, if appointed,they. a new lease of life, you may graft with profit. Do
§ of oleomargarine is
From 7000 to 8000 pou
Laboratory, 118 South Seventh Street,below Chest.
PORK. Western markets have maintained 3
omptly
ejected. ‘The ‘basis of a
made at Boston daily; mos!
fit being shipped to nut, Philadelphia. not
graft
winter
varieties
upon
early
sorts,
or
the value was only 282 millions, there was a substantial, P ractical civil-servi
strong
tone,
and
Socee
here
are very firm, with
|
;
:
.
r
}
oring
manufacturing towns.
of mess at $15 @ #15 50 ¥ bbl. "Extra prime
ant—to—secure
|
tart apples upon sweet,
.
steady rise for six years until 1874, when the
first be established by the people in filling the
Descriptive pamphlets mailed gratis on w®ppli- ‘Bales
commands
$12
@
$12
50;
Boston
clea; $17 a $s:
Four fisherman at Greenport, R..1,,
one day |
total was 580} million®; the next year there was elective oftices. If they fix a high standard of good specimens of the new sorts you put in.
cation,
a
nt
and backs at $18 @ $18 50 # bbl.
:
recently caught 4000 pounds of Dluefish at one
There are many well-authenticated facts which
qualifications for office’ and sternly reject the
BEEF.
- There isno_ material change in Beef
a decline to 518% millions;
but the upward
corrupt and incompetent, the result will be
:
show ‘that the stock does have some influence up- “haul?
The
sales
have
been
in
lots
as
wanted
by
the
Correct your habit of
crooked walking by
movement was immediately resumed,and there decisive in governing the action of the ser- on the graft. A neighbor of ours across the line,
trade at $9 50-@ $10 50 ¥ bbl for Western mess ang
On the Newington be Rgrtsmouth, N. H., at
using Lyon’s Patent Metalic Heel Stiffeners.
extra mess.
Co
ze
:
vants whom they entrust with jhe appointing
were successive increases of 27 millions in {1875
of an inquiring turn of mind, found in one orchard
the residence of N
jel - D. Miller; there is an
>
SMOKED HAMS. The market has ruled steady
power.
pr
-6, of 62 millions in 1876-7, of 92 millions in
at
10
@
1035
near him, trees of the Rhode Island
Greening
¢
for
Boston
and Western, and at 1] a
Englich ivy 500 feet in¥Wiength.
The war for the Union was successfully
$
11%c & Bb for fancy in bags.
ce
QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY. .
1877-8, of 16 millions in 1878-9, and now of 125
For the year “ending "30th of June last 8,300
closed more than fifteen years ago, All classes that habitually produced apples that rotted on
4 LARD.
The market is firm, with sales at 75 8
millions in the year: just closed. Thus, not- #f our people must share alike in the blessings
Approved
by
the
Academy
of
Medicine
of
New
the trees in the fall, and none of them would keep
horses were purcnased in’ Montreal and shipped
7c ¥ I for city and Western, ordmary brands,
withstanding the excessive increase of imporuntil the new year, ‘while the orchard close by ‘to the United States, at a cost of $670,000.
York for cotighs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
Some choice Western command xi ¢ # 1b.
B
of the-Union, and, are equally concerned in its
consumption, scrofiila dnd general debility.
The
perpetuity and in the proper administration of bore fruit that kept well. Upon inquiry he found
tations, they are still exceeded by the great
The
order
of
Prince
Bismark
has
been
publishe’
public affairs. * We are in a state of profound
that these poor keepers were grafted upon early
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
sum of 168 millions for the year. During evprohibiting the importation of sausages.and . por
peace.
Henceforth let it be our purpose to
* -ery year, except 1862, from 1860 to 1873 inclu- cultivate sentiments of friendship, and not of stocks nd upon unthrifty trees. There were two trom the United States. The prohibition does not Cpd Liver Oil can be used; and with more benefit |.
causes at work to hasten the maturity of the ap- |
secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
sive the importations were in excess, the dif
animosity, among our fellow-citizens, Our
includehams, sides and bacon.
.
ples and make them comparatively worthless.
this Jelly than by double tlie quantity of the liquid
ference ranging from 20 to 182 millions. In anaterial interests, varied and progressive, deThe
experiment
in
¢
silk
culture”
in
Silkville,
If you want late: keepers, ‘graft winter varieties
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject
Kan,
is
claimed
to
be
a
decided
success.
In
seven
1874 the exports, and in 1875 the imports, were _mand our constant and united efforts. A seduit. “ For sale by all druggists, and E. H. TRUEX,
upon winter stocks. There is very little doubt
lous and scrupulous care of thegpublic credit,
Platt St., New York.
1y6.
in excess. But from 1876 to the present time, together with a wise and economical manage- that sweet varieties are’ made less sweet by be- years’ trial good results have been obtained, and
—
ed
ee do
———
h
the worms remain free from disease.
;
ment of
our
governmental
expenditures,
ing grafeed apon some stocks. Carelessnesg in
five years, the balance has been strongly in our
GOOD ADVICE. We advise every family to keep
gelecting stocks is one of the reasons why there
It is estimated that there are about 2,000,000 beefavor.
So strongly, in fact, that although ijt should be maintained, in order that labor may
Downs’
Elixir always on hand.
It is the best
be lightly burdened and that all persons may
has been on that side but seven “years out" of be protected in their rights to the fruits of their is such a wide departure from anormal type in hives in the United States, each yielding on an Tetley for coughs and colds ever offered to the
many
of
the
more
popular
varieties
of
our
winter
For Revivals, Prayer and Praise
average:about.22 pounds of honey and a revenue
public.
.
the twenty-one, the totfl for the seven years
a
own industry. = | JF
A
apples. Our nurserymen ought to look after
of about $8,000,000, and, in addition, the industriis-9414 millions, while the adverse balances for
Without the abuse of words this last may be this thing, and in planting for nursery stocks the ous bees supply us with 24,000,000 pounds of wax.
For cleansing the system of all morbid matter
the other fourteen years foot up 1196 millions,
and warding off diseases, no medicine possesses |
strictly called dedling in generalities, when the
seeds of early and late apples should he kept sepsuch efficacy as Baxter's Mandrake Bitters.
Many artesian wells have-been sunk in Califor.
and the net adverse balance for the twénty-one
live issues of the day n¢ed-to be emphasized in arate, and the young stocks designed for winter- nia, and they have given a large sdpply of water
years is only $254,419,727, or an average of 22
As a Liniment for horses Henry & Johnson's
a specific manner; as to the financial and in- varieties should be grown exclusively from the at small expense. A well near Stockton, at the
millions a year.
*
;
ica and Oil Liniment is unequaled. It
The total foreign trade in goods for the year
seeds of the best keeping winter apples. We
dustrial interests of the country.
Sufes Sprains, Bruises and Lameness, at once,
|
depth
of
976
feet,
styuek
a
stream
which
flows
. expired had a value of $1,003,679.489, which,
iv
3
have no doubt that our best winter apples can be
In this connection we may say that it has
300,000 gallons daily’
.
considering the circumstances; is but little inli
>
improved in their keering quality by being grafted
farior to that of any other country of the globe. transpired that a letter was written by Gen.
Mr. Gaylord related &n exper:ment on his farm * Our readers who suffer from Deafness should
+The best in the English language. Price, in ex.
upon
late-keeping stocks, and by being grown
¥
Let us compare it with the trade of Great
Hancock to Gen. Sherman in December,’ 1876,
where
seed
wheat
had
run
out.
The
best
kernels
tra strong board covers, 40 Cents.
read the advertisement of * HOPE FOR THE DEAF,”
upon well-fed, vigorous trees. —.4merican AgriculBritain. In 1879 the imports were valued at
in reference to the critical political situation that
were sorted out and sowed, and he thinks he has
£326,806,815,
and the exports at $174,916,052,
which appears in another column.
$4.00 per Dozen, $30 per 100.
then &xisted as to the Presidency. This letter turist:
now a crop on the ground thatis equal to any he
—an aggregate of about 3000 million dollars, or
--has ever raised. Some of the same wheat sowed
twiceas much as that of - the United States. “is-also published -and- is a temperate document
A Happy Man at Lockport, N. Y.
Buy of the imports over £88,000,000 went for
without selection does not look as well.—Syracuse-| ~
EXTERMINATING THISTLES.
giving Gen, Hancock’s views of the situation,
E. C. Williamson, of this place, is rejoicing over
food, and more than £30,500,000 for cotton, nei#4.80 per Dozen.
Journal.
the following being its closing sentences:
I wish fo tell yon how I exterminated two patchther of which do we need to import at all, and
the recovery
of his wife, who-has been an ‘invalid
>
If the brass is very much tarnished; use alittle |
Our regular army has little hold upon the es of Canada thistles of about one-half acre —each;* there are many millions more representing
for the past four years.
She has regained “her
Give
It a Trial.
oxalic
acid
solution.
If
spots
are
imbedded,
rub
affections of the pedple of to-day, and its suother articles which Great Britain must buy,
by plowing so often as to prevent coming to the
strength, her complexion is vastly improved, and
Address, ©
perior officers should certainly, as far as lies in
while we produce them.
As for the export
out with a little
powdered pumice-stone:: Then
surface for breath and light. The land being in
she has walked more in the past month and is
their power, legally and with righteous intent,
side of the account, the total value-in 1879 for
wash
with
water
and
dry.
-Mix
rotten-stoné
with,
grass, I plowed in the fall,so the sod would be
stronger and better than she has been in years.
aim to defend the right, which to us is the law
Great Britain was only 875 millions of dollars,
sweet oil to a paste, and rub it over the whole surand the institution, which they represent.
It partially rotted by spring. The 15th of May I
He attributes these happy results entirely to
“. 340 Fenurth Ave., New York, N.Y.
which exceeded that for the United States by
face
of
the
brass
with
a
cork
until
it
assumes
a
thorouzhly plowed the land, and repeated plowis a-well-meaning ipstitution,
and it would be
less than 40 million dgllars.
DAY’S KIDNEY PAD.
greenish-black
color.
Then:
wipe
off
completel
well if it should bave an opportunity to be ingonce-in twenty days until November. Next
The separate returns for June are interestwith an old cloth. Next rub over with lampblack
recognized as a bulwark in support of the
ing as showing the present movement /of the
season I waited until late in June, to see the re- “until thoroughly polished, using a soft, smooth
rights of the people and of the law.
trade. It appears that the imports were valcork.* This gives an excellent result, and repays
sult of my work, and after close examination,
ARK CABIN ON KEARSARGE.
Out of
- ued at $60,445,382, and the domestic and forall the extra trouble that it causes.
+
found less’ than half dozen thistles just coming
School
Series.
By
EpwarD.
A. Raxp.
eign exports at $72,269,063.
There was thus
During the dry weather at this season farmers
rice 30 Cents.
Mingled with the adventures
Miscellaneous.
t
into
sight.
I
then
plowed
the
ground,
and
repeatan excess of exports amounting to $11,823,681.
of the pa ty are realistic descriptions of the scencshould gather up the washings of the roads in
Seven hundred ‘dollars’ worth of diamonds ed once in thirty days daring the second season
Each of these items is larger than that , of last
t. Kearsarge.
ry about
their
vicinity,
and
the
muck
from
low
places
usand
seeded
the
land
to
grass.
The
following
belonging to W. L. Sturner, of Toronto, Ont.,
9
year, the increase of imports having been 214
ually covered with water, and dump it in the
BENSON'S
NE CENT.
Out of School Series. By
were stolen from a room in a bathing-house at March —two years ago—they were completely exmillions, of exports 27 millions, and of balance
ROSE
HAWTHORN
LATHROP.
Price
30
54 millions.
Comparing the amounts with
Old Orchard Beach, Wednesday.
barnyard or hog-pens.
The alluvial washings
CAPCINE
terminated; not a thistle has appeared on that
Jemts.
As
bright
and Joy a collection of stories
those for May we find a decrease of imports of
A tremendous hail and wind storm visited
POROUS
ground since.
:
: brought from the hills by the streams during
as any boy or girl would wish to read, full of illusfour millions, and an increase of exports of the section near Norfolk, Va., Wednesday.
freshets and depositedin low places where the
PLASTER.
The other patch I commenced on one year later,
trations and brimming over with fun and frolic,
water soon evaporates,
are rich in fertilizing subnearly seven millions.
The indications now
Hail stones as large as hen’s eggs fell, almost
Overwhélming
evidence of its superiority
stances, and should be saved with great care. A
Boston: D. Lothrop & Co., Publishers.
are that the returns for July will show a fur- entirely destroying the vegetables, fruits and with same result. The point I wish to call your
over
all
other
plasters.
It
is
everywhere
recomfew loads obtained in this way costs but little and
attention’to is this: The ground should be plowed
ther movement in the same direction, for, al- grapes. The wind blew down barns and outmended
by
Physicians,
Druggists
and
the
Press
will
"greatly
help
out
the
dressing
in
the
fall.—
as often asis necessary to prevent the thistles
though the trade is much larger on both sides
'
FOR MUSIC STUDENTS.
houses, and did great damage to. the corn
Maine Farmer.
The manufacturers received a special award
of the account than that of last year, the exfrom
coming to the .surface for . air and light.
crop.
:
Se
and
the
only
medal
giver
for
Porous
Plasters
at
Luckily
for
our
prairie
chickens
and
large
ports show a tendency to increase and the . imA strong shock of earthquake was felt at Summer fallowing has been , recommended by game, the grouse) partridge and woodcock in the
the Centennial Exposition,” 1876, at the Paris 0
ports to decrease, when comparison is made by.
different agricultural journals, and some farmers
Exposition, 1878.
hierar
|
Smyrna,
Thursday.
The walls of the telegraph
weeks with the months,of May and June.—
Britich isles promise to be plentiful: The young
have tried the plan, plowing perhaps threefor
office
were
split,
and
several
houses
are
reportBoston Advertiser.
Their
great
merit
lies
in
the
fact
that
they are
partridges
are
strong
and.
héalthy,
and
the
hatch
ed thrown down in the town and Barnova.
four times during the season, at irregular periods,
the only plasters which relieve pain at once.
‘has been good. Reports from the grouse moors
and
at
convenience
of
the
farmer.
The
generSir
George
Jessel,
Master
of
rolls,
has
given
4128
PRICE25 CENTS:
:
There is some cause for rejoicing in the news
kd
anuounce a most satisfactory state of things, and
judgment at London against Albert Grant in
result was more thistles and a larger growth.
that the disaster to Gen. Burrows’s command favor of the Emma silver mining company for alBrother
the dry weather in Ireland is likely to produce exIs the ONLY work that teaches :
farmer, don’t try my plan unless you
cellent results. During the spring a large number
was exaggerated Fa the first dispatches, . but $600,000, the profit which Grant made as pro- mean to earry-it-out-—If
the 20th day comes Sun-| of woodcocks remained in the isle of shamrocks and
THOROUGH{BASS,
HARMONY and COMPOSITION
~ the grave fact remains that British troops have moter of the company, such judgment not to day, plow the day before—stop anchony, or two cruel landlords. The birds have made such good
affected by ' the bankruptcy’ proceedings
use of their time that they have reared two broods
In aYmanner so simple and progressive that it
been routed and British arms discredited in a be”
in
your
haying
and
harvest,
and
plow
your
against Grant, inasmuch as his making a profit
this season.— The Hour.
may be called a SELF. INSTRUCTOR.
The old
country inhabited by a fierce and warlike peo- as promoter of the companywwas a breach of ground. The final result will bes a success, and
' It is a foolish plan to be seeking the best method
befogged systems are too complicated to be prictiyou will be well satisfied.— Prairie Farmer.
Boston Produce Report.
ple, who have been cowed and held in subjec- trust.
cable. ¢ Palmer's Theory of Music” makes
> O-o-o
for putting down eggs for winter use. “This used
G. M. Branscom, of Jacksonville, Fla., is
tion only by the superior moral force of their
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
it clear as the sunlight. Price, bound in cloth,
to be one of the first tests of thrifty housekeeping.
under
arrest
in
New
York,
for
forging
$137,
|
oko
A
and
dealers
in
butter,
cheese
and
European invaders. The history of British
ATARMER WHO ROBBED HIS BOY. But it is better and just as easy to have hens lay
$1.00 by mail.
2]
000 worth of ‘ sanitary improvement bonds”
eggs, “beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar
No
3
Quincy Market, Boston.
of Jacksonville... He hired. -a boy .to. sign the
Last spring a farmer found-in his flock a lamb
all the year round. - If hens have a warm house
but too many
inelancholy instances of the re"For
the
price
of
two
or
three
losname of ex-Mayor A. J. Baldwin to the bonds.
which the mother would not own, He gave it and enough to eat, add of the right kind, they will
BOSTON Saturday, July 81, 1880.
sons, you can have F. W. Root's. :
action which takes place in the mind of the Branscom has confessed the forgery and states to his son, a boy fifteen years old, who saved it lay in winter as well as in summer. Farmers alFLOUR. The receipts of Flour for the week
that
about
$25,000
worth
of
the
bonds
are
in
have been 24,813 bbls of all kmds, against 30.876
and raised it. The boy called it his all summer,
s/treachérous Asiatic when
his fear of the
.ways expect to feed some grain to the fowls ;'then
the hands of merchants.
He is one-armed and
sak
bbls for the Sorreshonding week 1n 1879, and 81,
if they would save all the waste meat and scraps
European changes into contempt.
It is pre- is an orange packer and commission merchant all the family called it his, and it was his. But
088 bbls in 1878. The exports for the same time
that accumulate from the table, and feed it to the
this fall when the father sold the other lambs he
cisely this change that is to be looked for
a perfect vocal method on a new plan, and!
bf Jacksonville.
;
been 21,197 bbis, of which 5,746 bbls ‘were to
hens in winter,they would be repaid in:fresh eggs. have
and dreaded, as u result of Ayoob Khan's vicTet this one go with them, and, taking the pay for
Liverpool, 10,765 bbls to Loudon, 745 to West
a large collection of beautiful songs.
“Gen.
Burnside
and
Gov.
Littlefield
attended
It is also a good plan to hatch out some early and
‘ tory, among the wild tribes of Afghanistan. It
100 to Africa, 243 to Western Islands,
Price, $3, by mall, post-paid.
reunion of the Rhode Island veteran asso-. it, tucked it into his big- wallet and carried it off |“some late chickens, as in that way the late ones Hartlepool,
1,195
to
Halifux,
2,313
to
the
British
Provinces.
' is too late now to discuss the insane folly the
will be laying when the older ones want rest.—
to pay taxes or put it in the bank.
It
will
"be
'
seen
that
our
exports
which led England into this unfortunate situa- ciation at Rocky Point, Thursday.
American Stockman.
©
Now this farmer did not intend ‘to do anything
of Flour have been nearly as large as our receipts,
A terrific rain and hail storm passed over
tion, but it must begin to dawn upon the Forand the Supply on the market is very
light.
De"A vast sum of money is. made in Europe annueign Office that Afghanistan can not be main- Onset bay, near Wareham, Thursdays making
sirable family brinds of all kinds stil] meet with a
ally by preparing and putting up. that delicious
bad havoc with gardensdnd small trees. Hailtained as a dependency of Great Britain by an
ready sale, and choice spring wheat Patents are
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
ov
stones two inches in circumference were pick- thought anyway ; and if he did he considered the
little fish, the sardine. It isnot generally realized: scarce and wanted, recent sales having been
English resident at Kabul and a merely nominal
#
52t20+
ed up, The storm lasted fifteen minutes. A boy’s ownership of the lamb, a sort of pleasing that the smelt, found in such abundance on our mostly lots to arrive. The supply of this descrip- JQ 865 Broadway, N. Y.
- force at Kundadar.
The country must be antion is likely to be quite small for some weeks to
large water-spout was observed in the bay for fiction, or reasoned that the boy, haying all his
coast, is a fish almost
precisely similar, and, to
nexed to India,and occupied like: India,with all
Sen,
our taste, of a finer
flavor. If prepared in the come, as the millers are shot of the choice spring
half an hour after the storm had passed over,
that that implies of military and financial bur‘We send on 30 Days’ Trial our
needs supplied out of the family purse, did not same way as thie sardme in France and Italy. we
wheat
from which they are manufactured. New
ELECTRO-VOLTAIC BELTS, BANDS,
when
it
broke.
dens. Failing that, the only alternative is for
need the pay for the lamb and it was
better to have no doubt it would have the preference in a winter wheat Flour will soon be arriving more
, Trusses,
and other apGreat Britain to take her hands off. —New
A Berlin dispatch says: The new taxes and
lances, th those suffering from
frecty, and with increased receipts extreme prices
foreign market.—Am, Cultivator.
York Times.
:
Vervous Debilitugg Weaknesses, or
the duties (protective) voted by Parlinment in out into the common fand. But for all that, takwill be more diflicult to realize. The sales of new
ing the lamb and selling it in that way, and pockLost Vitality
cause; or to
Tea shouid never be boiled, because boiling St Louis have beenat $6 @ $6 625 ¥ bb]. There is
1879 have deceived the expectations of the
those afflicted with
Rheumatism,
eting the proceeds was stealing. No, it was rob. “extracts its tannic acid, thus making it both bita demand for good spring extras for shipment,and
The tobacco duties. alone have
Faralysin, Dyspepsia, Live: a Rid.
We believe, as we have frequently said, that government.
bery, and, as between this boy and his father, one
ey troubles, ete; etc.
; or Ruptures.
\
ter and unwholesome; but the waterwvith which it , a local mill has made large salts of this descripshown a return of 30,000,000 marks less than
of
the
meanest
robberies
that
could
be
perpetratA
there is no danger, nor even diffieulty, in a ‘was expected.
tion at $525 ¥ bbl. The best Minnesota bakers
Tlustrated
Pamphlet Free.
Jt was therefore necessary to ed. Not opiy this, but by robbing the
boy of i§ made shodld always be boiling hot —not water
3, Mich
brands are scarce and selling at an advance of 25¢
thorough canvass of the South by Republican
which has been boiling for a long time and sendinvent new means for increasing the revenues,
that two
dollars the farmeér did more to. make
¥# bbl. The sales of Patent spring wheats have
“speakers. All that is needed is thaf men of and the conference at Coburg of the finance the Loy discontented and drive him away from ifg’off its valuable elements in the steam, but been selling at $6 @ $3 75 ¥ bbl, and the best
fresh water brought to the boiling point and used
ministers of the various states of the empire ‘home than he can undo with ten times that amount.
brands are Soares. In winter wheat St Louis sales :
“WANTEDfor the Republican Manuel,
ability and reputation be sent, and backed up
at once.
SA
A boy is a littl e man, and if he has got any offhe
at $5 70 @ $6 50, including
new at $6 $ $6.25, AGENTS siciorica Documentary, Biographiis trying to solve the problem.
It is- believed
.
“\_._. bythe same forces ind influences that enter
Jather and
grip to him which will make a 8
. § wih och 3 : sh LL
, Statistical, {nancial and Political. Six books .
Moore's Rural says: “If it takes seven pounds and choice old at/$6 50 ¥ bbl; Illinois and Indiana
that the ministers will propose a tax on all
into a ‘contest in other localities.
And the
man of him whenhe grows up; he begins at an
have been selling at $5 50 @ $6 25; and Ohlo_and
in one, ' Edited by Rev. E. O. Haven, LL. D. In
of corn on £n average to make a pound of pork,as Michigan
question stil} is, is the party equal to its - duty transactions of the stock exchange, and ip- early age to feel the desireto own someihing 4p
at $508 $6. ¥ bb). Minnesota extras cluding a life of Gen. Garfleld, with a. sketch of
crease the taxes on beer and spirits. It is to add vo the property subject to his -ownefship,
and its opportunity.—
Boston Herald.
iaiio doubt the case, the farmey begins to see the range irom'$) § $7 Wisconsin axtras at $4 25 $3; Gen. Arthur. By Rev. G. Draper, D.D., of New
rumored that it will be again proposed to which is at once the incentive to effective work
Western common extras at $425 @ $4 50; an
York. Over 500 Fae
60 illustrations.
In augreat economy of exporting one pound of pork,
monopolize the tobacco factories, but this is and the motive which reconciles men to their
Western supers at $325 @ $3 75 ¥ bbl.
i
thorship, authen
style, and terms to agents,
bacon er hah, instead of seven pounds of corn.
$e
Senator Bruce, the colored Senator from not confirmed.
condition.
.
"
CORN
MEAL.
There
has
been
a
fair
demand
for
we
have
no
competitor,
K
E
.
B.
TREAT,
Pub.,
77
No matter how well the boy’s wants are proviThe difference in cost of freight makes a fine profs
Corn Meal, with sales at $2 30. @ $2 45 ¥ bbl.
' Mississippi, summing up the outlook for the
Broadway, N. Y,
2
,
4129
A man and woman past middle age, supposed for from a fand which is common to the whole
RYE
ELOUR.
The
sales
have
been
ja
small
lots
it
of
itself;
besides,
the
pound
of
meat
is
nsually
ed to be Old Man Bender. arid his wife
Kate, family, he takes no particular interest:in
campaign in the * Solid South,” tersely says:
adding
.
worth more
seven pounds of gorn in the for- dt $4 00 @ $5 ¢ bbl.
the notorious Kansas murderers, were captur- to that fand because he. does not feel that it is eign
MEAL. There has been a steady demand
«'There is no need to shoot a man when you ed
markef.
production of pork should be . OAT
INDEXICAL SILVER SOAP
his, and he tires
of labor and thought, the proat Fremont, Neb., Thursday. Both made
for
Oat
Meal,
with
sales
at
$5
@
$6 50 ¥ bbl for
encouraged
on
the
further
consideration
that
it
can count him out.” Counting out may be 4 partial confession. They are held for identi- ceeds of which he must share with several others;
common and choice.
Made expressly for cleaning
and polishing Silcarries off less of the valuable constituents of the
Jess barbarous than shooting, but it is quite as fication’ by Kansas people. .\.
but
give
Bom
a
nd
of
property
of
i
his
owa,
to
CORN, The receipts
of Corn, for the week have
ver and Plated Ware and Andon, Glassy Mirsoil than beef.”
:
manageas he pleases,
eepor sell or change
effectual for party purposes.~~Independent.
been 638,900 Ju, 80 the exports for the same time rors, Marble, Tin, etc. It 1s much more conven* + Fifteen disguise d-men went, to the: house of and let him feel that his ownership is secure an
Many cattle are dying throughout Ocean and
been
473,96
bu, ‘ Both the receipts and exodes, and may be
SE a a
;
Joeé Thompson, a colored man, 20 miles from that his loss or gain deperds upon his own en- Monmouth (N. J. ) counties from the drouth and have
ports have
quite large and stocks
have not
| # p with perfect safe. Monday Morning's Nowy.
deavors, and he will work cheerfully and contentAtlanta, Ga., Wednesday night, dragged him
accumulated.
Prices
are
a
shade
easier,
with
iL as it contains nothing
heat. The pastures and streams are dried up,
edly-—Manochester Mirror.
sales of mixed and yellow at 52) @ 5c @ Db
e finest plate or jewelry, or even the most
Kire in one of the storehouses of the Atlan- out, beat him and his wife fearfully, . fatally
and indigestion, starvation and thirst are deing To arrive the sales have been at 53c by Lake and
PERS ———— SR
=
——
‘shot his son, and killed his daughter.
There is
cate-skin. It 1s far superior to any other soap fore
tic Dock Company, Brooklyn, Sunday, de- great indignation throughout the country, and
| terrible work.
Rail, and 533 c by al) rail.
cleaning fine House
.
0
0a18, The receipts of the week have been 25,ere.
stroyed property valued at $10,000. A hoy a citizens’ - meeting at Jonesboro denounced
One ofthe new achievements of the enterpris18teowl6
425 bu, and the exports 21,850 bu to West Hartle. C0. Winthrop jig
BB e
the killing and. offered $500 reward for the
t From the Bostonian.)
was crushed to death during the fire,~—Dr.
ing millers of Minneapolis, Minn.
is the estab:
pool
+
/Fhe.
market
is
firm
for
Oats
with's
very
uced stock and light
ipts. New Oats are not
Tanner is now on the 85th day of his fast. He murderers. Four arrests. have been: made.
lishment of close commercial
relations with
+ SPANISH EcGS. Cook one cup of'rice 30 minutes
Thompson sayshe recognized the Jeadgr of the
expected in any quanity.
for some weeks. The
vests well, but is troubled with nausea,——
gang, Johu Gray, whom he recently prosecut- in two quarts of boiling water, to which has been Alexandria, Egypt, which will enable one of the 8a 08 ave been at 44
fc
for No.1 and extra
. Miller, of the Philadelphia Medical
ed and who had been convicted for assault added one tablespoonful of salt; drain through a oldest of existing cities to promptly obtain sup- white, 42}; @ 48c for No 2 whje, and 38° @ 40c for Prepares for College or, business. Young men of
plies of flour from the manufacturing center of. Red mixed aud Nod Lig
. : .
w
:
.
¥ ka
colander, and then add one tablespooiful of but(University, bas been arrested for forgery, in and battery.
oo ability and
lgont application thoroughly’
one of the youngest and most prolific wheat-grow
YE.
@ sales have been in sma
Lat $1
Yale or Amherst in
Brown,
Harvard,
tted for
dE
:
issuing certificates to students,—A captive . A brigade of the British Army in Afghdnis- ter. Spread on a hot platter very lightly. Now on ing districts.
$1.06¥ bu.
4
gh
] y he | three
Excellent
facilities for an English
years.
tan under General Burrows has been cub to ‘the rice place six dropped eggs, and serve.
FEED. The demand is steady for Shorts at $17;
“balloon broke loose at Youngstown, Ohio, Saf- Pieces
low, and liberal pro
very
Expenses
Education.
near Candahar by Afghans commanded
Jud Fine Peed and Middlings range from at $18 @
CREAM
SAUCE. One tablespoonful.of butter,one
vision made to aid students of limited means.
"urday, carrying away a man and woman,—
y Ayopb Khan, and the Viceroy of India is
Address
Snow is reported on the highest point of the sending reinforcements with all speed into teaspoonful of flour, one cup of cold milk, Salt, A Remarkalije Cure of Kidney Troubles. \. BUTTER. The market has sustained a firnd and 8m25
N. LEAVENWORTH, A. M. Principal.
advancing
tone,
aiid
receipts
are
pretty
well
sold
|
pepper
;
put
butter
in
small
saucepan,
and
when
Afghanistan.
.
This
rout
‘of
the
English
"Catskill, Thursday morning.——A new silver
- * HIGHGATE, VT,, Nov. 1.
up, though the demand has not been very
active.
causes a good deal of excitement in Great
Brit- hot, add flour, stir until perfectly smooth, but do
n last
Gentlemen f=It is with grateful’ heart that Our quotations are abont 1c # 1 higher
ain as well as in India. It was hoped that af- not let it brown; ‘then add the milk gradually stirTtan recommend the Riduev: Wort to soy week, in sympathy with the high cost in the coun
THE MORNING STAR
ter all the sacrifice of life and treasure, that the ring all the time; boil two- minutes, th Jadd
try,
bat
buyers
1gspond
very
slowly
and
it
is
hard |
one sufferingias I have been,
from Piles an
Afghan troubles were about over for the pres. n .chicken and pepper, and salt
to sell many straight lots at'much over last week’s
$2.00 per year, if paid strictly inTrRMS:
to taste.
Kidney troubles,
especially the Gravel.
TI was
ates, Sales of New York and Vermont choice
within the first thirty ,
ent. But we are afraid that, this notable sucadvance; $2.20 if pa
SoFT-BOILED
EGGS.
1.
Place
the
eggs
in
a
taken
with
these
complaints
while
in
the
iry lots have been made at 23 @ 26¢, and
_yester- days, and
cess of'the native arms will open the territory
$2.50if not,
7 HgvarilYsaucepan, and cover with boiling water ; let
army
in
1863:
growing
worse
and
finding
30
day
receivers
were
asking
26¢
for
best
Frinklin
to another bloody and costly campaign.
we will send the Star
relief in the hospital, I was discharged
from county lots, but we did not hear of many sales at * For 26 cents received
i
them, stand where they will keep hot, but not boil
three months on trial.
over 26¢. Choice ladle packed Western has been
Advigss' from the Viceroy of India state that for
service,
sought the best medical advice;
ten mihutes. This method will cook hbth tried various patent medicides, and: spent selling fairly af 1I8@
will please notice the date
Each subscriber
19¢ 4 1b, with some fancy
“| the natives in he vicinity of Candabar 'report
of payment on the label of his paper, and not
at 20¢, which is now the established range,
that the losses in the late engagement between® whites and yolks. 2. Place the eggs in boiling
ore than five hundred dollars inthe fruitless “brands
.
:
dairy Jacked Westernhs in light supply, allow”it to be in arrears.
water and boil threb minutes and @ half. By this ef ort
Ayoob'Khan ' and General
Bur
hs were
to obtain relief.
I continued to grow Choice
and commands 19 @ 22¢ ¢
1b. Crenmeries have
"The Star is not.discontinued when the time
heavy on both sides, and that the fight was a method the white of the egg is Hardened so quick- worse, and for about three years no urine pass- been advancedto 25 @ 27c, but most of the sales a
persons re.
expires for which it is paid unless
most desperate one, The country around
ed from me exceptby the use of the ‘catheter. to yesterday were at 26¢ 4 1 and under. . The bes!
ly that the heat does not penetrate
‘to the yolks
it; and it is discontinued when it has Candahar is greatly disturbed, and General until the last minute, and consequently the ‘white
‘or more than two years I was uuable to brands are frm, however, at 27¢, and one or two quest ‘mdre
due
after
arrears,
in
year
one
than
been
Phayre has not yet been able to advance,
He
walk, and confined to my bpd most of the fanCy marks are held highef. The market closes notice
Boston, Suturdsy afternoon, fell will
is bard and the yolk hardly cooked enough. ' The
arid time shall have been given.
with a strong tonewn the part of holders,but tra
await re-enforcements before proceéding
time. The pain, yea, the agody that I endurfirst method is therefore the most, healthful. = ,
satisfactory, as ull the Butter coming
for‘ REMITTANCES must be made in: mon-.
to the relief of Burroughs's crippled, comed, no pen can described.
In this condition,a isnot
ward this week cos} high in the country, and curey-orders or bank-checks. if possible, or in 3
mand.
a
ak
HARD-BOFLED EGGS, Put the eggs in hot water neighbor urged me ‘to_try. the Kidney-Wort. rent
e.
prices leave np margin of profit.
i
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Foreign advices state that an earthquake
Friday demolished
four
or five "houses
and damaged many others. Two
persons
were killed and five or six injured, Much

‘

0 cover, and boil twenty" minutes. Fen minutes
will boil them hard, but they are not &8" digestible
as when boiled twenty;

'ten

minutes

makes

the

ther and mother. Iti
yolks hard and soggy, twenty minutes makes them”
taken from the jai pol lynched, and the mili damage was done in,the adjacent country. At | light and mealy.
)
~ tary have been called out.——Do
D, Cam-' Burnabad eleven houses, several cafes and two of
QUAKER OMELET. A Quaker omelet is ‘a handclerk in' New York, has been minarets were demolished, Two persons were
eron,
4
found
killed and ten injured.
Slight tremblings con- ‘| some and sure dish when care is taken in the
‘arrested for stealing letters, six being
"on his persen.——Secretary of war
Rdmse¥, tinue,
‘preparation. Three pggs, half a cup of milk, ‘one®
:
)
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Fee JE that if it killed me it ‘would prove a
merciful relief from suffering, I commenced
its use, and, strange as it may seem, after

hay

ing used about three packages, I was relievd
of all Appearances of the disease able and to attend to my usual work. Thigavas a year ago
last June, and since that time
return of my old complaints

:

Brn

"

I have had no

URIAL BUNDY,

registered letter and at oun risk and expens

CHEESE. There hus
been a slow trade, and,
In writing to this office, Jpersons will please
notwithstanding the high rates ruling in the coun.
anc
try, we can not quote any advange, Siles of designate thei» STATE, a8 well as town, they
'
choice faci
have ruled at 9% g 100 and
fair to give both the cid and:new address when
Food at8 @ ve ¥ ib, It has been
rd to sell large
order a change in the, difection of their paper.
0 ts to the trade at over 9)¢c, and
ne’
only ver,
‘The Star gos 40 ess Tuesday morning .
murks command 10c, though some are held for
and communications for insertion ought to
higher figures. . Latest Liverpool quotation was
here on Saturday previous.
shillings, a decline of three shillings since. last
Ke
dress
ILD Be A STEWART,
BovER. N. H.
1 week.»
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